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B-1

1966 THEME INQUIRY

THE ROLE OF TEACHERS' ORGANIZATIONS IN EDUCATIONAL PLAT NING

Introduction

In general terms, educational planning serves four basic purposes, with varying
emphasis:

1. To ensure that the educational system provides for the best economic growth
of the country by supplying trained manpower

2. To promote social development and political stability
3. To safeguard and enhance the national cultural heritage
4. To help each individual to develop his own personal abilities to the full.
Whatever its particular.focus, planning must take account of the realities of

each national situation as well as of theoretical considerations. Planning must be
based, as far as possible, on objective statistics--fiscal, demographic, peda-
gogic--rather than on subjective assessments.

Furthermore, planning must take into account not only the economic factors
(buildings, teachers, etc.), but equally the curriculum and the social programmes
of the school. The planners must bear in mind constantly the desires and needs of
the people whose lives will be affected by their plans.

These general observations will be interpreted in many different ways, depending
on the political, social and cultural patterns of each country. In like manner,
teachers' organizations will see educational planning from a perspective different
from that of other groups--economists, sociologists, administrators, for example.

A

1. In general terms, what are the views of your national teachers' organiza-
tions as to the basic framework of educational planning?

(a) Who should determine the social philosophy on the basis of which
educational planning should be carried out? Who should determine how much of
the national income and budget should be spent on education?

(b) What should be the scope of educational planning? Should all levels
and types of education, public and private, in-school and out-of-school, be
embraced in a single plan?

(c) Who should be responsible for educational planning? Should plans be
drawn up as a part of government policy or set out by an independent agency?

2. Does the pattern you have outlined above exist now in your country or does
your organization consider that changes are needed? if the latter, please
describe these desired changes.

B

Experts generally agree that effective planning must be a continuous process
involving each of the six stages set out below.

1



How is planning carriedout in otn.mx.goa1 of these stases? In
each case, how are die teachers' organizations involved? What is the
attitude of the authorities to the current involvement and to an extension
of your participation in the future?

Stage 1. Establishing and Clarifying Major Educational Aims, Policies andPriorities --for example, to universal primary education; diversification of secon-dary and higher education, teacher training, adult education and general literacy,technical training, etc. , and the relative emphasis that will be given each of these
in the plan period under consideration.

Stage 2. Assessing the Existing Education Situation and Performance in Relationto These Aims, Priorities and Policies--for example, examining the present edu-cational "pyramid" (relationship between numbers in primary, secondary, and
higher education), teacher supply, student entry and drop-outs; relation of curricu-lum to students' needs; educational research; the best use of teaching personneland of new techniques in education.

Stage 3. Setting Future Educational Targets Consistent With National Needs,taking into account population trends, manpower requirements for economic andsocial development, and the financial resources available.
Stage 4. Testing the Feasibility of These Targets against the likely availa-bility of finances, teachers, capital facilities and administrative capabilities;then adjusting the targets, if necessary, to fit the existing conditions.
Stage 5. Putting the Plan Into Effect--getting it approved by the necessary

authorities, appropriating funds, designing projects and programmes and carryingthem out.

Stage 6. Evaluatin the Plan and Its Im lementation and revising it in lightof experience.

C

What is your organization's evaluation of its experience in educationalplanning?

(a) How effective do you consider this involvement?
(b) What lessons have you learned for your own future work in this field?(c) What comments do you have for the benefit of your colleagues inother countries?

2



NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS

B-3, English

England & Wales

Determination of the philosophy of education

One of the bases of the British 1944 Education Act, which laid the foundation
of the contemporary system of schooling, is the doctrine of parental choice. The
views of parents on choice of school are therefore regarded as important.

In more recent years, another similar idea has become accepted, viz., that
the education service should mirror the current social philosophy of the parents,
that is, of society. The determination of the community's philo-ophy of education
is, then, the Joint responsibility of the State, the profession and the public. The

.State participates in this process in Britain through the manifestos of the competing
political parties, by Parliamentary conflict and by the work of Advisory Committees
and Commissions of various kinds (in recent years, for example, the Crowther,
Newsom, Robbins and Plowden Committees), whose reports consider in depth both
the philosophy of a particular aspect of education and the practical implementation
of that philosophy.

The profession participates by pressure on the Government and the parties, by
submitting evidence to the various committees and, in the case of all continuing
committees, by appointing representatives to them. The teachers' unions also
try to mould public thinking on education through direct publicity and via such
organizations as the Campaign for Educational Advance and parent-teacher as-sociations.

Other voluntary agencies exist to influence the thinking of parents on education,
notable among them the education committees of the churches, the trade union
movement and the Confederation for the Advancement of State Education.

The social philosophy behind educational change and proposals for change
emerges from the clashes of opinion within and between these bodies.
The scope of planning

The direction of educational planning in Britain is a complex problem. British
educational administration contains many divisions: between a public and private
sector; between autonomous public institutions like the universities and publicly
controlled schools and colleges; between institutions managed by the central
Government, like the service academies, and others directed by local education
authorities, such as state schools and local technical colleges; between such
institutions administered directly.by the State and others administered Indirectly
through voluntary bodies such as the grant-aided church schools and colleges;
between those administered by the Department of Education and Science and those,
such as approved schools and remand homes, administered through the Home Office,
and others such as service schools and academies administered through the Min-
istry of Defense.
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Similarly, examinations are administered through a complex machinery. Theuniversities set their own examinations, and, alone or in groups, set certainof the secondary school examinations taken in private schools, grammar andcomprehensive schools, service academies, etc. The Schools Council, a centralagency involving all the partners in the education service, exercises generalsupervision over these examinations and administers through regional boards theCertificate of Secondary Education, which is intended for most school childrenwho reach the age of 16. The Council for National Academic Awards sets certainof the examinations for technical colleges and acts as a degree-giving body.Other examinations are set by the City and Guilds of London Institute and theRoyal Society of Arts.

The need is now generally accepted for some form of plan that will e,bracethe development of all institutions and examination systems, whilst at the sametime there is strong attachment to the princip)e of local autonomy. Similarlythere is some belief in the need for an unplanned sector, i.e., for private edu-cation. Although this belief is not so strong today as it once was, and althoughthe Government is establishing a commission to consider the relationship ofprivate secondary schools to the State system, some measure of private education,particularly at primary level, is likely to continue for some time. The demand forforms of central direction in both local and private education is, however, growing.
Whose responsibility?

The ultimate responsibility for overall planning, particularly in questions offinance, must lie with the Department of Education and Science. However, inboth the flow of ideas to the Department and in the flow of decisions from it, aconsiderable number of agencies act as intermediaries between the Governmentand the individual school, child or teacher. Advice to the Department comes,for instance, from the Association of Education Committees, the teaching pro-fession, the Association of University Teachers, the Committee of UniversityVice-Chancellors and Principals, the Association of Teachers in Colleges andDepartments of Education, and from a host of advisory committees such as theNational Advisory Council on the Training and Supply of Teachers, the StandingAdvisory Committee on Student Awards, the National Advisory Council on Edu-cation for Industry and Commerce, the Central Advisory Council for Education andthe National Advisory Council on Art Education.
Although ultimate decisions are taken by the central Department of Educationand Science, most details of implementation are the responsibility of the localeducation authorities, to whom the Government can issue guidance. Again,certain areas of decisiu I are delegated to "buffer" agencies. Teachers' pay, forexample, is negotiated by the Burnham Committee, which is representative ofteachers, authorities and the Department. Financial aid to universities, thoughprovided by the Government, is undertaken by the University Grants Committee.Examinations, as explained above, are removed from Government supervision.Thus, though any plan for the development of education must be the responsibilityof the Department of Education and Science, it must lie within the budgetary allo-cation to education provided by the Treasury, advised by the National EconomicDevelopment Council, and if it is to be successful, must be assured of the co-operation of a vast number of agencies and of the public generally.

Desired changes

Broadly speaking, the prcfession is satisfied with the administrative structureoutlined above, but with two important reservations. First, it believes the bonafide representatives of teachers should be consulted and take part in all majoreducational planning decisions. Secondly, it believes that through unity withinthe profession it could be wholly responsible for certain important planning



decisions, e.g. , conditions of entry to the profession, internal discipline and
withdrawal of the right to teach.
The planning process

Stage 1. Establishing major aims and priorities

Decisions on the outline plan for education are taken by the Department of
Education and Science. The first National Plan for Britain was published in the
autumn of 1965. In it, for the first time, the Government set out publicly its
intentions for the future growth of the education service. Though fashioned by.
the Government, the Plan has taken into account the views of the public and of
the education service as expressed publicly and in evidence and deputations from
bodies such as the National Union of Teachers, and in the reports of advisory
councils and committees. The NUT is involved in this process. Its major instru-
ments are:

(a) Campaigns directed at the public, recent examples being on oversize classes,
the use of unqualified teachers and the financing of education;

(b) Formal deputations to and informal con_ sultation with the Department of Edu-
cation and Science;

(c) Representation on the Advisory Councils, etc.; and
(d) Written and oral evidence to various committees

In addition, a number of Union members are Members of Parliament and are
able to raise issues in the House of Commons on the Union's behalf when, for
instance, the plans of the Government are debated.

Stage 2. Assessing the existing education situation and performance in
relation to above-determined aims

Educational research, as such, is carried out within the Department of Ldu-
cation and Science, within university departments of education and by a series of
private research bodies such as the National Foundation for Educational Research,
the Unit for Statistical Studies on Higher Education, the Careers Research and
Advisory Centre, the Nuffield Foundation and the Research Unit into Problems of
Industrial Retraining, but much of this is done under the aegis of the Schools
Council on which the Union is represented. Some research work is also done by
the Union itself, e.g. , it produced a very successful report on the state of our
schools. In addition, the Union keeps under constant review the performance of
the administration as revealed in official reports such as the "Statistics of Edu-
cation" and the "Annual Education Report of the Department of Education and
Science."

Stage 3. Setting targets consistent with national needs
The fixing of targets, bearing in mind population trends, manpower require-

ments and the availability of personnel and equipment, and the means of achieving
the targets, are determined by the various advisory councils and committees
mentioned above, on which the Union normally has representation. Final accept-
ance of the recommendations lies with the Department.

Stage 4, Testing targets against available finance

This is now the responsibility of the Department and of the Treasury in
association with the National Economic Development Council. The NUT has no
direct means of access to the National Economic Development Council. This is
undoubtedly the area of planning where currently the position of the NUT is least
satisfactory.

Stage 5. Putting the plan into effect
This is achieved by requests from the Government to local authorities and
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college and university authorities. The necessary finance is raised from central
taxation and local rating. The ability of the local teachers' organization to influ-
ence the local implementation of the Plan varies from place to place. Teachers
are represented on nearly all local education committees , and in many places,
though not in all, teachers' organizations are consulted in the formative stages
of producing reorganization schemes.

Stage 6. Evaluation of the Plan

On an official level this is "carried out by the flow of information from the
localities and colleges to the Department. The NUT maintains a close watch on
the degree of success being achieved, and draws the attention of the Department,
local authorities, Parliament and the general public to any deficiencies.
The NUT's evaluation of its experience

In Britain, planning techniques are probably more advanced in education than
in any other civil field, and the description we have given points to a high degree
of involvement by the Unicn. However, Britain has probably been slower than
other comparable nations in introducing overall economic planning, and 1965, with
the publication of a National Plan, may have repercussions which at the moment
are difficult to assess. By giving a detailed analysis of the place of education
in the total context of national resources, the Plan is bound to affect the work of
the planning agencies in the education service. At the moment, as a non-Trades
Union Congress union, the NUT has no access to the National Economic Develop-
ment Council. The necessity or otherwise of such access will not become finally
apparent until we see how the service develops in the future.

The Union is constantly reviewing its position at the level of local planning.
Here the creation of Regional Planning Boards will affect our future work.

From our experience the following lessons could be drawn:
(a) Since ultimate planning decisions are taken by the Government apparatus,

the point at which teachers' unions can make the biggest impact is in advice and
submission to ministries.

(b) If the channels f.r such advice can be institutionalized via, for instance,
advisory councils and salary negotiating machinery, the effectiveness is increased.

(c) Where Union advice is ignored by the Government, influence in Parliament
and with the general public becomes essential.

(d) In influencing people the Union may be able to win friends amongst other
bodies, such as parent organizations, church education committees, associations
of local authorities and the press, and so achieve maximum impact.

(e) Although the Union should be mainly concerned with educational progress
and objectives, it should be equipped (should the need arise) to justify its demands
in the total national economic context.

(f) The Union can challenge the case of the Government and authorities only if
it, too, has a store of evidence and information comparable to that of the Govern-
ment and authorities. The Union itself must engage in some educational research
and collection of information.
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THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND

B-4, English

A

Scotland

In Scotland the ultimate responsibility for educational planning rests on theSecretary of State for Scotland. The amount of the national income and budget tobe spent on education are matters for the Government cf the United Kingdom. Itis reasonable to expect that the Secretary of State, through the Scottish EducationDepartment, will consult fully the teaching profession regarding the planning andwill be prepared to fight his case against any possible Treasury restrictions atGovernment level.

Ideally it would be a splendid thing for all levels and types of education to beembraced in a single plan, but the difficulties are so obvious that it is practi-cally impossible for this to be done. Educational plans should be drawn up aspart of Governmental policy in consultation with the teaching profession and thisis in fact carried out to some extent. It is hoped that with the establishment ofthe new Teaching Council this policy may be extended.
The main source of dissatisfaction at present is the stranglehold which theTreasury exerts by financial restrictions. It is difficult to see a solution to thisparticular problem, but on the general question of consultation with the profession

very great progress has been and is being made in recent years.
B

(1) Planning in general is carried out through the Scottish Education Depart-ment, which has set up many working parties in different fields. In these workingparties the teachers' organizations play a very full part and the authorities, bothlocal and national, co-operate in this work. A recent example of this kind of workis to be seen in a review of the whole curriculum in primary education which hasresulted in the publication of a very full report for the guidance of schools.
(2) No problem exists so far as numbers proceeding from primary to secondaryeducation are concerned. Ever-increasing provision for higher education is beingmade and our own organization has played a prominent part in, for example, the

successful campaign for the establishment of a new, university and increasedaccommodation in the existing universities. The curriculum both in primary andsecondary schools has been the subject o working parties on the basis mentionedabove, and the Scottish Council for Research in Education is expanding its ac-tivities considerably with the aid of increased Governmental financial help andalso grants from the Educational Institute of Scotland.
(3) Emphasis in recent years has been laid on making full use of the abilitiesof all pupils. The greatly increased numbers in the last two years of the second-ary courses, which have increased nearly threefold in the last 15 years, areindicative of what is being done here. There is still lack of clear definition of
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targets, e.g., total numbers of teachers required in particular categories, buteven in such a matter as this the Committee set up by the Scottish Education De-partment'on the Supply of Teachers can provide ready help. Enquiries are cur-rently. proceeding, e.g. , into the provision of places in medical faculties andwhile some of these enquiries are not likely to lead to immediate conclusions,much is being done to meet the problems.
(9) This stage is perhaps the most important of all. Present indications arethat the school-leaving age, at present 15, will be raised to 16 in 1970. Anyplanning of courses and curricula to meet this situation must depend on an adequatesupply of suitably trained teachers. As 1970 looms closer, there will be a veryserious consideration of how the targets must be adjusted to fit the existing con-ditions. This is not a simple matter and will have to be solved jointly by theGovernment authorities and the profession.
(5) Putting the general plan into effect will not depend on getting it approvedby the authorities, since they will be parties to it; or the provision of funds whichwill be generally a Government responsibility; however, carrying out the programmewill depend ultimately on the supply of teachers. The difficulties in this areahave been mentioned in the foregoing section.
(6) Evaluation of any plan is a long-term matter. It is more important thatrevision should be made, when required, in the light of experience, e.g. , whetherin Scotland too many training places are being made available for one particularcategory and insufficient attractions offered in another.

C
Over many years the Educational Institute of Scotland has had first-hand ex-perience of involvement in educational planning. The consultation of the Instituteby the Scottish Education Department has been much more marked in the last 20years. It is considered that this participation has been highly effective both inavoiding pitfalls and making constructive suggestions. It has in fact become theestablished procedure to consult the Institute on all questions of educationalplanning, and the established policies of the Institute play a large part in theultimate results.

Lessons which have been learned are many. One is that it is advisable, whenany new development is proposed or thought of, to be ready with some consideredproposals made by our own body, rather than to await official Departmental pro-posals and then to try to amend them. Also, when any working parties or com-mittees are proposed, it has been found expedient to be prepared instantly tonominate possible representatives. Representatives are nominated in greaternumbers than may be asked for, so that any possible vacancies may be taken up.
Once the principle of consultation and co-operation has been established,every effort must be made to secure its continuation. If any occasion arises wherethe profession feels that it has not been adequately consulted, immediate protestmust be made before it is too late and the result is a fait accompli.



THE CHINA EDUCATION SOCIETY

B-5, English

A

China

The China Education Society deems it the responsibility of the educational
philosophers, the social and economic philosophers, the Educational and Economic
leaders in the People's General Assembly (the Congress) and the Legislative Yuan
(the Senate), together with the Ministers of Education, of Economic Affairs and
of Finance to determine the framework for educations i planning. It is the respon-
sibility of the spokesmen or the people's representatives in the national and the
provincial assembly and in the town hall or county council to determine, with the
advice of the educational leaders, the amount of national income and budget that
should be spent on education.

Education, as an integral programme for developing the nation's manpower
resources, should be planned on an overall scale. All levels and types of edu-
cation, in-school or out-of-school, for the young or for the adult, from illiteracy
to advanced research, may gear into the mechanism.

Education, as a support of the nation's manpower resources, should be planned
by the educators, the economic leaders and the social thinkers whose far-sighted
view may enable them to look into the future needs of the country and who have a
broad view that may enable the nation to keep pace with, if not overtake, other
members in the family of nations. The educational plan should be drawn up as a
part of Government policy. By its very nature, Government policy is much more
forceful than a plan set out by an independent agency. The latter, even if it were
completely successful, could be carried out on an experimental basis only, and
never with nationwide implementation.

The China Education Society considers the above means of educational planning
ideal. We have just completed a Long Range Educational Plan for 1964-1982, which
was drawn up by educational administrators in the Ministry of Education, based
on the Stanford Research Institute Report of October 1962, on the report of the
Manpower Survey by the Industrial Manpower Team of 1962 and on statistical data
compiled by the Council for International Co-operation and Economic Development
on educational and economic matters. In this plan the education administrators
took the whole responsibility of the planning. Although they used outside data
as a base, they did not solicit the opinions of the educational and the social
thinkers, whose ideals, the Society believes, should be the backbone of the plan.

B

In the Republic of China, educational planning was carried out in the following
steps:

1. In 1961 a National Education Conference was convened. Experts on various
aspects of education were called to the Conference, in which major educational
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policies and priorities were clarified and established, and the general aims ofeducation as provided in the Constitution of the Republic of China were reaffirmed.
2. A team from the Stanford Research Institute was invited to China in 1962 tomake a survey of existing educational performance and economic development.The team submitted a report to the Chinese Government which included the needfor educational planning to match the economic development of the Republic ofChina. The report, entitled Education and Development, incorporated various areasin education and their needs in the foreseeable future.
3. Almost simultaneously with the Stanford Survey, the Ministry of EconomicAffairs created an Industrial Manpower Team to undertake a manpower survey ofthe country. The economic survey included population trends, manpower require-ments for economic and social development, and available financial resources.This led to a recognition of the curriculum as an instrument for guided change,with a view to the manpower demands and manpower supply for the expandingeconomy, especially the trained manpower output needed for the various levels ofthe school system and the over-all manpower requirements. The education planset its target to meet these needs and requirements.

4. Experimental projects have been carried out to test the feasibility of thetargets set forth. The first project is to levy education taxes, which has beensupported favourably. The second project is to enrol college graduates who areinterested in teaching in a short course of professional training. These would addto the graduates from the 12 teacher training institutions, one of which is a four-year college and the other 11 of which are junior colleges. Workshops and semi-nars for in-service training in subject teaching and school administration havebeen sponsored by the Government.
5. The emphasis on further education for children who have completed six yearsof elementary education has now won universal support and has met with the ap-proval of the authorities. This emphasis is known as "The Project of EducationalOpportunities for Those Who Wish To Prolong Their Schooling after Six Years ofElementary Education." It has completed the draft stage and is now being con-sidered for implementation. Another project, which lays emphasis on vocationaleducation and has been adopted by the Government, is known as "The Five-YearJunior Vocational College Project," Matching this project there is the minor pro-ject of "Popularization of Trade-Skill Training Classes" and the "Project of Ex-tension Evening Colleges." These have also been put into practice in steps.6. It is too early to evaluate the plan, however, for the major part of it has notyet been put into effect.

The China Education Society feels that neither the Society no the teaching pro-fession as a whole was sufficiently involved in working out details of thepresent educational plan. Nevertheless, the working committee of the Board ofEducational Planning looks to this Society for opinions and professional techniques.The China Education Society recognizes from its experience that much still mustbe done to ensure the proper execution of the education plan. In the years to comethe Society must observe the progress of the execution of the plan, evaluate thisprogress, listen to the comments and critics of the educators, take note of the re-sponses of the general public, and, above all, look into the effect of the plan oneconomic development. With these ideas in mind, the Society will be in a posi-tion to revise the present plan and to take responsible part in working out the edu-cational planning in advance of 1982,Awhen the present plan terminates.
The China Education Society believes that the world progresses only when everypart of it makes progress. For instance, the fact that illiteracy has almost beeneliminated in China contributes much to the world's campaign of eradication ofilliteracy. We believe that educational planning is done not by the educational



workers alone, though they should be the backbone of the work, but that educa-
tional planning should be the co-operative work of educational workers, social
philosophers and economic planners. This may serve as a reference when simi-
lar work is to be carried out by our colleagues. Moreover, there are opportunities
for fellow educational workers in other countries to assist our educational planning
with their techniques and experiences.



Norway

NORGES LAERERLAG

B-6, English

A

Norges Laererlag (The Norwegian Association of Teachers) is of the opinionthat the social philosophy on the basis of which educational planning is to bebuilt should be determined by a team of experts appointed by Parliament or bythe Government, and by teachers and association representatives appointed bythe teachers' associations. Parliament should determine how much of the nationalincome and budget should be spent on education.
The scope of educational planning should be to create an education which cansatisfy the requirements of society. We do not find it necessary or desirable thatall levels and types of education be embraced in one single plan.
The governmental offices, with consultation from experts and representativesof the teachers' associations, should be responslble for educational planning.The plans should be co-operatively put into :affect by those involved in theirpreparation.
The pattern described above exists in our country to a certain extent. Govern-mental and parliamentry proposals are sent to the teachers' associations for obser-vation and comment. The reactions of the teachers' associations accompany thedocuments when they are presented for decision in Parliament.

B

Planning in our country is carried out as indicated in paragraph three above.The attitude of the authorities is, we hope, to continue the present co-operationbetween State officials and the teachers' associations concerning future planningand participation.
The teachers' associations (for teachers in the primary and secondary schools)are involved in planning concerned with universal primary education and teachertraining, and with the relative emphasis that will be given each of these in theplan period under consideration. In every stage mentioned in the WCOTP ques-tionnaire, the teachers' associations may bring forward their recommendations ifdesired. Especially as regards Stages 5 and 6, we believe that it is of greatvalue that teachers' experience, possibly concentrated in their association, con-tribute to the best possible results.

C
We consider that the involvement of teachers' associations is appreciated bythe authorities and that teachers' views, based upon experience, are taken intoconsideration. We believe it may be valuable to train delegates and other membersfor working in this field. It would also be valuable for the associations a, ad fortheir members if standing committees were organized to engage in educationalplanning and pedagogical questions.
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AUSTRALIAN TEACHERS' FEDERATION

B-7, English

Australia

Introduction

For the purpose of this report it is necessary to outline very briefly the system
of government in Australia as it is related to education. Australia is a federation
of six states, each of which has its own Parliament and there is also a Federal
Parliament which is elected on a population and not a state basis. Federal and
state governments have clearly defined powers. The power of collecting revenue
lies with the Federal Government which disburses a proportion to the states for
their administration. The amount of finance available to the states varies from
year to year and the states cannot prepare their own detailed budgets until the
amount available is known. This naturally makes long-term planning difficult.
Education, on the other hand, is controlled by the states, which have widely
differing systems of education at all levels. Thus the role of the teachers' organ-
izations varies also in some respects, both because of the differences in the
system of education and because of the differing relationships between the official
administration and the organization in et- ,n state. The comments in this paper
have been collated from the comments of the teachers' organizations in each state
and present a fairly general view of the position in Australia. Throughout, "Edu-
cation Department" refers to the official administration.
The Basic Framework of Educational Planning

The social philosophy on the basis of which the educational planning should
be carried out should be determined democratically so that all sections of the
community are afforded every facility and encouragement to express their views
on the educational needs of the community: The aims and beliefs of the com-
munity, the history of the country, its cultural, social and economic development
should be considered, and changing conditions and beliefs should be reflected
in a change of attitude toward education. Students of education, administrators,
practicing teachers, teachers' organizations, parents' associations, trade unions,
women's organizations and other sections of the community can help in fostering
the belief that education means both material and intellectual progress in a
country.

The amount of national income to be spent on education lies to a large extent
within the province of the Government, as it will depend on the finance available
for all aspects of public expenditure. However, the main criterion should be the
needs of education, and every effort should be made to relate the amount spent
to these needs--the number of teachers end the facilities required for effective
education should provide the basis of estimates of expenditure. There should be
stability in the amounts granted each year so that long-range planning is possible.
Too often the administration does not know until the budget is passed how much
they have to spend in the financial year, and hurried and piecemeal planning
results. Thus the supply of money governs educational planning to a dispro-
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portionate extent. Public awareness of the importance of education will resultin public pressure to increase the allocation of finance; this is a field in whichteachers' organizations can play their part in educating the public.
All levels and types of public education from kindergarten to university shouldbe embraced in a single plan to ensure balanced development. Some out-of-schoolactivities and vocational guidance would need to be included. It would be difficultin this country to include private schools since they are opposed to any form ofGovernment control, but teachers from these schools should be given the oppor-tunity to benefit from experimentation and to give their views on aims and practice,since the wider the cross-section of views obtained, the more satisfactory theplanning will be.

Although the responsibility for ensuring that planning is carried out should restwith the Government, the actual planning, especially regarding the application ofteaching skill and the establishment of educational standards, should be under-taken by an independent authority consisting of a body of experts, so that edu-cational policy is based on sound educational practice and is separated from partypolitics and cannot be used as a means of political propaganda.
The pattern set out above does not exist in its entirety in any of the Australianstates. Planning is largely in the hands of the Education Departments and is con-trolled to some extent by Government policy. There is need for teachers to begiven a greater voice in educational planning and administration. At present thereis, in most states, no obligation on the part of the Department to consult teachers'organizations before planning new developments, although teachers are represented

on some official committees and statutory bodies and they also submit views on avariety of matters--in cases involving major issues, campaigning most vigorouslyin support of their policy.

Many changes are necessary. It is felt that education could be more effectivelycontrolled by an education commission, representative of Government, admin-
istration and teachers, so that all sections may contribute to educational planning.

The Federal Government makes special grants available to the states to stimulateparticular sections of education, mainly at the tertiary level. It is essential that
a total examination of primary, secondary and tertiary education be made so thatone area is not developed at the expense of, or without consideration of, its con-nexions with another area.

Policy is often determined by the Education Departments in isolation. Broaderconsultation with the whole community is necessary if over - emphasis of the needsof one particular section is to be avoided.
Policy changes particularly in types of education, curriculum and examinationsystems should not be made without prior consultation with the teaching body whichwill have to carry out these policies.

The broadening of educational aims to include provision for all types of children
is essential. Too often secondary education is geared to cater to the small per-
centage who will attend the university, and success of education is measured by
material gains. The development of personality is often neglected, as is edu-
cation in technical, cultural and agricultural fields. These are regarded as luxuries
or as a means of filling in time for the academically less gifted.
Stages in Educational Planning

A number of select committees have been set up at both federal and state level
to determine these matters. Among these are the Murray Committee on University
Education which established goals for university development throughout Australia,
and the Martin Committee on Tertiary Education other than University. Among the
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findings of the latter was that between 1964 and 1971 17,000 additional placeswould be needed in teachers' colleges to meet the growing needs of education,.It also advocated colleges of advanced education to cater for non-universitytertiary education such as teacher training, technical training, art and musicaleducation.

In 1963 the Australian Education Council, consisting of the Ministers for Edu-cation in the various Australian states, issued a statement setting out the mosturgent needs of education to maintain present standards and to effect necessaryimprovements. To meet these minimum needs they showed that an additionalLA45 million ($A90 million) a year must be spent on education.
In most states there have been enquiries into some aspects of secondary edu-cation at which time some teachers' organizations have been represented or theirviews sought. A serious omission, however, is the lack of comprehensive enquiryinto the needs of primary and secondary education on a national basis.
This lack of planning at this level is paralleled by the fact that any assessmentof the existing situation has also been done purely on a local basis and in apiecemeal fashion by the State Education Departments either directly or by statu-tory bodies set up for the purpose. Most states have a Research Branch as partof the official establishment. Where there are statutory bodies, teachers' organ-izations may be represented, but rarely play a major role. There are sometimescommittees set up by the Departments and the local teachers' organization toundertake a specific task, either in planning or assessment.
Among the most pressing needs for the future is an enquiry into primary andsecondary education to cater for the changing social climate which sees the edu-cation of all types of child as equally important, rather than the old idea of second-ary education being reserved for the academically gifted. A growing concern forthe lack of attention given to the non-potential university graduate is combinedwith greater public demand for education to later age and the demand for morehighly qualified employees in this technological age. The teachers' organizationsare consistently asking for a greater share in planning, and publicizing by allmeans possible their thoughts on education.
The budget sets out each year the estimated amount to be spent in the forth-coming year. The amount to be spent, rather than the needs of the system,governs the plans for the number of teachers, the amount of building and the in-troduction of new ideas. Educational progress is thus severely limited by re-stricted budgets. This means that on many occasions many desirable reforms areannounced or new systems implemented without there being really adequate fi-nancial provision for them. A new method may be tried out on a limited scale andif it proves successful great difficulty is found in providing for its widespreadadoption. The decision to go ahead with a plan rests with the Minister for Edu-cation who is influenced by advice from his depertmental officers together with aconsideration of the amount of money available. On occasions Ministers may yieldto political pressure to put into effect a plan which has caught the public attentionwithout its being properly tested first or without 'here being certainty that financeis available for its proper implementation.

Most of the evaluation is done by the Education Departments mainly throughsuperintendents who may be responsible for a particular subject or for a group ofschools in a district. Teachers' organizations often carry out their own evaluationby reference to their members and contribute much valid criticism both by point-ing out weaknesses and suggesting remedies. Once again, lack of finance oftenprecludes any worthwhile revision.
Evaluation of the Role of Teachers' Organizations

The degree to which teachers' organizations are involved and thus the evaluation



of ourour experience varies a great deal from state to state and from time to time.On occasions the influence is strong and opinions are held in respect. Ideasfirst brought to light in teachers' organizations find their way into state planning,and teachers' representatives on permanent planning and advisory bodies play amost notable part in the development of education. However, this involvementdepends on the personalities concerned both in the Department and in the teachers'organizations, and there are other occasions when teachers are not consulted onmajor changes or their views are disregarded. Political ends, the pressure ofother Government departments for greater consideration of their needs, dominanceof the university over secondary education, and administrative procedures tendto militate against effective involvement.
In many states teachers' organizations feel that control of education should betransferred to an education commission free from political bias, on which teachers'organizations would have direct representation. In particular the training ofteachers should not be in the hands of the employing authority, as this tends tomaintain the status quo in ideas and methods rather than allowing for continuedgrowth. Constant vigilance and pressure are needed to ensure major educationalprogress, and both people and Parliament need to be convinced of the necessityfor greater expenditure on education.

The following are some of the points which have arisen from this study:
1. A strong teacher organization of which most eligible persons are membersis vital to the well-being of teachers and to the progress of education.
2. The organization should not allow itself to be discouraged by the inevitablefrustration it will meet. It should concentrate on establishing satisfactory workingconditions and salary for its members. At the same time it should not neglect itswork in the educational field.
3. The organization should establish and maintain good relations with the edu-cational administration so that as close a liaison as possible between the twobodies is developed, both for their mutual advantage and for the advantage ofeducation in the country.
4. Public awareness of the ever-extending needs of education is essential ifGovernments are to appreciate the need to make the necessary funds available.Publicity of all kinds, deputations, petitions to Parliament, meetings, local andstate conferences and national congresses are among the means used to awakenpublic realization of the vital importance of education to the whole community.
5. There is a need for the organization to formulate specific policies on allaspects of education, this policy to be based on sound educational practice anddetailed research. It must keep up to date with experiments and thoughts in othercountries to help in formulating its own ideas. It is no use demanding a voice inplanning without having ideas to contribute.
6. The weight which will be given to an organization's views depend to a largeextent on the status in the community of the or-Ionization and its individual members.Development of a sound professional outlook, based on a code of ethics and on aninsistence on members being highly qualified, and on conditions of service andfacilities being of a high standard will serve to give the organization a standingin the community and in the eyes of the administration which will make its viewssought after and given consideration. Teachers will obtain for themselves andtheir views the respect which they show themselves worthy to command.
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India

ALL INDIA FEDERATION OF EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
B-8, English

Educational planning an integral part of national planning.
Every five years since 1951 India has launched five-year national plans em-bracing all aspects of her development including agriculture, industry, minerals,

power, transport and communications, irrigation, social services and education.
Machinery of planning

The fundamental basis of planning in India is democratic, that is to say, plans
are prepared from the lowest level--from groups of villages, districts, regions
and states. In this process the entire community is involved, including admini-
stration and government. Planning is also closely related to general adminis-
tration; therefore its recommendations can be translated into action quickly. Itis also kept flexible and changes are made from time to time according to the needsof the situatior..

a. At the Grass Roots: People in the villages and the towns indicate their
needs and also the resources that they themselves would be able to raise. An
institutional framework for the purpose has now been provided through the estab-
lishment of Panchayats, Block Samities and Zila Parishads. With the help of theofficers of the various departments, people can now say what they want, how funds
can be found through their own resources and how much assistance would be ne-cessary from the state government.

b. In the Ministries and States: Each state has a planning department which
prepares the full plan for all aspects of development, including education. Thereis also a co-ordinating committee at the political as well as official level whichmakes final decisions in regard to the plan as a whole. The states indicate the
financial resources they would themselves put into the plan and the amount of
assistance they would expect from the centre.

c. At the Centre: A Planning Commission assesses material, capital and human
resources of the nation and determines how they can be developed for national
requirements. For this purpose it draws up five-year plans and indicates the
phases in which they are to be implemented. It reviews problems from time to time
and recommends adjustment of policy. The Prime 1,..nister of India is the Chairmanof this Commission. There is also the Ministry of Planning which is answerable
to the Parliament for everything concerning the Planning Commission.

The plans prepared by the Commission are submitted to the National Development
Council which consists of the Prime Minister as the Chairman, State Chief Mini-
sters and members of the Planning Commission. After the plan has been approved
by this Council, it is put up to the National Parliament. The state plans, beforethey are finally accepted, must be approved by the state legislatures.

The Planning Commission takes advantage of the expert knowledge of the people
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in each field. There is a Panel on Education which consists of educational ex-
perts who review the general educational plans and make suggestions. Important
voluntary organizations are also consulted. There are Planning Forums in most
universities. The opinion of students and teachers is organized through these
channels.

d. Implementation: At all stages from the Centre to the staies , districts and
villages, full administrative machinery is provided for putting the plans into
operation.

e. Evaluation: A Plan Evaluation Organization makes an annual evaluation of
the working of all types of programmes. There are also programme administration
advisers who visit different parts of the country, locate the difficulties and suggest
measures to the Planning Commission to eliminate or improve them.
Planning for education

Education is regarded as "the most important single factor in achieving rapid
economic development and technological progress and in creating a social order
founded on the values of freedom, social justice and equal opportunities."

Within the plan itself first priority is given to the provision of universal edu-
cation for children in the 6-11 age group. This is followed by priorities for
science education at the secondary and university stages, expansion and improve-
ment of technical and vocational education at all levels, training of teachers and
increase in assistance to poor and meritorious students. A major emphasis is
laid on the promotion of science and technological education. This is linked
closely with the plans of industrial and agricultural development. Several high-
grade institutions have been established. Due provision has been made for the
continued growth of small-scale industries and crafts through systematic training
courses provided for these fields.

A very special emphasis is placed on all plans for the education of girls. Every
possible step is taken to promote school, technical and vocational education for
them at all stages.

Every plan takes into account the vital role of the teacher. Towards the end of
the first five-year plan, financial provision was made for an increase in teachers'
salaries. This has been repeated in every plan.
Betting future educational targets

The fourth five-year plan is due to begin in 1966. Careful studies have been
made of the manpower requirements for economic and social development and of
the financial resources available. Universal primary education will continue to
have the first place in the programme. The second place will be given to the
promotion of technical education and trairung and scientific research, especially
that relating to petroleum and technology utilization and disposal of industrial
waste, and the development of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

Teachers as members of the educational service in the various states are given
the opportunity to indicate the shape of the plan. The Planning Commission has
specifically invited the comments of the All India Federation of Educational As-
sociations in the framing of the fourth plan (1966-71). The AIFEA has appointed a
committee which has been working for the past two years on these problems and
it is hoped to furnish the views of the Federation to the Planning Commission
shortly.
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V

JAMAICA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

B-9, English

A

Jamaica

We in the Jamaica Teachers' Association believe that there is need in all
countries for sound educational planning , but that this need is particularly urgent
in the developing countries. This is true for many reasons, only two of which
will be mentioned here.

First, in any backward but developing country there are usually many claimants
for the very limited resources available to government, and it is necessary that
that which is allocated to education should be spent to best advantage, that is,
where it is most needed and can accomplish the greatest good. This can only be
decided within the context of a proper overall plan. Secondly, education is usu-
ally regarded, and rightly so, as one of the most powerful instruments to help
forward development in an underdeveloped country. It is to the educational ma-
chinery that one looks for the people with the particular skills and the level of
training that will make development possible. Hence for developing countries at
least, educational planning (and execution of plans), is crucial.

Such planning is, in our view, properly the province of government. But, if
government is wise, it will involve all organizations and groups likely to be
affected, not least of all the teachers' associations, at the earliest possible
moment. The teacher groups occupy a place of particular importance, for it is on
them, more than any other, that the implementation of such plans depends.

The teachers' associations, on their part, have a positive role even before they
are consulted by government. It is up to them as much as to any other group to
generate the social philosophy on which educational planning should be based.
Teachers' associations comprise professional educators who, having been trained
for their profession and having spent several years practicing it, should be the
most ardent crusaders for education. They should be aware of its value to the
individual citizen and its role in the development of the country. They should
continually be striving for greater effort in this direction on the part of govern-
ment. If they are in advance of the general thinking in their country, this is but
to be expected. The clear and unmistakable duty of the teachers' associations
is to generate such a climate of public opinion, to stimulate such a demand,
that no government can resist it, for governments tend to reflect the wishes of the
public at large, even when it offers leadership. Teachers' associations have to
try to break down areas of prejudice and/or selfishness and try to crusade for the
social philosophy they believe in as far as this might be reflected in educational
planning and provision.

In a similar line of reasoning, it is for the government to decide how much of
the national budget is spent on education. The particular emphases placed by
government, the particular way in which the national "cake" is divided up, will
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be a reflection of the values of a society. If education is valued both for itself
as well as for its part in economic and social development, it will receive a high
priority. If it is believed that the state has a duty to educate all its children,
then the expenditure for education will be stretched beyond the limits set by the
more conservative economists. For a government will afford what it wishes to
afford on anything it regards as important, and this is more or less in conFonance
with what governments believe the people.yalue. It is the task of the teachers'
associations, therefore, to persuade the population that education is important
and that, particularly in the early stages of development, expenditure on edu-
cation should be far beyond the conventional limits set by the more developed
countries.

We have stated that we believe it is the role of government to do the planning
in education, but that teachers' associations have a duty to educate the public
(and the government) as to the value of education and to help to create the social
philosophy and the climate of opinion within which planning can take place on an
adequate, useful scale, and in which such plans have a fair chance of successful
execution. But teachers' associations have a more direct responsibility. They
should be able to influence government planning directly. They should themselves
have their own plans, prepared in the light of their knowledge of the country's
needs, even if they are not fully aware of the country's resources. They should
be involved in the machinery of the government's planning from the very earliest
stages. That is to say, a wise government would consult with the teachers' as-
sociations as soon as it is in a position to do so. It should discuss the scope
of outline plans, seek guidance as to where emphases should be placed, seek
guidance as to what might or might not be feasible, and generally seek to involve
the body whose co-operation is going to be vital for success, so that this body
will almost see the plan as its plan to which it will then be emotionally committed.
Of course, one realizes that there are certain states at which governmental secrecy
will have to operate, and groups should respect this.

On the question of the scope of educational planning, it is our belief that this
will spring from the basic philosophy of the government and people. If we accept,
for instance, the principle of equality of opportunity for all, as we do in Jamaica,
then such educational plans must be comprehensive and all-embracing and must
consider the place of each child born in this society.

In this case, there should be a single plan executed by government, embracing
all levels and types of education: the public as well as the private sector, the
in-school as well as the out-of-school activities. Of course, it is not expected
that all aspects of the plan will be executed at the same time, or that government's
endeavour will be the same in all areas. For instance, it is our belief that if the
private sector wishes to spend money and make educational provisions, freedom
should exist for this to take place. Government's responsibility should be to see
that these provisions do not fall below a given minimum standard (and for this they
should have the right of inspection), and also to make sure that alternate public
provision exists for those who would wish it. But a government that receives some
help from the private sector is lucky indeed, and this should not be discouraged.

Again, government might not be able to prosecute all aspects of its plan at the
same time: indeed this might not be possible for many reasons. But the overall
master plan should be worked out, and each aspect phased. The priorities estab-
lished will depend on the particular needs of the society at that moment as seen
by the planners. Thus a government might wish to emphasize secondary education
rather than primary, if the main need is for a leadership cadre. Or perhaps tech-
nical education will receive first priority if government wishes to pursue a policy
of immediate industrialization, Again, primary and/or secondary education might
have to wait on an expansion of teacher training facilities. Once the overall
plan is accepted, however, then particular projects to fit into this plan must be
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worked out and put into operation.
The pattern outlined above does exist in some measure in Jamaica. In a countrywith an established two-party system, based on the Westminister Model, bothparties have agreed on approximately the same goals, and though each party hasits own working plan, these do not differ significantly. Both parties have acceptedthe goal of equal opportunity through education for all its citizens, and both havestriven towards its implementation.
The main criticisms the Jamaica Teachers' Association has to offer are two-fold.First, that Government endeavour has not matched the vastness of the problem ineducation. At its highest point, Government expenditure on education reached .about 17 per cent of the budget. Today, it is about 13 per cent. We believe thatGovernment cannot go anywhere near achieving its avowed goal without a vastlyincreased expenditure on education. We know that this will inevitably mean areduction in other areas regarded as vital, but it is our firm conviction that unlessthe priorities are as indicated, many other development plans will founder. Theknowledge also that large numbers of children in this country are receiving noeducation at all, and that approximately one-third of the adult population is illit-erate confirms our conviction that Government expenditure in education must beincreased.

The second point of criticism stems from the fact that the Jamaica Teachers'Association has not been as fully involved in the planning process as we wouldwish. At various times in the last 12 years the Association has drawn up outlinesof educational plans for the country.. These have usually been discussed with theGovernment, sometimes with helpful results. But usually Government has formulatedits own plans in secret, and teachers have learned of these at the same time asother citizens less intimately involved. The signs are not lacking, however, forpossible improvement in this area, and teachers have often been called in fordiscussion on various occasions and for specific points.
B

The educational planning that has taken place in this country so far has indicatedan acceptance of the six stages outlined. As indicated above, the teacher partici-pation at each stage has not been as intimate and as complete as the Associationwould like. Nevertheless, from constant public discussion of these issues, thereis no doubt that the Jamaica Teachers' Association has helped to determine edu-cational aims and priorities and, in some measure, to influence planning. However,stages such as testing the feasibility of targets and putting the plan into effecthave been recognized as entirely within the province of the Government.
C

From the experience of the Jamaica Teachers' Association over the past fewyears, it seems vital for the teachers' associations to be involved in the govern-ment planning at a very early stage. They should be asked to help to fashion, toassess critically, and to contribute in thinking. In this way government will getthe benefit of the advice of people with wide knowledge and experience in thefield. In addition, the teachers, who will be the people most involved in theexecution of any educational plan, will by this process become so emotionallycommitted to the plan that they will be its chief advocates. They can sell such aplan, their plan, to the country at large, as no one else can. Because of theircontacts with the general public, they can secure sacrifices for the children'seducation and get a general acceptance of Government's action.
But all this presupposes a relationship of mutual trust and respect betweengovernment and the teachers' associations. This is as it should be, and acountry in which people of different skills and experiences with different areasof responsibility all work together for the good of the whole is fortunate indeed.
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United States

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES

B-10, English

Educational planning in the United States is decentralized. Authority and re-
sponsibility for the public schools are vested in the individual states. No public
agency at the national level is formally designated for the purpose of national
educational planning. State or local education authorities, with few exceptions,
cannot be required to accept national direction. Funds for education appropriated
by the national Congress, however, have been allocated for specific purposes,
and authorities applying for such funds must accept the conditions the Congress
has applied to their use.

This decentralized pattern of organization developed early in the settlement of
this country. Colonial legislatures required local communities to provide school-
ing for their children out of their own resources. Schools in colonial and early
national eras were mainly a local community responsibility supervised on the
achievement of national independence by the state legislatures. The local com-
munities still provide more than half of the financial support for free elementary
and secondary schools, the states a little less than 40 per cent, and the national
Government, although its support is increasing, !ess than ten per cent.

In the school year just past, more than 42 million students attended public
elementary and secondary schools; the instructional staff numbered almost two
million. A total of 54,200,000 American:,,:, about 28 per cent of the population,
were in public and private school--from nursery school through university. The
size and diversity of the American education effort tend to justify continued
decentralization.

The situation, however, is not as chaotic as it might at first appear. American
public schools, which enrol about 85 per cent of all students at the elementary
and secondary level, are remarkably similar because of general agreement on the
aims and programmes of education. The continual evolution of this agreement
among educators and the general public across the nation is one of the major
contributions of the teachers' organizations , which have accepted the responsi-
bility for keeping the profession, the general public and state and national legis-
lators well-informed on educational issues and problems.

Public school teachers and administrators in the United States have organized
along the same lines as the schools--at local, state and national levels. Many
of the local and all of the state and national associations include in their member-
ship classroom teachers, school headmasters and superintendents, deans and
presidents of colleges and universities--the whole spectrum of professional edu-
cators. Similar organizations of specialized interest such as health, music,
mathematics, school administration and the like also have local, state and
national units. Whatever level and whatever responsibility an individual educator
may achieve, he considers himself basically a teacher and, as such, a member
of the teaching profession. The result of this attitude is to promote among these
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organizations close affiliation for mutual strength and unity of the profession.
As professional associations, they are all concerned with both the status of

the profession and the improvement of education. They are voluntary, independent,
non-governmental organizations, supported by the annual` dues of their members
and directed by those members. They are not obligated to any sector of society
or any political party and are free to act as their collective professional judgment
directs. -

Teachers' organizations, therefore, are a major, but not the only, factor in
educational planning. Their approach is consistent with most public planning inthe United States; it is pragmatic and evolutionary. It might more accurately be
called decision-making than planning.

Teachers' organizations annually conduct at least a hundred national confer-
ences, many regional and state conferences, as well as numberless local meet-
ings. The effect is to maintain a continuous flow of information, opinion andideas throughout the profession and to serve the useful purpose of counteractingthe tendency to extreme provincialism. Teachers' organizations are able, throughthese conferences, to consider what is good educationally for the nation and toresolve local and regional conflicts professionally to the benefit of educationitself.

The national conferences involve thousands of participants, speakers of nationaland international reputation, workshops, discussion groups, and displays of text-books, teaching materials and school equipment of all kinds. At the business
meetings, an essential part' f the conference, the membership introduces,
debates and votes on resolutions which embody the professional positions of theorganization and which indicate the goals of its members. Conference partici-pants return to their schools enriched and stimulated from the exchange of ideas,with new knowledge of available educational materials, and with a renewed com-
mitment to the improvement of education in their own area.

The identification, investigation and publicizing of problems relating to theschools is an important contribution of teachers' organizations. For example,
teachers became concerned about the numbers of students who left the secondaryschools before completing their courses. The National Education Association setup a temporary project with a full-time staff to investigate, consult, conduct
conferences and publish results of these activities with recommendations for re-ducing the number of "school dropouts," as these students were called. Over aperiod of several years four symposia were held; three books were published; asurvey of the records of large city school systems was disseminated. Through
these efforts of the teachers' organizations, the public was made aware of the
problem; schoolmen were advised on methods of dealing with it; and, in fact, thedropout rate is falling significantly. This is not, perhaps, educational planning,but the activity of the teachers' organizations involved helped to effect the resultthat planning aims at. The operating decisions were taken usually at the locallevel and on the initiative of the local schoolmen and the local community. Noorders were given from above or outside.

The rapid development of industrial automation in the United States, with itsresulting elimination of thousands of jobs weekly, provided another subject forspecial investigation. The National Education Association obtained grants fromindustry to study the educational implications of automation. Again, a series ofconferences and publications identifying the problem and recommending solutionsinformed educators and the general public of the growing need for continuing edu-cation for adults in a society where today's jobs may disappear tomorrow, andtomorrow's jobs require new skills.
Another kind of service provided by the teachers' organizations is the continuous
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collection, analysis and publication of statistics relating to the schools. In
co-operation with state teachers' organizations and state departments of education,
the Research Division of the National Education Association compiles reports on
the annual supply of new teachers for various subject areas and school levels,
ratio of instructional staff to students, salary schedules, school revenues and
expenditures, and other data that help teachers and the general public to evalu-
ate the quality of education being offered in their state and in their school dis- .

trict. These facts are also the ammunition for continuing campaigns to improve
schools--another form of pragmatic educational planning.

Fiscal planning, the most obvious and necessary type of school planning, is
one activity in which teachers' organizations have long participated. Their role
is to use all means at their disposal to ensure that citizens know the needs of
the schools and that they appropriate sufficient money to meet present needs and
provide for future requirements. A committee of the National Education Association
annually issues a review of the financial status of public schools. This report
and similar documents are widely quoted and widely used in state school legis-
lative programmes.

An increasingly important area where the national teachers' organizations are
effectively serving both the profession and the cause of education is in their
continuing liaison with the national Congress and other federal agencies con-
cerned with public education. Within the past decade, national legislation has
been passed to stimulate educational change in specific areas.

The present national procedures in this respect make money available for spe-
cific purposes, but leave the initiative in the states and local school districts,
or, in the case of higher education, in the individual college or university. Local
schools obtain national funds, for the most part, through applications to their
state departments of education. This procedure is designed not to strengthen
the power of national governmental agencies, but to assist the state and local
education authorities to strengthen themselves, particularly where their own
financial resources are inadequate or are already overstrained.

The role of the national and state teachers' organizations in this process is
marked by a continuing close working relationship with national and state legis-
lators, who depend on the organizations for suggestions, advice and support. In
many cases the initiative for actual legislation comes from the professional organ-
izations themselves, even to the language of the proposed bills. The state and
national organizations co-operate closely in the formulation and implementation
of education legislation. Occasionally, too, the organizations find themselves
professionallyobligated to oppose proposed legislation, if it seems to indicate
a danger to the schools, as, for instance, by limiting the legitimate activities
of the teachers' organizations or individual teachers, or by prescribing for the
schools in matters that are better left to professional decisions.

Thirty year ago the National Education Association and the American Association
of School Administrators together established the Educational Policies Commission.
Outstanding classroom teachers, elementary and secondary school principals,
teacher educators, superintendents of schools, teachers' organization officials
and state education officials together constitute the Commission. It meets to
consider major questions of educational policy, to formulate guidelines for making
decisions and to publish the results as recommendations. It tries to anticipate
issues before they become crises and to prepare educators and the general public
to meet them. The Commission represents the totality of public school education,
but is independent of any one interest. It has no authority to implement its own
recommendations, but its professional stature commands respect throughout the
country. Its publications are closely studied by the profession, the press and
others. The breadth of its considerations removes it from the purely pragmatic
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approach of most American educational planning.
To promote public support for the improvement of the public schools--and with-out public support improvement is not possible--teachers' organizations work attheir own levels with such organizations as the parent-teachers' associations,chambers of commerce, labour unions, both political parties- -in fact, all groupsseriously interested in the improvement of public schools, In addition, also atlocal, state and national levels, the teachers' organizations use magazines,newspapers, radio and television to generate public support. This, again, is acontribution toward public participation in educational planning.

Several new factors have entered educational planning in the United States inrecent years. The national Government's programmes influence education alongspecific lines. The large foundations, which allocate funds for experimentalresearch and development of pilot projects, are closely observed by educatorsacross the nation. Most recently an organization of state governors and theirstate departments of education has established an agreement to work together ineducational planning across state lines.
A pressing need for orderly planning on a broader than state and local level isa result of the mobility of American families. It is estimated that 20 per cent ofthe population changes its residence each year. Another factor is that both cityand state boundaries are becoming almost meaningless with the growth of largemetropolitan areas which ignore such boundaries. It becomes increasingly im-practical for each school district and each state to act in isolation. In some areasseveral school districts, usually grouped around a large city, are already poolingtheir resources for development and planning. The teachers' organizations insiston their right and responsibilityto participate in these activities and, in general,are welcomed to the planning tables.

The process of educational planning in the United States is accompanied by acontinuing debate conducted by the teaching profession through its own organi-zations and by the general citizenry through public meetings, the press, radio andtelevision.

American society requires that its public schools respond to community andnational needs. American teachers' organizations apply their professional compe-tence to identify and meet those needs.

1.

Al
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Niger

SYNDICAT NATIONAL DES ENSEIGNANTS DU NIGER

B -11, French

Basic Pattern of Educational Planning

The Syndicat national des enseignants du Niger has a membership comprising all
levels: assistant teachers, primary school teachers, secondary school teachers and
inspectors of primary education. The Syndicat participates fully in educational plan-
ning; it is represented on every commission drafting plans to be submitted to the
General Planning Commission, which is the supreme planning body at the national
level. The SNEN co-operates continuously and effectively in the implementation
of the plans.

In co-operation with the Office for Educational Planning, the Ministry of National
Education defines the main planning guidelines. The Office of Educational Planning
then establishes its plans in accordance with these guidelines; the plan is submit-
ted to the Syndicat, then to the Ministry which forwards it in turn to the General
Planning Commission.

The General Planning Commission determines the proportion of income and budget
which is to be invested in education. For the year 1966, 16 per cent of the national
budget was devoted to education.

Niger has adopted a long-term planning approach. Its ten-year plan is divided
into two periods: (a) 1965-1968, a four-year plan during which it is estimated that
school attendance will increase from the present figure of 9 per cent to 12 per cent;
(b) 1969-1971, during which the rate of school attendance will increase from 12 percent to 31 per cent. This latter increase will be made possible by the development
of educational television.

Educational planning is an integral part of national planning. The Office of
Educational Planning is part of the Ministry of National Education. Since October
1961 it has been entrusted with the establishment of official political plans.

Niger has been experimenting with educational television for the last two years.
The experiment, which is to last three years, includes the operation of two classes
in 1964-1965, 20 classes in 1965-1966 and 80 nenv classes in 1966-1967. If the
experiment proves successful, it will then be possible to extend primary education
and to increase the rate of school attendance.

As already indicated, Niger has adopted a long-term planning approach. Its
ten-year plan covers the main fields of development and establishes a series of
priorities in the field of education; the four-year plan will be mostly preliminary
in nature. In the field of elementary education, it provides for an experiment in
school television which, if successful, might lead to the establishment of a net-
work, thus allowing for a rapid increase in school attendance rate during the period
of the second plan. In the field of secondary education, the four-year plan provides
for the establishment of a number of Junior high schools to meet the needs of the
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various sectors for intermediate manpower skills and to increase as early as 1968
the number of students in junior high schools to gradually train the necessary top-
level managers.

Students with a junior high school diploma or three years of secondary school
who want to become teachers are sent to a teachers' training centre where they
receive one year of special education. The National Centres for Girls at Tillaberi
and Zinder will remain in operation for several more years in order to ensure the
recruitment of a certain number of female teachers. The high proportion of teachers
without a junior high school certificate has led the Government to take action and
improve their training. The decision has been made to enlarge the staff and to
extend the activities of the Training Office, which will be in a better position to
fulfill its various functions.

In order to improve the level of education through further training of teachers,
each training centre includes a special advisor who deals with teachers who have
had insufficient training. A refresher workshop is organized yearly during the
school vacation. The workshop lasts one month and is participated in by between
120 and 160 teachers.

Vocational education is given in several State schools: National School for
Administration, National School for Male Nurses, Kollo Agricultural Centre, etc.
The technical college and the vocational college in Maradi are the only establish-
ments which fall under the direct supervision of the Ministry of National Education.

As a pilot experiment, 10 adult education literacy centres were opened in 1963
in Maradi. In 1964, 100 other centres were established. At the present time the
literacy service controls 200 centres, including 128 centres for elementary edu-
cation and 72 for secondary education. These centres have served 14,560 adult
pupils.

The SNEN is always participating in the various educational activities.

The ten-year plan provided that by 1964-65, 35 per cent of elementary school
children were to continue to secondary education. If, as now considered possible,
television is put to general use in elementary education, this rate will be main-
tained at 25 per cent. This rate will require that new junior high school classes
be established, including four in 1965-66, nine in 1966-67, nine in 1967-68, and
18 in 1968-69.

If school television becomes permanent, it will then be possible to open six
new fifth-year classes by 1968-69 and to maintain, if not increase, this rate of
expansion of secondary education. Niger will then begin making up for its lag
in the training of leaders with a full secondary education.

The number of pupils in fourth-year classes in secondary education will allow
only for the opening of two fifth-year classes in 1966-67.
Finance

The four-year plan provides for the enlargement of the teacher training college
in Zinder and of the National Secondary School in Niamey at a cost of 72 million
F. CFA between 1966 and 1968. The construction of new general education
school in Niamey and the extension of those in Dosso, Maradi and Zinder (a total
of nine classes and nine teachers' houses) , will cost 100 million F. CFA and will
be undertaken under the 1966-67 programme. It should be noted that these ex-
penditures are part of a financing agreement between France and Niger. U.S.
AID is planning to equip nine general education schools with scientific equipment
at a cost of 15,900,000 F. CFA. (245 F. CFA:161 U.S.)

At the present time Niger pays 480,000 F. CFA for the salaries of technical
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assistance personnel.

Presently auxiliary teachers represent about 61 per cent of the total teaching
staff. A 1958 decision was designed only for expanding primary education and
improving the level of our education while providing for continued training of
assistant teachers; an advisor has been appointed in each primary school district
for the main purpose of helping the assistant teachers and taking over for them incase of emergency.

In-service training and primary school extension have required a greater degree
of decentralization. Niger is now divided into eight primary school inspectorates ,-as against three on 1 January 1959.

The four-year plan includes the following figures for the training of teachers
with a secondary school certificate:

1964 - 1965 88 teachers
1965 - 1966 90 teachers
1.366 - 1967 100 teachers
1967 - 1968 80 teachers

Since the national needs for teaching personnel are higher than the above
figures, in October 1965, 1966 and 1967 the country will have to call on expatriate
teachers. However, the recruiting of expatriate teachers will probably be facilitatedby the large immigration of Togolese teachers.
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NORSK LEKTORLAG

B-12, English

A

Norway

In our opinion the legislative assembly is the right body to decide the economic
foundation of education in general, including educational planning. The legis-
lative assembly (in Norway called the Storting) ought to have full control of all
fiscal and budgetary matters,. In a democratic state the national assembly is a
representative body. In the final analysis therefore, the social philosophy on
which educational planning should be based should sort itself out from the general

. wishes of the public at large. The opinion of the people in a matter like edu-
cational planning tends to be influenced by all the factors that contribute to form-
ing public opinion generally. The natural way of functioning for the Storting is
through parliamentary commissions.

We believe that educational planning should aim at an over-all model of edu-
cation for the nation as a whole. All kinds of educational planning ought to be
seen in the light of the available resources of the nation. As a consequence of
this view, we think the Government ought to be responsible for educational plan-
ning. The Government is a central organ of the state. It has the command of
different executive parts of the state machinery and can weigh all the fundamental
factors to find the sensible balance between ways and means that are necessary
in educational planning. Also, the Government will resort to many agencies,
including independent agencies, to seek expert advice on education.

The pattern outlined above is the general model of th3 way educational planning
operates in Norway. However, at times the influence of the Storting has not been
as strong as one might have wished. Parliamentary commissions to examine and
plan reforms in our schools have not been as frequent since the last war a3 they
were in the early part of this century. Neither has the Government given full
support to the demands of the teachers' organizations for a larger representation
on governmental committees on different aspects of educational planning. On the
whole, however, the system outlined above has functioned satisfactorily.

B

(1) The planning under this stage is carried out in parliamentary commissions
and governmental committees. Committees may consist of parliamentarians,
representatives of the Government and representatives of the different organi-
zations involved.

(2) The work done under stage 1 is assessed by many institutions before the Gov-
ernment makes a final assessment. Reports from commissions and committees are
usually sent to educational institutions, to teachers' organizations and other
organizations that may be interested, and to governmental agencies. Reports are
also made public through the press and periodicals and are laid open to discussion.
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Then it is time for the Government to make its decision.

(3) Generally speaking, the Government will consider all the material assem-
bled and adopt the opinions expressed as far as they may be said to be consistent
with public opinion and governmental policy. To strike a fair balance here can
often be a difficult problem. However, the steps proposed will necessarily be
seen in the context of an overall national educational plan, usually covering the
same, period as the long-term plan in economy.

(4) 'The work in this stage is generally carried out by the Ministry of Education,
preparing the final proposals in co-operation with other departments--especially
the Ministry of Finance.

(5) The views and proposals of the Government will be presented to the Storting
either as reports or bills. In the latter case, the legal issue will have been ex-
amined by the Ministry of Law. When new plans are going to be put into practice,
the teachers' organizations will be consulted on matters concerning the teachers.
However, governmental agencies are responsible for designing the programmes
and carrying them out. When it comes to the practical steps, such as building
new schools, providing teachers and teaching means, etc. , much of the work
will be done by county and/or municipality authorities. Roughly half of the costs
needed to run the schools comes from the State Budget.

(6) Evaluation of new plans will take place on many levels. The teachers
will be the first group to evaluate new plans and their efficacy. Public opinion
will assess the results in debates, in articles in the press and on radio and
television. In the end, if revision and reforms are urged, this will be taken up
by State authorities, and new planning will start, much on the lines of the tix
stages described above.

What is Norsk Lektorlag's involvement in this system of planning? Generally
speaking, we are satisfied with the scope of involvement in educational planning
tiat the Government is willing to leave to the teachers' organizations.

Members of our Associations wi 11 be represented on all important committees
concerned with the planning of secondary education. This was the case when
the new law of 1964 for Realskole. and Gvmnas was prepared during the first half
of the 1960's.

Every report of interest to teachers is sent to Norsk Lektorlag for assessment
and criticism. A good deal of the work of our Association is spent on evaluating
material found in these reports. The Associations also contribute to the formation
of public opinion on the reports through their periodicals and in other ways. They
try to influence the Government and the members of the school committee in the
Storting. There is no excessive lobbying, howeYer.

Norsk Lektorlag also issues pamphlets and books on important educational
matters. In a few cases our Association has co-operated very closely with the
Government in more specific fields of educational planning, such as the reform
of the training of secondary teachers.

C

We believe that our contribution to educational planning in Norway has been
of great importance. Very often we see how changes proposed by us have been
brought into new plans. We feel that the authorities tend to follow our advice- -
within reasonable expectation.

Norsk Lektorlag has found that its involvement in educational planning has
increased the influence of the Association in society. At the same time, the place
of our Association in public opinion has been broadened and the general under-
standing of our views has definitely improved. Last, but not least, there is more
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respect of our Association and its members because of our commitment. Weconsider this of great value in our work to raise the social status of the teachingprofession.
One last consideration may be made on the value of involvement in educationalplanning: it enriches the experience of the teachers, as well as their knowledgeof the basic factors governing the society. It enlarges their understanding of howthe planning machinery works; and with more insight in these matters, the moreresponsibility the teachers will be willing to take on to lay the foundation of afair and balanced development in educational affairs. We feel that one of theworst things that could happen to teachers' organizations is for them to carry ontheir work in a kind of vacuum with no challenge and response. Sincere involve-ment in educational planning on all levels is one of the means of avoiding suchisolation.
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JAPAN TEACHERS UNION

B-13, English

momrpqrairow ,,,,

I. The Role Which the Japan Teachers Union Has Played in Educational Reform
and Educational Planning in Post-war Japan, and Subsequent Developments

After the Second World War, Japan made a fresh start toward national construc-
tion based on peace and democracy. We believe that the Japan Teachers Union
has contributed substantially to the determination of the policies of democratic
educational reform and educational planning in the post-war period by taking part
in the Educational Reform Council of the Government with a view to co-operating
with educational rehabilitation.

The reports of the Educational Reform Council, which was composed of repre-
sentatives of various civic circles, resulted in the passage of the Fundamental
Law of Educition and other laws related to education. However, after the outbreak
of the Korean War in 1950, a sweeping change began to take place in general poli-
cies of the Government, with an increasing reactionary trend to emasculate the
post-war educational reforms. After 1960 the Government wren refused to nego-
tiate with the Japan Teachers Union on the ground that the JTU is no more than a
teachers' voluntary organization with no legal standing. Talks with the Govern-
ment have been resumed since 1965, but there is no full guarantee yet given to the
JTU to speak as a teachers' organization.

The basic cause of a conflict like this is the educational policy of the Govern-
ment. In considering the problem of educational planning, therefore, a teachers'
organization must begin by examining the nature of the educational policies of the
Government.

II. Fundamental Views of the Government and the JTU on Various Problems Con-
cerning Educational Planning Today

Japan is a highly advanced, monopolistic, capitalist country. In order to win
international economic competition and achieve imperialistic advance into the
overseas market under the so-called "open economy" system, the Government is
domestically pushing rationalization, personnel retrenchment and low-wage policies,
and is also taking measures to suppress democratic forces and control the people's
thoughts and education. The concentrative expression of all of these policies and
measures is seen in an attempt to change for the worse the Constitution of Japan.
The ultimate aim of this attempt is to "kill" the thought, to deny all kinds of arma-
ments, which is crystalized in the following statement in Article 9 of the Consti-
tution: "Aspiring sincerely to an international justice and order, the Japanese
people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation...."

The educational policy of the Government is aimed at "quick preparation of
skilled workers who work obediently for low wages and training of a limited number
of 'high talents' who are selected by a discriminative process." It is, in a word,
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a manpower development policy to serve the best interests of the Japanese monop-olistic capital. It is in line with this educational policy that the promotion of
technological education and the strengthening of moral education are proposed to
instill in the minds of children the kind of patriotism to approve war. An edu-
cation of selection and discrimination, or an education to pick up certain children
and abandon others is going to be enforced in the jam- packed classroom under thispolicy.

In the meantime, as parents desire to send their children to high schools and
if possible to universities, out of their belief that this is the only way to enable
their children to get a decent job in the framework of a Japanese economy charac-
terized by its dual structure, low-wage policy and discriminative wages by edu-
cational background, the competition for entrance into high schools and univer-sities is getting more and more keen.

Such a severe entrance competition has brought about a tendency at all edu-cation levels, even down to primary schools, to be only concerned with results
of tests; thus causing a devastating phenomenon of non-existence of education inthe true sense of the word. Children are deprived of their humanity under the pres-
sure of test-centred education, and there is a noted increase in the inevitable
conflicts between those children going on to a higher level of education and those
who are taking up employment. There is also an increase in the occurrence ofsuffering from all these contradictions.

It is evident in everybody's eyes that such an education as described above isagainst the interests of the people, because it deprives the people of their rightto learn the truth and to acquire real scholarship, and forces them to be loyal tothe existing order of the country. The rrIT cannot help opposing such an educationalpolicy. This is why the JTU is consistently pushing the movement to establish
education in the real interests of the people against such a reactionary, militaristiceducational policy.

III. Tasks Facing the JTU in Its Efforts to Create True People's Education
1. Examination of the "Policy for Establishing Democratic Education" as

educational planning

Starting ten years ago, the JTU examined the "Policy for Establishing Demo-
cratic Education" for five years, continuing discussions up to the fifth draft ofthe policy. It was, in a sense, educational planning initiated from the people toexamine how the best democratic education responsible for the whole people can beestablished on the basis of the Japanese Constitution and the Fundamental Law ofEducation.

We naturally looked into such problems as who should determine educationalpolicies and how educational planning should be worked out. However, we foundourselves in a dilemma when we came to discuss what process the "Policy for
Establishing Democratic Education" must go through before it is put into practice.
The difficulty was that the Policy presupposed many fundamental changes in edu-
cational system, administration and finance, although it also contained somedemands for immediately feasible improvement. In discussing this Policy welearned a lesson.

We have found it vital for the development of our movement to incessantly referback to our basic viewpoint in pushing our actual movement based on various demands
for establishing democratic education. What is our basic viewpoint, then? It isthe principles of peace, democracy and fundamental human rights based on the
Japanese Constitution and the Fundamental Law of Education, which provide for
the right of the people to education; that is, the right to equal opportunity in edu-
cation, free compulsory education and knowledge of truth, and academic freedom
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and the freedom of teachers' educational studies and practices.
2. Campaigns aimed at the creation of people's education

As the organization of teachers who are actually engaged in the education of
children and are directly in touch with the parents' demands for education, the
ITU is duty bound to submit criticisms and demands concerning educational poli-
cies to the Government and to push various campaigns on the basis of these demands.
The educational budget is quite inadequate when compared with the total national
and local budgets, and this results in an increase in financial burden by the par-
ents for the education of their children.

The ITU is pushing a campaign to publish a series of white papers on education
which analyze and criticize the real character of such inadequate and unsatisfactory
educational policies and help to form the right public opinion and demands to im-
prove the situation. This campaign constitutes an integral part of our general move-
ment aimed at the creation of an education to serve the real interests of the people.

Listed below are the subjects on which we have prepared white papers to pro-
mote our national education movement:

(a) Expansion and integration of pre-school education--establishment of more
kindergartens and nursery schools, and betterment of education given in these
institutions.

(b) Elimination of jam-packed classrooms; increase in the pupil-teacher ratio
per class; assignment of at least one clerk, one nurse teacher and one night guard
to each school.

(c) Alleviation of the parents' burden of educational expenses, completely free
compulsory education, increase in the subsidy to private universities.

(d) Examination of the actual condition of harmful test-centred education and
excessive entrance competition, and the promotion of the campaign to put every
lower secondary school graduate in upper secondary school for its solution.

(e) Survey of the living conditions and salaries of teachers.
(f) Devastation of education in coal mining districts, communities surrounded

by military bases, rural areas, large urban centres and industrial belts.
(g) Actual condition of textbook administration and its democratization move-

ment.

3. Independent educational study activities aimed at creation of people's
education

In the foregoing chapters we have considered educational planning in a broad
sense of the term. Now, we would like to deal with the problems of educational
planning in school, such as curriculum content and school activities.

The ITU has been continuing independent educational study activities for the
past 15 years toward the basic goal of "establishing democratic education dedicated
to the cause of peace and truth." The Government, which seemed to support our
independent educational study activities in the beginning, now obviously takes a
hostile attitude towards them and resorts to all measures to thwart them.

Education is essentially a free, independent, creative activity. There can be
no real education where the freedom of the teachers' educational studies and prac-
tices is not guaranteed.

In an attempt to give legal binding power to curriculum and to control the content
of education, however, the Government is trying to tighten up its control over the
content of textbooks and strip teachers of their freedom of educational studies.
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With a conviction that curriculum should be compiled by the teachers' groupindependently in accordance with the conditions of the community and childrenconcerned, the JTU has been pushing a drive for independent compilation ofcurriculum.

The JTU has been conducting this campaign for curriculum compilation by teach-7ers as a part of its independent educational study activities. This is, of course,not an easy job, since it is a resistance against the Government policy to controlthe content of education. It is naturally accompanied by difficulties because itexamines and criticizes, for the purpose of establishing the right view on education,the official in-service education and the study guides distributed directly by theGovernment to teachers.

Teachers, on their own, attend the independent educational study meetings heldat regional, prefectural and national levels. In spite of all these difficulties,
teachers are taking on this important task out of their sense of responsibility totheir profession and to the future of the children.

IV. Problems to Be Solved

The Inquiry Outline distributed by WCOTP on the 1966 theme states in its in-troduction: "In general terms, educational planning serves four basic purposes,with varying emphasis: 1. to ensure that the educational system provides for thebest economic growth of the country by supplying trained manpower; 2. to promotesocial development and political stability...." For the reasons given above,however, we fear that this definition of the basic purposes of educational planningis apt to be interpreted to mean to 'approve the existing order of a country and to
co-operate with the policies being taken by the Government without any criticism.

Education belongs to the nation as a whole. Therefore, it is the primary re-sponsibility of the Government to guarantee to the people the right to education.We believe on this ground that we teachers should resolutely fight for independenceof the people's right to education from any arbitrary policies of the Government.Keeping this in mind, teachers' organizations should have a voice and the right ofparticipation in the determination of educational policies and educational planning,and contribute to the creation of an education to serve the real interests of thepeople.

We give our full support to the whole text of the Draft Recommendation Concerningthe Status of Teachers jointly prepared by ILO and Unesco, and in particular to itsArticle 9 which states: "Teachers' organizations should be recognized as a forcewhich can contribute greatly to educational advance and which therefore should beassociated with the determination of educational policy," and we earnestly hopethat we can dedicate ourselves to the cause of educational advance both in japanand in the world.

The JTU will continue to firmly abide by its slogan "Never send our children towar again," and to push its movement aimed at "establishment of a democraticeducation for peace and truth," because it represents the people's demand foreducation.
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KOREAN FEDERATION OF EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

B-I4, English

Basic Requirements of Educational Planning

Educational planning must satisfy the basic requirements of a developing nation
and of its educational system. The first and the most obvious requirement is that
educational planning be closely tied to the needs of the nation in respect to its
economic, political, social and cultural development. National needs are not
necessarily opposed to the needs of individual self-realization. It is believed,
rather, that in order to create the conditions necessary for fuller individual self-
realization, national development must be given priority. National needs must be
assessed; their assessArnent has two logical prerequisites: visualizing the goal
and being aware of prAent progress along the road to that goal. One is primarily
the philosophical task of deciding the social direction, while the other is primarily
the scientific task of surveying the present status.

We believe that social philosophy, the source of educational aims, should be
developed through the process of broad dialogue among various sectors of society.
Written summarizations of such dialogue can be conducted by any agency. But
dialogue must cover every aspect from its many angles. We feel that developing
societies suffer greatly from the lack of inter-group dialogue--for example, be-
tween policy makers and intellectuals, among intellectuals in different fields,
between politicians and educators, and between the government and the people.
In many nations this results in obstacles to planning and its execution. As to
surveying the present situation, we feel that the function of surveys in connexion
with educational planning must be centralized in some way, even though the de-
velopment of research functions should be encouraged. This should be one of the
major tasks of any planning organization, whether it be a bureau, a board or a
commission.

The second requirement that must be met by educational planning is its compre-
hensiveness and consistency. It must be consistent with, and be an integral part
of overall national planning. It must have parts consistent with the whole and
with each other. It must be consistent also over a long period of time. It must
not neglect any educational problem that could make a difference in the overall
function of education. This is especially so in a country where educational prob-
lems and difficulties give rise to vicious cycles in which the goals of educational
policies change due to many reasons, and in which policies are made in such a
manner that they actually hinder educational development. Educational planning
must form a consistent and comprehensive whole. We conceive such educational
planning as a co-ordinated drive.

The third requirement for educational planning is that it must imply, and even
welcome, a measure of control. The word "control" is indeed controversial. In
any case, a plan is the defined path to a planned goal. The path may be narrow
or wide, but it is still well-defined. A well-defined path means that it must
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encourage activities that are conducive to attaining the goal and discourage thosethat are not. We feel that the assertion for complete autonomy by certain groupswithin an educational system, under the banner of democracy, is ill-conceived,interest-seeking, and incompatible with the idea of planning. We believe, how-ever, that control must be exercised on the basis of two principles. One principleis that control measures must be preceded by dialogue, participation and preferablyconsensus. The other principle is that control measures must be scientificallyconceived; centred on the bases of fact, rather than on personal and politicalpressure. For the latter, surveys and research into the real facts are important.Without these two principles, control will fluctuate according to the dictates ofbureaucratic and political whim.
A planning agency, whether it is a bureau, a board or a commission, shouldbe organized with the major function of suggesting methods for such scientificcontrol. We feel that an independent agency for educational planning is necessary.The more pressing present educational problems, the higher up the ladder of thegovernment structure such an agency should be. In Korea, for example, we feelthat such'a planning agency should be set up directly under the President and in-dependent of the Ministry of Education. Its functions must be to stin'ulate dialogue,to co-ordinate facts, and to work out and suggest plans. The power of final deci-sion concerning basic plans and related legal matters, however, must be reservedto the Government and to the National Assembly.
Fourthly, we believe that an essential feature of educational planning is thewise and effective use of funds in hand, rather than the seeking of additionalbudget. Most developing nations are caught in the conflict between mountingneeds for immediate economic development and an expanding education to satisfyan expanding population. Even though we believe in the principle of educationalinvestment up to a point, we also believe that educational investment should notreach the point where it endangers immediate economic development. Rather theessential problem of educational planning is to find the causes of waste in thepresent educational system and to draw up plans within the limits of the availablebudget. Some countries certainly need an increase in their educational budgets,but in many other nations such an increase would only result in waste.
The fifth requirement of educational planning, and the last we shall considerhere, is that it must be in harmony with the "developmental stage" of a country.It is easily observed that nations differ in general as well as in specific charac-teristics. Many problems facing educational planning in a developing nation mayeven be put to over-ambitious, if not blind, planning modeled after that of developedcountries without thought to the delicate and intricate relationship of education tovarious social, economic, political and socio-cultural conditions.
We feel, then, that educational planning can be worthy of its name only to theexteri that it satisfies these principles of (1) national needs, (2) comprehensive-ness and consistency, (3) rational control, (4) economy and (5) developmentalstage.

In Korea we are proud of the educational system we have erected during the past20 years. During those years, the elementary school population has increasednearly 3.5 times to include 95 per cent of school-age children. The secondaryschool population has increased a phenomenal 13 times and the higher educationpopulation has increased 18 times. But we are worried about what is going oninside this educational system, and where it is heading.
With regard to educational planning, we have had many "plans" at the nationallevel. As a matter of fact, we feel that there have been too many. Without beingtoo critical, we feel that there have been no plans that satisfy all five criteria.We also believe that these criteria are neither too stringent nor impossible to
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satisfy.

Role of the Teachers' Organization in Educational Planning

Educational planning in Korea has been carried out by the Ministry of Education,
an executive branch of the Government.

Many civilian committees with advisory functions have been formed and some
have been dissolved. The number of such committees concerning special edu-
cational problems presently acting in an advisory capacity to the Ministry of Edu-
cation is 35. Even though such committees are very desirable, we observe two
points that need improvement. More often than not, the management of a com-
mittee is such that it merely scratches the surface of the problem it is supposed
to solve, involving only the debating of opinions rather than soul searching and
factual research. No committee has yet been formed to study the problem of
overall educational planning. All present committees concentrate on some special
educational problem. Essentially bureaucracy-centred educational planning is
further hampered by the too frequent turnover of the ministers of education-716 in
the past 17 years.

In whatever way the stages of educational planning are conceived, we feel that,
at present as in the past, every stage has been and is tieing inadequately executed
in Korea, Even though every stage has its own critical importance, we feel that
the stage for determining educational aims and the stage for evaluating the imple-
mentation of a plan should receive special attention. It is unnecessary to re-
emphasize the absolute importance of clearly formulated educational aims which
go beyond mere paperwork and lip service, and permeate the educational system
as a whole. 'We recognize that the formulation and "permeation" of such operative
educational aims is a difficult task in a transitional society where the system of
values is in a flux and even in conflict. However, any intentional activity re-
quires a continuity of aims, activities and evaluation. We feel that the "planning,"
principles, methods and practices of evaluation are woefully inadequate, so that
essential continuity is broken to exclude continuous improvement. Then, we don't
really educate. It may also be observed that the stage of assessing the present
educational situation is essentially the same point as the evaluation stage of the
continuous educational planning process.

The Korean Federation of Education Associations, the only national, unified
teachers' organization in Korea, has been actively concerned with the educational
planning and policies of the nation. More often than not it has acted as the critic
of various educational policies of the Government. The media of critique are
KFEA's monthly journal "New Education," its weekly newspaper "Korean Education
Weekly," many standing committees and seminars. We believe that KFEA has con-
tributed much to the nation's education.

On many occasions the attitude of the Government toward such educational
policy activities of KFEA has been receptive. Many policies have been implemented
as the result of KFEA's suggestions, recommendations and resolutions. The res-
toration of local educational boards ensuring the principle of educational autonomy
and the adoption of a single salary schedule for teachers are notable examples of
KFEA taking the lead and of the Government responding sympathetically. On other
occasions, however, the attitude of the Government has been one of official po-
liteness and, understandably, of unofficial annoyance. KFEA suggestions, requests
and resolutions are politely answered, yet the feeling of embarrassment and annoyanc
can often be detected. In general we are not as much concerned with the Govern-
ment attitude toward KFEA's educational policy activities as we are with what KFEA
can do and what the Government can do with regard to educational planning.

While we are critical of what the Government has done with respect to educa-
tional planning, we also feel that we must be critical of ourselves as well. What
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have we, a teachers' organization, done with regard to educational planning whose
principles we have outlined above?

First, we do not think we have done enough to make the Government and the
people realize the importance of educational planning in its contemporary sense.
We feel that, as a teachers' organization, we are partly to blame for the non-
existence of educational planning embodying the principles outlined above.
Secondly, we are also cognizant of the fact that some of the recommendations we
have made to the Government and to the people with regard to educational policies
may have contained elements of professional bias due to the fact that we are edu-
cators, and thus we may not have acted in the best interests of the nation. More
specifically, we could have strengthened the following activities.

In all phases of educational planning, particularly in determining and clarifying
social philosophy and educational aims, continued discussion among various
segments of. society are all-important. Then KFEA should have taken the role of
a dialogue-promoter among groups -licnated from each other. Dialogue is badly
needed, for example, between educators and economists, between educational
bureaucrats and economic bureaucrats, between the Government and the people,
between educators and those in the mass-communications field, if a fair degree
of understanding and consensus is to prevail.

In all phases of educational planning, particularly in the stage of assessing
existing educational conditions, factual research and survey are of absolute
importance. Then KFEA should adopt the role of a fact-supplier. This can be
done by strengthening the activities of the research section of KFEA or by organ-
izing, for example, a work committee whose activities may be patterned after
those of a "shadow" planning board where facts are gathered and analyzed with
particular reference to educational planning.

The key aspect of educational planning seems to lie in weighing alternatives.
Then KFEA must adopt the role of a clarifier of alternatives rather than that of a
mere organizer. Based upon the best facts and principles it can incorporate, it
can clarify where a particular alternative would possibly lead. This can be done
again in the manner of a shadow planning board.

When plans are drawn up and decided upon by appropriate procedures, their
execution and implementation require enthusiastic support and concerted partici-
pation. Willing participants who do not work from motives of self-interest are
necessary. In this area KFEA must adopt the role of a motivator to action. Some
plans may be contrary to the self-interests of certain groups in society; some
plans may even hurt certain teachers. A teachers' organization should be able to
facilitate concerted action in the implementation of plans and should not be drawn
toward the interests of any group even at the stage of executing plans.

Finally, KFEA as a teachers' organization occupies a strategic position to play
the role of a plan evaluator in the implementation of plans. This teachers' organi-
zation, if it systematically organizes programmes, will be able to evaluate plans
and projects better than any other group through the "inside stories" of what hap-
pened in schools. Inside stories are the source of ultimate evaluation rather than
a superficial array of statistics.

The above roles summarize what we consider we must strengthen in the future.
Educational planning in its modern sense has almost been non-existent in Korea,
even though there have been many policies and plans. KFEA's involvement has
been, in general, out of focus as far as necessary endeavour for implementing
workable educational planning is concerned. Nations may differ in their standings
with regard to educational planning, but where systematic educational planning is
needed as an integral part of national development, we would like to suggest that
the above-listed roles of a teachers' organization be given further thought.
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PHILIPPINE PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

13-45, English

The Board of National Education of the Philippines, as created by law, deter-
mines the social philosophy upon which basic educational planning should be
carried out. As to how much of the national income and budget should be spent
for education, the Department of Education recommends, but Congress determines
on the basis of priorities.

Educational planning should embrace all levels of education, both public and
private, including the education of adults and out-of-school youths.

The Department of Education should be responsible for the overall educational
plan of the country. The plan must, however, be integrated with the overall na-
tional plan for socio-economic development drawn by the National Economic
Council.

An overall plan for education that is integrated with the national plan for socio-
economic development is now being prepared by the National Economic Council.
This body has requested the Department of Education to submit its plans based
essentially on the present socio-economic situation in the Philippines and the
actual educational needs as revealed by studies made. Reference is also made
to the projections made by the Unesco-ECAFE Asian Advisory Body in Educational
Planning and its Philippine Counterpart team that worked in the Philippines from
June to August 1964.

In each of the stages set forth in the Inquiry Outline, the Philippine Public
School Teachers Association is involved, although not too deeply, by way of
sharing its ideas in Committee meetings and in questionnaires sent to it by the
Department of Education or the Bureaus under the Department. For instance, the
reactions and suggestions of the Philippine P7iblic School Teachers Association
was requested before the adoption of the Proposed Five Year Educational Programme
of the Bureau of Public Schools covering the period from 1965-66 to 1969-70.
However, in the determination of priorities and the relative emphasis that should
be given to each aspect of education, the present role of the Philippine Public
School Teachers Association is merely recommendatory.

It is felt, however, that with the current emphasis being given to more parti-
cipation and involvement in national planning for education, the Philippine Public
School Teachers Association will necessarily take an active part in the develop-
ment of such plans. The Association is also concerned with the shortage of human
resources sufficiently trained to man the various services for socio-economic
development. The training of quality teachers is the Association's first concern.

The Philippine Public School Teachers Association sponsored the First National
Seminar in Educational Planning from 17-22 January 1966. Limited financial as-
sistance was given by WCOTP and the Asia Foundation in the Philippines , while
technical assistance was given by the Unesco National Commission of the
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Philippines, the Unesco Asian Institute in Educational Planning in New Delhi,
the Department of Education of the Philippines, the National Economic Council of
the Philippines, the United Nations Technical Assistance Board in the Philippines
and the United States Agency for International Development.

The provincial chapters also were requested to adopt the theme "The Role of
Teachers in Educational Planning" in their provincial conventions. This was the
theme which the Philippine Public School Teachers Association took up in its rep-
resentative assembly in June 1966.

It is submitted that the involvement of national teachers' organizations in
educational planning is desirable to bring about effective results. It is felt that
teachers' organizations, be they national or local, should be more assertive and
militant, because the burden of implementing plans for education rests heavily
on the teachers who make up the bulk of membership. It is also submitted that
if teachers share in planning, they will feel involved.

The Philippine Public School Teachers Association submits that teachers should
share in planning for education because their involvement would ensure the right
support for the plan.

A developing country like the Philippines should make use of the experiences
of other countries on a rational basis. The governments of all developing countries
should treat education as an investment, for when the government directs a sizeable
portion of its resources to education, it invests in human capital.

The last conference of Ministers of Education of Asian member countries to
Unesco held in Bangkok, Thailand, in November 1965 drafted the Asian Model in
Educational Planning. This meeting places a challenge to all Asian member coun-
tries. The action of WCOTP in working with Unesco in the area of educational
plannin is the right step in recognizing the invaluable contribution that the
teacher can make. This will contribute to the strengthening of his status.
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Switzerland

SOCIETE SUISSE DES PROFESSEURS DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT SECONDAIRE
B-16, French

Planning is a term ill-fitted to the educational system in Switzerland. Planningpresupposes forecasts, large groups, centralization and a single direction. It iswell known that when a Swiss citizen is called upon to talk about his country, hemust begin by warning his audience that the situation in Switzerland is a complexone and that, in order to truly understand it, account must be taken of historical,
religious and linguistic factors and of minorities, not to forget local peculiarities
which may be the result of tradition, climate or merely individual personality.Swiss federalism has stamped its deeper imprint on education.

It should be remembered that there is no federal ministry of national education.The only central government agency in Bern which is la a position to influence theSwiss educational system is the Department of the Interior, which, through thePublic Health Service, regulates the practice of medicine in the whole Swiss ter-ritory. This Service establishes minimum standards for the federal maturity certifi-cate (types A and B, including the study of Latin), the only higher school degreewhich is recognized by law by all the universities and colleges in the country(the type C maturity certificate leads to scientific studies). Although the maturitycertificate is a federal degree, central authorities have delegated the privilege ofgranting it to some schools. With this important exception, which enables theGovernment to control the quality of education through the Federal Commission ofMaturity, education is the exclusive responsibility of cantonal authorities.
The cantonal authorities delegate part of their power to the communal authoritiesor--particularly in the cantons with a Catholic tradition--to the church. It can beseen, therefore, that the governments of the 25 cantons and half-cantons hold thehighest authority over education and teaching. On the other hand, in view of itsphysical and demographic diversity, Switzerland is a country with strong local

particularisms where the idea of planning loses all its meaning.
However, the long educational tradition of Switzerland is well known. The

concepts of Reformation in the 16th century, the theories of Pestalozzi and
Rousseau, to mention only the most familiar elements, have contributed to the
spread of education among the people and have oriented the educational effortsprimarily towards the development of the individual and the personality. It is thistrend which has marked and still marks education in Switzerland. If we considerthe four points suggested in the introduction to the WCOTP questionnaire, pointfour should be emphasized as the primary goal for the Swiss schools.

Point three, to safeguard and enhance the national cultural heritage, would comenext with the necessary proviso that, because of its geographical, linguistic andreligious situation, Switzerland does not have a single cultural heritage which itcan call entirely its own. This heritage is shared with the great neighbouring
nations. The limited size of the country and the small size of its population
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prevent it from imposing its own "culture" on the neighbouring countries. Under
the circumstances, education must remain both objective, neutral and open to
foreign influences. For a long time we have been trying to reconcile the defense
of values in which we believe so much as Swiss citizens, and a permanent con-
frontation between our heritage and the new ideas developed by our neighbours.

Concerning point two, and more particularly point one, it can be truthfully
said that we view them negatively, defensively and with distrust. Whether plan-
ning uses education for the purpose of political stability (such stability must come
from other elements), or education becomes gradually assimilated to the interestsof economic powers, these ideas are quite unlikely, at least for the moment, to
raise enthusiasm in all those who, in one way or another, are attached to the
Swiss school system as it has played and it still plays its part for generations.

It may be that such considerations bring to mititi a SitUation where individualism
verges on anarchy and where frightened and backward paroChialism prevents any
progress towards a rather coherent concept of education in Switzerland. No doubt
the excessive compartimentalization in cantons raises problems from the point of -view of transfers of population. Complaints are made, and rightfully so, regarding
obstacles encountered by a child whose parents move from one part of the country
to another. In a single linguistic area, currieUla may be so different that the
transfer to a so-called "parallel" class may find that the child cannot keep up and
must repeat the same year, with all that it may imply from the emotir,:nal and psy-
chological point o view. The complications stemming from the use o very dif-
ferent methods and textbooks are not always offset by the advantages of freedom
granted to teachers; from the point of view of budgetary expenditures, the situation
must prove to be very expensive, although it is very difficult to advance any figuredue to the lack of reference points.

Such are the factors which are gradually compelling the schools of Switzerland
to Come into irc,.easingly closer contacts; the process of rapprochement- -it is
impossible, once again, to speak of planning--makes use of the Federal Maturity
Commission, the cantonal departments of education and teachers' organizations.

The previously mentioned Federal Maturity Commission has as a task to co-ordinate, through its control over examinations, the education given at high schoollevel. Unobtrusively, it compels the schools which want to be granted the right
to give these degrees to offer certain courses which might otherwise be neglected.
They are compelled to maintain a high quality in their education. This is not in
any way a Government interference in education; however, this control is a sort
of supervision and its regulatory function should not be underestimated.

A new regulation is under consideration to allow the students who have received
a type C maturity certificate (science) to go on to the university and study medicine.
The adoption of such a plan would bring about changes in the curricula of scientific
sections of certain schools and would therefore tend towards a certain unification
at the college level.

Other commissions may be established as the need arises. The commission
which drew up the report on federal help to universities (the so-called Labhardt
Report) is probably the most advanced example of attempted planning in our
country. This commission was set up to estimate the future needs of Swiss uni-
versities, to compare these and current needs and to induce the federal government
to financially participate in a large development plan, although the institutes of
higher learning in the country would retain complete freedom of action. This planhas brought about a considerable amount of interest among the public at large
because it was precisely an attempt to reconcile, in a very diplomaticmanner,
the interests of higher education and research, the independence of the institutions
providing such educational research and the rights inherent to control of assistance.

*--",t'sr-vmmuift
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The cantonal departments of education are striving to find areas of agreementin the field of official curricula and textbooks. They are acting under public pres-sure, on the advice of teachers' associations, or because they must reduce budg-etary expenditures. The Romanche cantons, with their devotion to federalism, haveachieved considerable progress in this direction. Mention is made for the firsttime of a Rnmanche elementary school; mention is even made of a Romanche sec-ondary school and progress is gradually being made towards a common date for theopening of the school year! This is indeed a very modest example of planning;however, it represents considerable progress on the way to inter-canton co-operation.
Primary and secondary teachers' organizations contribute to this evaluation invarying degrees and at various levels. They would like to be heard more and exerta greater influence on the course of events. However, they are only advisorybodies. They speak for their members and suggest to the authorities the desirableor necessary reforms. They are heard or consulted; however, their advice is notbinding. It is therefore necessary to enlist the support of public opinion in orderto bring about some co-ordinated action during parliamentary debates. Furthermore,the decisions of the educational authorities can be put to a referendum and mustthen be approved or rejected by the people through a vote. This procedure mayexplain the somewhat cautious advance of the Swiss education in a rapidly changingworld.

However, the internal force represented by teachers' organizations should notbe underestimated. In the last analysis, the teachers are the school. They arethose who, within the framework of the laws and regulations, give a vital impulseto education. Through their organizations, the teachers in different cantons arebrought in touch with one another, they suggest possible changes and improvements,maintain a degree of alertness and show the path to be followed. The German lan-guage teachers in French-speaking Switzerland have just achieved a considerablemeasure of success through remarkable teamwork and unified their textbooks,although not their curricula, for the benefit of teachers and students alike.
It is in such a perspective that the possibilities of improvement of Swiss edu-cation should be viewed, as well as its adaptation to a modern world. Always onthe alert, but conscious of a long. and worthy tradition, Swiss educators are striv-ing to do their job through mutual understanding, service to the community and greatpatience which should not be mistaken for stagnation. This type of education isthe reflection of the country; it is weary of inordinately vast and inhuman planswhich might threaten the very diversity which it keeps within the greatest concern;planning is sometimes too close to a process of levelling down, and Switzerlandis a country born out of its mountains.
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THE, EDUCATION SOCIETY OF THAILAND

B-17, English

A

Thailand

It would be of advantage to clarify the two terms: social philosophy and edu-cational planning. The first is vague, while the second lends itself to multi-dimensional interpretation. Thus educational planning may refer to planning atthe national, regional, provincial and local levels; or planning according to thetypes, streams and levels of education; or planning according to a long-term,
medium-term and annual basis. In Thailand educational administration is relativelycentralized. Various planning bodies Within the central administration work to-gether to determine the social goals at the national level. Social institutions suchas family, religion, government institutions, military, economic institutions, and,more important, the King would help to set up the national goals. In a transition-al society such as Thailand today, one cannot fully comprehend any one of thesesocial institutions which continually and, sometimes drastically, modify eachother.

Historically, the budgetary allocation for education in Thailand was determinedannually by the Budget Bureau. In the past six years the National Economic De-velopment Board (NEDB) exerted significant influence on the broad development offormal education, especially in matters pertaining to developmental, as distinctfrom regular, types of educational projects which formed part of the six-year eco-nomic development plan (1961-1966). For the next five-year plan (1967-1971),
the procedure is roughly as follows:

The NEDB determines the over-all rate of growth of the national income overthe planned period, as well as the sectoral rates of growth. At the same time, theorder of sectoral priority will be set and the budgetary resources over the periodallocated accordingly. Thus during the next five-year plan formal education,which enjoys a high order of priority, will be allocated double the amount allottedfor the previous plan.

Within the ceiling of this five-year allocation, the educational sector will pro-pose educational projects which are geared to realize the broad developmental
policy for education. This educational policy is worked out by a high-level com-mittee representing all levels of education, the Budget Bureau and the NEDB, aswelt as the Manpower Planning Office.

It will be noted that the composition of the committee reflects the modern ap-proach to educational planning, whereby the educational plan is consciously ar-ticulated with the economic and social development plan of the country. As andwhen the machinery for planning is perfected, and the newly established LabourDepartment has developed the mechanism for assessing the short-term and medium-term employment situation, this agency can and is expected to play an importantpart in this type of manpower and educational planning.
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Long-term educational planning has been initiated. The agencies mentioned
above are also expected to participate in the. planning process. The nature and
purpose of the long-term educational plan, covering a period of 20-25 years, dif-
fer somewhat from those of the annual and five-year plans; hence the contribution
of the various agencies are likely to differ from the case of the annual or five-year
plan.

In all types of educational planning at the national level, every effort is made
to involve, inform and consult the various departments within the Ministry of Edu-
cation, and, through the National Education Council, the various universities.
These agencies and institutions are free to comment on and modify the plans in
the light of their administrative and operational experience and policies.

In the past decade the Ministry of Education promoted the process of decen-
tralization by means of delegating considerable administrative and operational
power to regional and provincial educational development agencies. This project
was also designed to enlist the participation of local leadership and resources.
Apparently for lack of qualified personnel, budgetary support and slow growth of
local involvement, the project is due to be terminated.

The above account, while describing the process of planning and agencies in-
volved, may be summed up by saying that the agencies that determine the pro-
portion of government expenditures on education as a percentage of the national
income and the national budget are really the National Economic Development
Board and the Budget Bureau, subject to political decision at the mLnisterial and
cabinet levels. It is noteworthy that a considerable proportion of total educational
expenditure is determined by the private sector, i.e. , pupils and their parents,
as well as private schools.

Ideally, educational planning should encompass all levels and types of edu-
cation--public and private, in-school (formal) and out-of-school (informal). This
type of comprehensive planning serves the useful purpose of ensuring that the in-
teraction of internal forces within the educational system is given free play, and
that the whole educational system can be geared to meet economic and social aswell as educational objectives more effectively. (However, such a comprehensive
plan can become very unwieldy, especially when detailed considerations are takeninto account.)

Comprehensive planning lends itself well to the solution of a balanced edu-
cational development by levels, types and streams; by the share of responsibility
to be undertaken by the government and private sectors; by the emphasis to be laid
on formal and informal education; and by determining the total share of educational
expenditure and cost in relation to national resources and the claims of other sec-
tors to the total resources of the nation.

In most developing countries attempts to correct imbalances within the edu-
cational system at one point are bound to affect other points also. Thus the ex-
pansion of enrolment at the secondary level to meet middle-level manpower will
require an expansion in the enrolment in primary schools and an improvement in the
primary graduates' academic quality. Further, more teachers of the right type of
qualification and specialization will be needed for secondary schools, and hence
teacher training will have to be expanded and reoriented. At the higher educa-
tion level institutions of higher learning will have to expand not only to provide
additional teachers but also to provide sufficient leadership in terms of quantity
and quality.

Viewed in the light of the above consideration, educational planning in Thailand
approximates closely the concept of a comprehensive approach. The.actual processof planning is, however, somewhat disjointed. Take, for instance, the first com-prehensive plan of 1963. This was a joint undertaking of the Thai planning agencies
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and two teams of overseas experts: an AID Task Force and a Unesco Mission. The
joint Thai-AID Task Force dealt with the target-setting for the economic and man-
power parts of the plan in its quantitative analysis. The quantitative analysis
was not carried through into the educational sector, so that the numerical targets
in terms of enrolment, requirements for teachers and teacher educators, other edu-cational inputs, expenditures and economic costs have not been worked out. Inspite of this, the joint Task Force has been able to arrive at broad overall policyproposals in education.

The Ministry of Education should be responsible for educational planning at all
levels: primary, secondary, and higher education. The cabinet should determine
how much of the national budget will be spent for education. This allocation maybe set up on the basis of an annual increase of the budget devoted to education,
or it might be well to set up the rate of education expenditure against the Gross
National Product, e.g. 4-5 per cent. The education plans, therefore, should bedrawn up as a part of government policy.

At the present time there are several government agencies involved in educa-tional planning. The National Education Council plans for higher education, while
the Educational Planning Office under the Ministry of Education is responsible for
educational planning below university grade level. The EPO co-ordinates Flansby working with various education departments. Thess plans and educational pro-jects are submitted to the National Economic Development Board for reviewing.
All sectoral plans then will be co-ordinated and used for a planned period. TheBudget Bureau under the'Prime Minister's Office plays a very important role in thisprocess of planning.

There should be a single planning agency responsible for the nations; education
plan for all levels and types of education. This planning agency should have the
full authority to determine the need for budget to be allocated for education bothfor short- and long-term plans.

B

(1) The Cabinet determines a broad policy for educational aims and development,
and, in many cases, sets out priority. The National Education Council clarifies
educational aims for higher educational institutions with the Ministry of Education.
Previously the Cabinet appointed two national committees, the Committee on De-
velopment of Education Under the Karachi Plan and the Committee on Loan Projectsfor the Development of Education. These two committees work closely with the
Ministry of Education in establishing major educational aims. The Society occa-sionally gives opinions about educational policy and aims through publication,
radio and television.

(2) The Ministry of Education and the National Education Council are respon-
sible for the assessment of the existing education situation. Again, the Society
through its publications may make any comments on this matter.

(3) The Educational Planning Office of the Ministry of Education and the National
Economic Development Board draft the proposed targets. The initial draft is madethrough the Ministry of Education Director-General Committee. The final decision,
such as manpower demands and the financial resources, is approved by the NEDB.

(4) The Budget Bureau of the Prime Minister's Office, before it can authorizeand adjust the targets according to the availability of financial resources, willcheck carefully the targets both for short (annual) and long terms. The NEDBis responsible for the long-term development plans.
(5) The long-term educational plan, once having been approved by the NEDB

and the Budget Bureau, is worked out in detail by the EPO working in co-operationwith the departments concerned. The annual budget is approved and authorized by
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the Cabinet through the Budget Bureau.

Educational programmes are controlled and inspected by various authorities.
The Ministry of Education has its own it ipectors and director-generals to control
and supervise the works within the Ministry. Other government officials also have
the authority to inspect the educational programmes: representatives of the Budget
Bureau, the Auditor-General, and the NEDB. These various authorities will submit
reports about the education programmes operation. Several measures are taken
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the programmes for the purpose of revising
and implementing the plans. Examples are the World Bank (IBRD) Loan Project for
the Improvement of Vocational Education, and the Canadian Loan Project for the
Improvement of Secondary Education. A secondary education study is being com-
pleted by the Educational Planning Office with the co-operation of a Michigan
State University team. The results of this study will help the Ministry of Educa-
tion improve the secondary education programme.

C

The Society has been involving itself in the various stages of educational plan-
ning in section B by giving opinions, comments and recommendations, and by
writing letters concerning educational planning to various government bodies.
Discussion over radio and television, and public panel discussions are also held.
The Education Center, a monthly magazine of the Society publishing many articles
on educational planning, is sent regularly to authorities for the improvement of
educational planning.

Recently The EducAion Society organized and participated in two seminars on
educational planning. The meeting on "The Role of Educational Research in Edu-
cational Planning" was assisted by the International Conference for the Advancement
of Educational Research in the Asian and South Pacific Region. It was held in
Bangkok in December 1963 under the auspices of The Education Society of Thailand
and the Faculty of Education of Chulalongkorn University. The 297-page report
is widely used by Thai educators.

An educational planning seminar with the theme "The Economics of Education"
was held by The Education Society of Thailand in Chiengmai in August 1965. The
meeting was held with financial assistance from WCOTP. Participants included
more than 100 Thai educators representing all levels of administration. They heard
speakers discuss the following topics: "The Economics of Education and the Present
Education Management," "Education Investment and Wastage," "Educational Plan-
ning for Social and Economic Development," "Primary School Status of Various
Districts in Thailand" and "Status of Teachers in Asia."

Recommendations were presented to the general meeting by working groups
divided into four areas: policy making and educational planning, development of
education according to manpower demands, prevention of wastage in education and
improvement of educational management. The resolutions adopted were submitted
to the government bodies responsible for educational planning and administration.

It is believed that effective educational planning and improvement must receive
support from various levels of administration. Sympathy, understanding and co-
operation of teachers are also needed. The Society is planning to hold more lec-
tures and seminars in other parts of Thailand.

Teachers' organizations in other countries should have an opportunity to par-
ticipate in educational planning by submitting opinions to authorities, conducting
research and conducting seminars to improve effective teaching and to promote the
teaching profession for the improvement of national education.

The teachers' organizations in every country should share their experiences in
the role o;. organizations in educational planning.
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Ecuador

UNION NACIONAL DE EDUCADORES

B-18, Spanish

A

If we consider that planning is a systematic method of acting through the for-
mulation and implementation of programmes aimed at reaching proposed goals with-
in the shortest period of time, at the least cost and under the best circumstances,
we will agree that by planning one can arrive better at building or destroying some-
thing. In other words, planning can be directed toward good as well as toward
evil, depending on the proposed goal. Therefore, it is necessary to establish
the objectives which satisfy more fully the community for which the planning is
intended. Educational planning, in ore' 1r to comply fully with its intention, must
be inspired by a number of basic principles agreeable to the whole of the population
benefitting from that work.

In a democratic republican country such as ours, it is the State, through its
political constitution, which sets the general principles that govern society;
therefore, the philosophical principles which should inspire an educational plan
will be found in the political constitution.

Since education is the basis of the economic and social development of the
people, it is necessary that the same constitution of the State set forth, in general
terms, the amount of investment which should be earmarked for education. In ef-
fect, our constitution states that the budget will give preferential attention to edu-
cation, which means that education has priority.

On the other hand, economic and social development of a country must be
planned. This planning will take into account the various development programmes
which the country intends to carry out. These programmes should obviously be
adequately financed. In like manner, the policy of the central Government has
certain requirements concerning the preparation of the budget, while the admin-
istration needs certain elements for the normal development of its activities.
Therefore, these three sectors which have to do with the problem of the allocation
of the funds at the disposal of the Government every year must have direct par-
ticipation.

These aspects have been recognized in Ecuador, and thus the Commission on
Financing is in charge of preparing the general budget for the nation. Besides the
necessary technical advisors, this Commission is made up of the following offi-
cials: (a) the Minister of Finance as the representative of the executive branch;
(b) the chairman of the National Planning and Economic Co-ordination Board; (c)
the director of the Technical Department of the administration and (d) a representa-
tive of the legislative branch.

The draft pr. osal prepared by this Commis Sion is examined by the National
Congress for its final approval.

..1^"..3,11.1.nr,
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1

All types of education, public and private, in-school and out-of-school, haveone same purpose: the education, instruction and training of the individual. Aplan considering each one of these fields separately or individual planning foreach one of these fields would divide the efforts and split up their activity. Un-doubtedly they could better fulfill their aim if included within a single plan ofaction.

Ecuador has a single plan, called the "Overall Education Plan." Overallinsofar as it includes all the aspects of education from pre-school to the higherlevel, and also because in it one finds all the types or kinds of schools, such asfiscal, municipal and private schools. It should be pointed out that not only hasthe acceptance of the private school sector been obtained, but also its decidedsupport, perhaps due to the fact that it participated actively in the formulation ofthe Plan.

Since education is a primary function of the State, which invests a good partof its budget in educational services and is in charge of seeing that it developswithin the best possible conditions, educational planning falls under the com-petence of the State. It can undertake this planning, however, as part of itsgovernmental policy or it can entrust an independent agency with the task. In thefirst case there iz more continuity between planning and the execution of the plan,while the second case lends itself to a certain divorce between what is plannedand what is actually done.

In Ecuador, the State itself, through its Ministry of Education (Planning Depart-ment), has taken charm of educational Warming, and is putting it into operationby means of its other executive agencies.
However, in order to see that the Plan does not become an isolated effort withinthe development process , the Educational Planning Department has been careful toestablish the necessary co-ordination with the National Planning and EconomicCo-ordination Board of the country to the extent that the Education Plan is but oneof the programmes within the General Development Plan. And it could not be other-wise, because the latter determines the policy to be followed--the goals whichthe country proposes to attain within a given period of time--and education canonly be its immediate collaborator by preparing the human resources required forthe accomplishment of the General Plan toward the better development of thecountry.

With regard to changes, we do not think it necessary to introduce them yet; weare rather awaiting the results of the present situation in our country.
B

In accordance with planning techniques, the first Ecuadorian Education Planwent through the following process:
The overall Educational Planning Department, established in late 1960, beganby compiling all existing valuable studies on the condition of education in ourcountry. Once the first inventory had been completed, it had to be complementedwith research on all those aspects which had not been taken into account in theprevious studies, or which were doubtful,
The teaching profession began to co-operate starting with this first step. Mostof the existing works were written by the teachers themselves, and the variousprovincial organs of the teaching profession participated in the research activity.
After gathering the material, it was made available to the planners, who in turnpromoted a series of seminars and round-table meetings to study it and to arrive at,conclusions. The participants in this stage of the work, according to the variouscases and needs, were teachers, educational leaders, parents, several economic
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sectors, bodies which in one way or another had to do with education, and theteachers' organization through representatives of UNE. For the first time thedemand from the different social and economic sectors of the country was answered.These Commissions were the ones which determined the strengths and weaknessesof Ecuadorian education up to that time.
With this material, the plan began to take shape. The financial possibilitieswere measured and the necessary readjustments made to ensure that the expecta-tions were in line with the economic, human and material resources available forthis work.

Then Liaison Commissions were appointed to review the Plan by sections, beingcareful to maintain an adequate co-ordination with the other programmes or partsof the Plan.

Finally all those papers were collected to make up the Ecuadorian EducationPlan, leaving it up to the Planning Department to provide it with unity.
Once the Plan had been drawn up the national Government appointed a Commis-sion of distinguished teachers and economists for a final revision. Pertinent ad-justments were made on the basis of their recommendations.
Following the approval of the Plan, it was gradually put into effect. The infor-mation and training of teachers was among the first steps contemplated in the Plan.This training is done through numerous regular and short courses, one type beingthe vacation course, which is almost exclusively under the direction of the UNEin all the provinces.

In order to up-date several legal provisions and educational regulations to makethe Plan viable and to recognize new guarantees for the teaching profession, lawsconcerning education are being reviewed at the present time. To this end, a Com-mission of Educators has been appointed on which the Union Nacional de Edu-cadores is represented.

The implementation of the Plan is in the hands of the Ministry of Education;however, the implementation is also most important to the teachers themselves.For this reason, the respective organs of the profession are intent upon givingall their co-operation.

The last step is that of evaluation. To this date, partial assessments havebeen made of the various aspects of the Plan. The Uni6n Nacional de Educadoreshas participated actively in these evaluations.

C

A country can have a technically devised plan. It can have a plan which clearlyshows the advisability of its implementation for the good of the country. Authoritiescan lend all their support to its execution, and all the economic sectors may agreewith it, but if the teacher remains indifferent toward it educational reform will notbe carried out, because the teacher is the only one who can set that machineryin motion.

In accordance with this, the organizations of the teaching profession must par-ticipate actively hot only in the plan's implementation, hut in its ft-Tmulation andevaluation as well. If it is a working document which is placed in the teacher'shands, he must-first let his authorized voice be heard during the formulating stage,so that when he tries to put it in practice, he will not do it by mandate but byconviction; he will not do it because he needs to but because it is his duty.
Planning is a long process when one attempts it for the first time (a) becauseof the scope of the work, the different aspects one faces and the problem of givingthem unity, and (b) because of the lack of material and experience in this field.

=
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But once this activity has begun, the results are extremely satisfactory.
When planning has followed through the various stages efficiently, replanning

becomes easier, because the final evaluation serves as the basis or diagnosis
for the new plan.

If the plan has been prepared with sincerity and with the pertinent technical
recommendations, it can withstand the attacks of politics, so common in our
countries, because it has taken into consideration the national reality and aspi-
rations, apart from any political partisanship which at a given moment might be
harmful to it.

Educational reforms cannot be undertaken haphazardly, because in wanting to
cover one aspect.the rest are overlooked, and eventually these come to hinder
the progress of the former. Every educational reform, therefore, must be found
within a planning scheme in order to obtain the desired results, to ensure that it
has been sufficiently studied and that it fulfills the demand voiced by the majority
of the persons involved.

In planning, various sectors of the national activity must give their decided
support, but mainly, this is the responsibility of the organizations of the teaching
profession.
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Rhodesia

RHODESIA TEACPLRS' ASSOCIATION

8-19, English

While the need for educational planning may be obvious, the purposes of suchplanning are not always clearly understood, nor is consideration given to theirrelative importance or to the impact of one on another. Thus one committee maystress the need for relationship between teacher training and school populationtrends , while another stresses the relationship between the expansion of the edu-cational provision and the economic growth of the country. Another dealing withthe content of the curriculum may have in mind mainly university entrance quali-fications, while another dealing with the same problem will give greater stress tonational manpower requirements. Politicians will be susceptible to the greatestvote-getting proposals, while the educationist is thinking of the needs of thepupils and the development of their personal abilities to the full--independent oftheir immediate economic value or political appeal.
True planning will call for a full appraisal of (a) the development of the fullpersonal abilities of the students; (b) the maintenance and development of thenational cultural heritage; (c) the impact of the education system on social de-velopment and order; (d) the basic requirements of trade, industry and the generaleconomy for the training of those employed in these national activities; and (e)the contribution which the national economy can afford and make to the educationalsystem.

Care must be taken that this full appraisal bears all these factors in mind anddoes not give undue attention to any one in particular.
This, it is considered, can be best achieved by the establishment of one overallcommittee responsible only to the Minister for determining the social philosophyof the educational planning and to advise on all aspects of such planning. Thiswould be a widely representative committee. It would be advised by two workingcommittees: (a) professional and (b) social and economic.
The work of the professional committee would primarily be dealing with organi-zation and types of education offered; the scope of the curriculum of the variouscourses; the training of teachers, ancillary services and equipment, and the func-tions of school staffs; the relationship of the schools, etc. , with higher educa-tion on the one hand and with trade, commerce and industry on the other; andinspection and progressive development of educational services. This committee,while widely representative, would present the findings and recommendations ofthe professional educationist to meet the claims of the economist and sociolo-gist's committee.

The work of the social and economic committee would be primarily dealing withthe manpower needs of the country, while at the same time bearing in mind thesocial and cultural needs of the people as a whole, the preservation of their her-itage and the stimulation of social and cultural development. It would be within
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its power to give consideration to and make recommendations concerning the pro-
portion of the national income to be spent on education.

While the above committees would be non-governmental, the above scheme
assumes that school education is organized as a national government activity.
However, it is not considered this should preclude the existence of any form of
private educational agency. Indeed, the private school system allows for experi-
mentation, which is not easily possible within a government system, as well as
meeting the needs of private conscience or religious scruples.

The university or universities and other forms of higher education must also be
considered within the purview of these committees, and indeed should be well rep-
resented on them. No attempt has been made to suggest actual representation on
these committees, since this must depend on local circumstances.

The plan outlined above does not exist in Rhodesia. Being a young country with
limited resources, educational development has largely followed that of countries
with an advanced system familiar to the administrators--mainly Great Britain and
South Africa--adjustments being made to meet the local requirements. Most, if
not all the administrators have had training and experience under one or the other of
these systems and this has been supplemented in recent years by visits to and
study in such countries as the United States and Australia. Government, too, has
been advised from time to time by commissions, members of which have been
leading educationists or education administrators from these and other educative
systems. When a country is in relatively early stages of development there are
advantages in using the lessons learned by the more advanced or wealthy countries.
But it is considered, nevertheless, that a standing committee set up as proposed
above to advise the Minister would be of value in co-ordinating all the various
facets of educational and economic planning in the country.

At present there are advisory boards, whose function is to advise the Minister
concerning the development of African education and non-African education respec-
tively. In addition, there are regional advisory boards. The fact that there are
two boards is historical, arising from the fact that the Europeans just continued
the system of education they had in their country of origin, whereas the desire for
education by Africans is a much later development. Also, while European edu-
cation is largely by government schools, African education, although very largely
financed by government, is in private mission schools, But, African education is
making rapid strides and much of recent development is common to both systems.

The work of these boards, however, is not effective planning, but rather deals
with problems as they arise. Even the professional officers cannot give time to
the overall planning that the proper development of the human resources of the
country requires. They are far too occupied with the day-by-day problems. This
does not mean that there is no attempt at planning, and the fact that commissions
have been appointed from time to time does indicate that specialist -expo fenced
recommendations are appreciated. What has been lacking is the co-ordination of
recommendations with the national economic and sociological needs.

For planning to be effective it must be continuously under review. Advisory
boards, composed generally of interested amateurs, do not provide either the
expertise or opportunity for a full study of the problems involved. But it must also
be realized that small developing countries cannot be expected to have either the
resources or the experts available for a standing commission,

The Association has stressed from time to time how essential it is for it to be
represented on even advisory boards. The constitution of the boards has been on
a personal basis, with the result that, though leading members of the Association
have been nominated by the Minister for membership on the boards, they have at-
tended in a personal capacity and not as members of the Association, or in a
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professional capacity. The Association has, however, recently been promiseda revision of this policy in favour of direct representation of the Association.
Besides the advisory boards, the Ministry does hold Round Table Conferenceswith the professional associations. These, however, are not engaged in wide-scale planning as much as dealing with problems arising from day-by-day admin-istration, conditions of service, etc.
The Institute of Education has recently organized an Advisory Council onTeacher Training, on which the teachers' associations are represented.
When commissions are appointed, the Association makes representation onpoints within the terms of reference of the commission that are within its cogni-zance, but it is not considered that this is a sufficient contribution towards afull co-ordinated plan of education.
It is for this reason that the Association welcomes various statements in theDraft Re ommendation Concernin the Status of Teachers drawn up jointly by theInternational Labour. Organisation and Unesco. We would particularly refer tosections 11(m); 88, 90 and 91 of this report in connexion with the part the pro-fessional associations should play in educational policy and planning:

(m) There should be close co-operation between competent authorities,organizations of teachers, of employers and workers, and of parentsas well as cultural organizations and institutions of learning andresearch, for the purpose of defining educational policy and its preciseobjectives. . .

"88. Authorities should establish and regularly use recognized means ofconsultation with teachers' organizations on educational policy andschool organization, upon new developments in the education serviceand upon the effect of administrative requirements on the work ofteachers. . . .

"90. Teachers' organizations should be entitled to participate in makingpolicy and in developing standards related to teacher supply and toentry into the profession.
"91. Authorities and teachers should recognize the importance of the par-ticipation of teachers, through their organizations and in other ways,in steps designed to improve the quality of the education .?-..rvice , ineducational research, and in the development and dissemination ofnew improved methods."

r1.777.1%.
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GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS TEACHERS UNION

B-20, English

Our Union regained official recognition in October 1964 after being dissolved
for a period of six years. During this period the Ministry of Education set up a
ten-year plan for education (1961-70). It was clear that this plan was not based
on the Correct principles of educational planning.

When the Union began to function in November 1964, one of its main responsi-
bilities was the criticism of the ten-year plan. The criticism showed the draw-
backs in the plan and made it clear that the plan did not take into consideration
increasing the number of children in the schools. The plan aimed only at increas-
ing the number of schools, without giving any consideration to staffing and pro-
viding equipment for these schools. For this reason, it becalm_ clear that the
percentage of illiteracy after 1970 would be higher than the percentage at the be-
ginning of the plan.

In 1963 the Minister of Education, regardless of the aims of the plan, ordered
the opening of many schools in the different stages of education, because he thought
that the plan was not ambitious enough to satisfy the need of people for education.

The plail set by the Ministry suggested two stages of six years, but the Min-
istry neglected these stages and the educational system continued with the same
three stages as before the plan was established: elementary--four years, inter-
mediate--four years and secondary--four years. There is also a pre-elementary
education period for three years which does not qualify the child for any further
education.

From this general survey it is clear that the Ministry of Education was not keen
to adopt and execute the items and the principles set in the plan. Educational
expansion depends to a great extent on the occasional increase in the number of
schools.

Addis Ababa Conference for Educational Planning--1961

Although the Sudan was represented as a member of the Conference, it was clear
that the ten-year plan was not in harmony with the resolutions of Addis Ababa Con-
ference. The Sudan did not execute the plan of the Addis Ccnference set for Africa.
The Role of the GSSTU

The Government Secondary Schools Teachers Union was the most active of the
teachers' unions of the Sudan in attempting to achieve a wise policy in the field
of educational planning which would provide for the education of a large number
of people, thereby decreasing the percentage of illiteracy. The Union suggested
that the Ministry of Education establish a national council for educational plan-
ning which would include all sectors of the community who have interest in the
development of education. The council's duty would be to help the Ministry of
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Education in setting up an educational plan and in financing it. The Union pub-lished a number of research papers dealing with educational planning, and theExecutive Committee of the Union made personal contacts with the ministers ofeducation, outstanding personalities and parliament members for the purpose ofadopting the idea of the national council for educational planning. These attemptsproved to be successful when the present Minister of Education agreed to the ideaof the council.

Believing that poor office organization within the Ministry of Education was re-sponsible for the ineffectiveness of the present system of education, the Unionsupported the organization of education on a local basis. At the same time, theUnion suggested that the Ministry of Education be made more effective than it wasby including highly qualified cadre.
The Union held a number of lectures and discussions to keep the people well-informed about the need for educational planning. One of the great achievementsof the Union is the Arabicization of the syllabuses for secondary schools whichwill make the educational plan much less expensiv.e.
The Union succeeded in convincing the Ministr , of Education to form a nationalcouncil for private education. This will make the educational expansion of privateschools in harmony with the general education plan.
Efforts were made by the Union and other teachers' unions to establish a sec-tion in the Ministry for educational planning. This newly established section iscurrently busy in setting a plan in harmony with the principles of the 1961 AddisAbaba Conference.

In conclusion, we can say that teachers' unions in Sudan have begun to playan effective part in the field of educational planning and the Ministry of Educationhas begun to consider the views of the teachers through their organizations. Wehope our efforts in this field will succeed.
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France

SYNDICAT NATIONAL DES INSTITUTEURS

B-21, French

Introduction

11% ter,,.- I Le,

Any planning system presupposes a will to use the resources of a country asrationally as possible with a view to gradually achieving the objective which hasbeen established, in keeping with the orientation which has been determined forthis purpose.

This explains why the examples of ph_. ed economy are quite different from oreanother and why the decisions which have been made do not always appear to bedirected towards social progress and human advancement, as these terms are gen-erally understood.

However, it is not surprising that, regardless of the political system of thecountry under consideration, teachers are deeply interested in planning in general;they are aware of its impact on national life and have always felt they must play apart in this field. Where educational planning is concerned it is therefore quitenormal that teachers' organizations try to express, even to impose, within their ownlimitations, their point of view, while taking account of the actual potential of thecountry.

In the context of the theme under study, the term "educational planning" appearsto have two rather different connotations. In the first place, it indicates the gen-eral policy followed in the field of education; however, inasmuch as education isa public service, it should fall under a larger Ministry of National Education, to bedefined later, which would define its doctrine and specify its orientation. It alsocovers what is generally called "planning"; in its more limited sense, planning isprimarily d forecast of physical requirements to be met within a certain period,together with the means to achieve this end.
In order to keep in line with the spirit of the questionnaire, we will always con-sider the problem under these two aspects, although we may tend to make a rathersharp distinction between them.
Regarding educational planning, a definition should be given of its objectives.If we adopt the rather wide connotation of "planning" as indicated above, and ifwe establish an order of priority among the four objectives enumerated in the ques-tionnaire while changing their wording slightly, we believe that educational plan-ning should serve the following purposes:
(a) To help each individual develop his own personal abilities to the full sothat he may rule the machine instead of becoming its slave.
(b) To take into account the prospects of economic development of the countryso as to utilize available skills to the greatest possible extent, although manpowerand employment considerations should not slow down the progressive increase inthe cultural level.
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(c) To promote national social development as a direct consequence of the two
previous objectives. Such social development should not necessarily lead to "po-
litical-stability"; however, it should bring about a constant improvement in social
justice and human dignity.

(d) In the last analysis, to enhance the national cultural heritage.
Starting from these general objectives, the authorities--at all levels--who are

responsible for the development of education should never lose sight of a certain
number of guiding principles which concern the interests of children, the dignity
of man and even the general interests of the nation:

(a) To ensure to all, regardless of social condition or geographical location,
the same basic elementary education, without which no culture is possible (im-
portance of pre-school education and of a quality elementary education).

(b) To prevent premature career decision; guidance should be based on abilities
and skills more than on economic requirements--above all social origins should
play no part at all.

(c) To give as large a role as possible to general education in order to facilitate
possible changeover.

(d) To increasingly develop continuing education.

In the field of education, as in any other field, planning must be based on
objective data based on as accurate as possible statistics and estimates of pop-
ulation, social and economic needs, and national resources. However, we should
not forget the importance of the human element in the problem, if only as a means
to qualify statistics which do not express the whole situation.

Since, within the overall plan, education falls under the responsibility of the
Ministry of National Education, the role of planning should be: to determine the
situation which is to be achieved at the end of a particular stage (number of pupils,
teachers, equipment, research); to evaluate the actual situation at the beginning
of the plan regarding the same factors; and to assess the total financial cost in-
volved and its distribution by sector and by stage.

Such a planning process presupposes that the State has total responsibility for
the whole education. For education to be rational, competition must be suppressed;
or at least there should be no sector free to develop anarchically, particularly as
regards the opening of new establishments and the type of education available.
After these general considerations, we will slightly modify the suggested outline
in order to study what is done at the present time in France regarding educational
planning, what could be planned in conformity with our point of view as trade union
teachers and the lessons to be learned from our experience.

I. Present Situation in France Regarding Educational Planning

The Ministry of National Education is responsible for educational planning. At
the present time the Ministry includes the Minister of National Education (with the
various branches), the Minister of Youth and Sports, and the Secretary of State.

The Ministry of National Education specifies the links between the various
branches of education, their respective importance, the length of compulsory school
attendance, the processes of guidance, examinations and the main stages of what
we might call the educational reform. To this effect, it acts upon the advice of the
Higher Council of National Education and of the Educational Councils.

The most representative teachers' organizations are represented on the Higher
Council of National Education and on the Educational Councils. Also, the organi-
zations may intervene directly with the Minister or the interested ministerial agencies
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when new laws are being drafted. The SNI has often exercized a considerable in-
fluence in this way.

There are several criticisms which we must make regarding educational plan-
ning in our country. In 1965, membership in the Higher Council was changed and
teachers' representation was decreased to the benefit of some other interested
parties. With an increasing frequency, important laws are drafted without the
advice of the teachers' organization. For several years, the Minister has been
implementing the educational reform as decided by the Government without truly
taking :-.to account the advice of the Higher Council or even its negative votes.
However, this is unfortunately the general trend of governmental policy in France
at the present time. As a matter of fact, this unfavourable development is in ac-
cordance with the present political system in France, which is increasingly tending
towards personal power.

Educational planning as such falls as a whole under the Commission for School,
University and Sports Facilities (Commission de 116quipment scolaire, universitaire
et sportif), which in turn falls under a general planning office, namely the Plan-
ning Commission.

The Commission for School, University and Sports Facilities of the Fifth Plan
(which is the plan in operation at the present time) includes 85 members represen-
ting the most diverse areas of French administration and economy. There are two
representatives of the Syndicat national des instituteurs (SNI). The Commission
is divided into seven working groups which are studying the number of students,
investments, us° of investments, staff, supplementary means and social action,
youth and sports, and the implementation system of the plan.

Since the French planning system is rather recent (education began to be planned
only in 1952), the terms of reference are still ill-defined between the Ministry of
National Education and the Planning Commission. However the following details
may be indicated:

The role of the Commission for School, University and Sports Facilities includes
"assessing the existing educational situation and performance in relation to these
aims, priorities and policies; setting future educational targets consistent with
national needs; and testing the feasibility of these targets" (starting from several
assumptions). The Commission works on the basis of information and advice re-
ceived from the Ministry of National Education, which is itself informed by its
university and departmental branches. The SNI is strongly represented and quite
influential in the departments; it is also represented in the University Commission
on School Distribution. There is a permanent link between the Ministry and the
Plan through an "educational plan service" in the Ministry of National Education.

The Planning Commission is informed in turn through its regional commissions
for facilities and development (commissions regionales d'equipment et de modern-
isation de territoire). It also receives the advice of the Economic and Social Coun-
cil. There are also various working groups.

At the present time, teachers' influence is limited. The Federation of National
Education (which includes among its members the majority of teachers at all levels)
has only two representatives among the 85 members of the Planning Commission.
It has 10 representatives in the various working groups, and only one representative
on the Economic and Social Council. However, it is possible to exert some influence
during the preparatory work by correcting certain data or contesting certain orien-
tations.

Although the Planning Commission sometimes raises a few objections with the
Ministry of National Education in support of its budget, it is not, however, in a
position to play its full part. The fact is that the Government makes the major
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decisions concerning the plan and its various priorities in conformity with the
orientation of its general policy and independently from the first estimates of the
Planning Commission. Since the Parliamentary majority is a docile one, these
decisions are easily approved.

In the non-privileged sectors, the plan has no other choice, then, than to
"distribute scarcity." For example, at the end of 1964, the Government established
the expenditures of the Fifth Plan in 1965 for the Commission on School Facilities
between 28 and 26 billion francs and invited the Commission to distribute this
figure among its various projects. The Commission stated at that time that this
procedure might "imply abandoning some of the objectives." Finally, in conformity
with the overall policy, the Government set the budget for national education under
the Fifth Plan at 25.5 billion new francs, which led the Commission to state that
"the Government should proceed to an agonizing reappraisal of the objectives of
the educational policy."

When the Parliament has adopted a plan, drafted according to the above pro-
cedure, it must then provide for means of implementation--and these, as far as
national education is concerned, fall solely within the annual budget.

Through the machinery of the educational districts, the Ministry of National
Education assigns the teachers at all levels and distributes funds for construction
arid equipment. The influence of teachers is rather moderate at this stage, although
our organizations do press for their claims, to the Ministry during the period of
budget preparation. The organizations are also active at the district level in con-
nexion with the distribution of posts and funds. However, in the present state of
affairs, there is a clear trend on the part of the Administration to limit our influ-
ence.

As already indicated, the plan is not based on actual and foreseeable need, but
on budget availibilities. Quite often the same situation prevails regarding the
budget, so that in the last analysis, the situation deteriorates and education is
barely keeping pace with population increase; it is not in a position to really im-
prove teaching and conduct research.

II. Educational Planning From An Organization Point of View

In our opinion, education is primarily a collective task. Education is dependent
on the state of the nation: it is dependent on the political and economic situation,
but also on its past and future prospects. Therefore, education is a national ser-
vice, which is to be managed democratically in the interest of the country. This
is the basic principle underlying our philosophy and our action.

It must be mentioned that the current situation in France and in particular the
fact that the Government is granting subsidies to denominational private schools
and paying their teachers led us to nationalizing education in a politically more
favourable future.

Such nationalization would achieve complete seculiarization of education, which
is in conformity with French traditions.

Taking into account this position of principle as well as the above criticism,
planning could be envisaged as follows (it being understood that planning is taken
in the larger connotation as defined at the beginning of this study):

1. The Ministry of National Education would determine the social philosophy- -
teacher training organization, distribution of various branches of education, train-
ing and use of teachers, structure and implantation of schools, etc--both in school
and out of school. This general policy could be defined with the help of and in
consultation with an advisory board including: representatives of the Government,
representatives of the teachers (teachers' associations), and representatives of
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the parent, i.e. the users. Similar mechanisms could be established at other
levels (educational districts). Quite obviously the ultimate dec-sion falls to the
Government, which means that, in a democratic system, it falls under the ultimate
responsibility of Parliament.

2. An Educational Planning Commission would then use these general principles,
as well as other data, to establish the necessary estimates concerning the require-
ments, the means available and the schedule of implementation, as already men-
tioned in the introduction.

We have also stated already that sound planning should not give free rein to the
private sector.

The Planning Commission should include representatives of the interested sectors,
as mentioned in the above paragraph, also representatives of other sectors of
activity.

The essential point is that the estimates or, better said, the proposals should
not be established on the basis of financial availabilities but on the basis of actual
requirements in a given direction. The Educational Planning Commission should
review its estimates at each stage of implementation.

Quite obviously, determining the share of national income to be invested under
the plan in education as well as in other activities, together with implementing the
plan through voting its successive budgets, is the responsibility of the political
power and, as we already mentioned, falls under the sovereignty of Parliament.

Conclusion

The system which we advocate above is applicable in a country where, on the
one hand, education is considered to be a national service and, on the other, demo-
cratic institutions are functioning normally; in other words, a country where a truly
representative Parliament is allowed to play its part.

We have criticized in passing the present French system; we shall not dwell on
such criticism. We may recall however that we are dissatisfied for three main
reasons:

I. The teachers are not sufficiently represented in all the organisms involved
in planning, in the wider connotation of the term (Ministry of National Education,
national planning commission and regional bodies); the present Government is
trying to reduce such participation even further.

2. The Government is making decisions without taking sufficiently into account
the advice of consultative bodies concerning the general trend of the educational
reform.

3. The plan is not established as it should be on objective data and in the light
of actual needs of the country; it merely distributes the funds given by the Govern-
ment, which establishes in a dictatorial manner the main priorities, giving, for
example, the highest priority to the striking force, super highways and telecom-
munications over national education.

It may be stated, as an economist did recently at the end of a more comprehensive
study, that: "a plan can be the best or the worst of things. Conceived with realism
and coupled with a wish to put it into effect, it is a powerful means to orient economy'
in such a way as to minimize costs. But it can also be established and presented
in such a way that is no more than an electoral device, a manifestation of the strong
need to dupe democracy." And we may even think that there is a little bit of truth
in that statement as applied to present-day France.

However, in spite of our present difficulties, we believe that our teachers'
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organizations have the duty to be heard everywhere possible; they must try and
influence policy in the direction of social progress and, more particularly, in thedirection of a true democratization of education at all levels.

This is the line of action of the SNI, which is not satisfied with the possibilityof dialogue or discussion with the Government, but which tries through its ownmeans to exert a real influence in policy-making. In so doing, we are obviously
meeting with considerable difficulties under the present circumstances; however,it is quite certai. that our action does have an influence; and above all, we are
aware that we are preparing for a better future.



Ivory Coast

SYNDICAT NATIONAL DES ENSEIGNANTS PUBLICS DE COTE-D'IVOIRE
B-22, French

As many other newly independent nations in Africa, the Ivory Coast is currently
making considerable efforts in the field of education, which it rightfully considers
as one of the best guarantees of economic and social development.

At the Addis Ababa Conference in May 1961, the African States undertook to
achieve by 1980 "universal, free and compulsory primary education; secondary edu-
cation for 30 per cent of students who finished their elementary studies and higher
education for 20 per cent of students finishing their secondary studies." The States
also undertook to devote 4 per cent of the national income to the financing of edu-
cation in 1965 and 6 per cent in 1980.

In order to achieve such objectives, educational planning must be integrated in
the general economic and social development plan.

When implementing the Basic Law of 1958, the first Government of the Ivory
Coast noted that it inherited an educational system with the following flaws:

1. The school pyramid was unbalanced to the benefit of elementary education
and to the detriment of secondary and higher education.

2. The number of drop-outs considerably decreased educational efficiency.
3. High operating costs constituted a heavy burden on the budget.
4. The educational system did not adequately prepare the students to life in a

modern society.

In order to increase educational efficiency, efforts are required in the following
fields: change in curricula and teaching methods; control of drop-outs, decrease in
costs without imparing quality, and educational planning in the light of the labour
requirement.

As early as 1960, with the help of a Unesco mission, the Government gave a
new orientation to education in the Ivory Coast. In the various commissions which
established the plans for national education, the Syndicat national des enseignants
publics participated at all levels.

This vast programme has been adopted by the people and by the Chief of State
who presided himself during the fourth Convention of the Party of the Cultural
Commission which studies educational planning. In the. National Assembly, the
Chief of State stated that it was necessary "to use every possible means so that
school attendance will reach 100 per cent in the Ivory Coast within ten years."

The development of school attendance in the Ivory Coast first followed a quan-
titative approach. Until 1964 expansion was continuous and rapid at all levels.
The year 1964 marked the beginning of a new stage of "qualitative improvement."
The Ministry of Education, by fulfilling its true mission, i.e., to train youth in the
light of individual skills and in accordance with economic and social developments,
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is trying to put into effect the concept of a self-contained education cycle whichwould be capable of giving the country the workers which it needs at all levels
while ensuring the advancement of the best students.

Henceforth, passing from one class to another is subject to an aptitude test;
in this manner, the general level will be upgraded and the students will be in abetter position to pass their examinations or go on to higher studies.'

Concentrating as it did on a massive effort, the preceding period has not always
allowed for a harmonious development of education at all levels. It was therefore
necessary to establish a sound planning procedure, which would take into accountthe financial possibilities as well as the prospects for economic and social devel-opment. Its main objectives are improvement in the quality of teachers, the adap-
tation of curricula without impairing the cultural level, the use of more active andmore concrete pedagogical methods, as well as a full documentation of the disposal
of teachers at all levels.

On the other hand, the University, the Higher Nor-aal School, the Normal School
for Vocational Education and the National Pedagogical Institute are training qualifiedteachers.

From now on, education in the Ivory Coast is a continuous process from thebeginning of the elementary school to the highest university level; the pyramid isa complete one. The range of specialities at the various levels is as large aspossible. The organization is complete and the leaders are on the job.
The job ahead is to improve methods and curricula, to perfect legislation, toobtain a better yield from education, to increase the portion of students finishinga complete educational cycle and obtaining a degree, to better integrate education

in the economic development of the country, and to develop a civic sense whichcannot be separated from general culture in order to strengthen the feeling of
nationhood.

The Ivory Coast devotes an increasingly important part of its resources to devel-oping and harmonizing the various branches of national education. Since 1960 theshare of general budget devoted to national education has increased from 3 billionfrancs (CFA) to close to 7 billion, that is an increase of about 120 per cent withinfive years. This share, which represented 12.6 per cent of the overall budget in1960, has gradually increased to 21.8 per cent, which places the Ivory Coast
among the first states devoting a large part of their resources to the education andsocial development of youth.

Political Aims and Priorities in Education

Pre-school education is offered to the children in the three to six age group ininfant schools or classes. It is relatively recent in Ivory Coast, since the firstsuch classes were opened in 1961. Its role is important in that it enables thechild to acquire the elementary French which he needs in the elementary school.
There are at the present time in the Ivory Coast six infant public schools in thecities with a total of 21 classes. On the other hand, 52 schools, including 25private schools, have opened infant classes which give a beginning education tothe young children.

Elementary education covers six years; two years of preparatory classes, twoyears of elementary classes and two years of middle classes.
Although established for a long time in the Ivory Coast, private education hasnot developed at the same pace as public education. The private schools receivea subsidy from the Government every quarter and are placed under the pedagogicalsupervision of the school authorities.
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At the present time elementary education allows for the attendance in school of
a large number of Ivorian children. The extension of primary schools has allowed
for an increase in motivation in favour of the economic development of the country.

Over the whole territory, local communities display a true desire tosend their
children to school. An example of this is the voluntary building of schools in
villages.

The rapid development of public education has considerably increased the national
awareness and strengthened the political unity of the Ivory Coast.

The fact that there are teachers in every village constitutes a cultural and social.
advance which is not negligible in the country.

Secondary education started its true development in 1958. At that time it was
organized from an administrative point of view. Secondary schools are divided into
three categories, each with a specific orientation: the Dabou Normal School and the
normal colleges train teachers; high schools and colleges are giving the so-called
"long" education which leads to the baccalaureate and to higher education; the
senior elementary classes lead to the B.E.P.C. (Brevet d 'etudes du premier cycle)
and train the middle managerial class to work in public and private sectors.

However, three very important, events which took place after 1958 should have
a deep influence on and lead to a reorganization of secondary education. They are:
the implementation of the plan for economic and social development; the establishment:
in October 1958, of the Centre for Higher Studies in Abidjan, which became in 1961
the Centre for Higher Education and in 1963 the University; and the establishment
of the Higher Normal School in 1962.

The plan for economic and social development acted as a stimulus and showed
the path which had to be taken in the field of higher education; the specialized
higher schools had to give the necessary training to the leaders which were required
by both public and private sectors.

Teachers in secondary education

In order to meet the requirements of an increasing number of classes, secondary
schools require a more extensive staff each year. This staff is still composed
mostly of French technical assistance personnel, which gives a sound basis to
secondary education.

However, two very important facts must be noted: the increase in the number of
native teachers and the participation of foreign technical assistance programmes.
The native teachers are either teachers with a master of arts degree or teachers
for general education. This increase which began three years ago goes on at a
quicker pace. It shows the fortunate consequences of the establishment of the
Centre for Higher Education, which became the University of Abidjan, and of the
Higher Normal School. Foreign technical assistance is represented by the members
of the Peace Corps of the United States, the first of whom arrived in the Ivory Coast
in October 1962.

Technical Education

The establishment of technical education and specialized teacher training adapted
to the requirements of the economy is very recent in the Ivory Coast. The technical
high school in Abidjan was opened in 1958. It replaced the technical college,
established in 1948, which trained a large number of assistant teachers and of
assistant technical teachers, as well as public works employees. The centres for
industrial and trade training at Treichville and Bouake were established in 1960;
they duplicate exactly similar French schools. Similarly, the schools for industrial
and commercial training in the cities as well as the rural technical centres were
established only four or five years ago.
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It should be noted that until 1963 the placement of students has not alwaysbeen in accordance with the true function of this type of education. The respon-sibility for this state of affairs is not the result of a lack of adaptation of technicaleducation, but is the result of the interplay of the law of supply and demand. Thefact is that Civil Service was attracting the largest number of students. This situ-ation has been reversed since 1964 and it may be said that at the present time themajority of students coming from technical schools find employment in the privateor public sectors. It is obvious that this trend will go on increasing in the futurein view of the prospects for economic and social development.
Technical education in the Ivory Coast has at least two goals. As a middleGoal, the demand for professional workers and foremen must be satisfied, andtherefore emphasis must be placed on professional training activities. In the longrun, the national ecow..,my needs a managerial class which would facilitate re-conveisiun and retraining required by an accelerated industrialization and anexpanding agriculture.

In order to meet the needs of national economy, technical education must adaptits curricula and methods to the national reality. Emphasis is placed therefore onpedagogical research which is concerned not only with curricula, schedules,methods and processes, but more particularly with co-ordinating the various typesof education.

Finally, permanent study commissions with limited membership must follow theadaptation of education and work in co-operation with the Labour Office in con-nexion with the placement of students. Advisory bodies which should be establishedinclude a Refresher Council and a Technical Education Council with a commissionon apprenticeship and professional training.
Higher Education

Established in 1958, the Centre for Higher Education in Abidjan became auniversity in 1963. The University of Abidjan meets several basic needs: thetraining of the managerial class, similar to that given in European universities;the establishment of programmes which would take into account the requirementsof Africanization; and the extension in various schools which aims at developinga type of education which is adapted to African realities while completing theeducation started in previous establishments.
As an example, the Law School is considering a course in African law and inthe study of customs from a legal point of view. The School of Science, in addi-tion to the Africanization of certain certificates, envisages a certificate of tropicalecology. In the Liberal Arts School efforts toward Africanization will be particularlystrong. In dra.;:r to supplement the M.A. in history and geography, two new cer-tificates will be established: African history and tropical geography. A centre ofsociological ethnology and a centre of tropical geography have been establishedto associate the training of research workers with education.
The University had to give first priority to the most urgent needs and establishspecial curricula for the training of technicians, teachers and managers. It has asa task now to recruit in the fields of law, science, literature and human sciencesa number of research workers, organized in institutes, who will tackle the studyin depth of the African world.
The Higher Normal School in Abidjan trains teachers for secondary educationas well as prepares inspectors for primary education and specialists in teachertraining. Opened in 1962, the Higher Normal School accepted 50 students in thefirst year. The students in the Junior High School section receive training whichis adapted culturally and pedagogically to the local environment. The futureelementary school inspectors receive a very extensive general and professional
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education as well as a practical initiation to administrative problems under the
supervision of an elementary school inspector. The students in the Senior High
School section are learning teaching methods while pursuing their studies to the
M.A. level.

The Higher Normal School is organized in the light of future requirements for
elementary and secondary teachers in the Ivory Coast and more generally in Africa.
The school is open to French-speaking students from neighbouring states under
conditions which have been agreed upon by the interested governments.
Profitability of Education

1. Elementary education. Repeats and drop-outs are particularly numerous at
the beginning and the end of the cycle. This is not abnormal if we take into account
the fact that learning the French language in the first year offers some difficulties
for the young Ivoirians and that the last classes lead to an examination.

2. Secondary education, Passing rates decrease considerably at the end of the
third year in view of the selection which is made at the end of the first cycle; car-
relatively, the rate of drop-outs increases sharply at this level. The rate of re-
pedts, which is relatively low in the fifth year, is a direct consequence of the
phenomenon mentioned in connexion with the third year.

3. Vocational arilmiation, The promotion rates appear to be over-estimated;
actually, their high percentage is a normal One if we take Into account the fact
that, since its establishment, this type of education has adopted a very rigid
selection policy which will be also felt in the passing rates in the final examinations.

The SNEPCI, which is striving for social progress through all its activities, sup-
ports educational planning as it stands now. The organization is convinced that
the best way for developing education is to integrate it in the national plan, to
place it at the service of the nation, that is, to give back to the school its origi-
nal mission.

The future prospects are a natural consequence of the preceding remarks. They
are full of hopes and promises.

The main task is primarily to turn the school into a profitable investment, a
melting pot where the citizen of the future is developed.
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Netherlands

NEDERLANDSE ONDERWIJZERSVERENIGING

B-23, English

A

In The Netherlands practically all education, both public and private, is paid
for by the State. It is mainly Parliament that decides what portion of the national
income is to be spent on education. Educational planning in our situation should
be directed to all education that is paid for by the State. An educational plan
should deal with all education from infant school to university, public as well as
private. The Government should be responsible for the planning. Supervision over
the planning rests with the Parliament. In this planning, however, organizations
which have responsibility in the educational field should be consulted.

The scheme described above does exist in principle in The Netherlands, but has
been inadequately realized. The main objection is that so far the plans of the Gov-
ernment have not been laid down in comprehensive plans covering more than one
year at a time. There are partial plans, but the main plan is made for only one
year and is presented in the yearly estimate which is submitted to Parliament.
Further, the teachers' organizations are not adequately consulted in setting up the
plans. As a result of all this, educational planning is too much an internal de-
partmental affair and is not enough of a public matter. On this point we are ex-
pecting some improvement, for last year the Minister of Education promised, under
pressure of Parliament, to submit a priority scheme to Parliament for the current
year. Also, on 1 August 1968 a new Act governing all secondary education will
come in force which binds the Government to draw up a plan each year for the new
schools to be paid for in the next three years.

B

Educational planning in our country is realized as follows:
1. In the first instance, the major educational aims are set by educational

organizations, political parties, scientific investigations, organized trade and
industry, and religious groups and life-conceptional groups. The aims are dis-
cussed in Parliament during the debate on financial estimates. From this exchange
of views the Government will ultimately distil the points to be taken up in its policy,
which will then be put in the yearly budget.

2. The balancing of the aims against the actual situation takes place in the
groups mentioned under stage 1, which may or may not be consulted during this
balancing process by the Government. Instances in which the advice of our
organization has been adopted include (a) a systematic plan for decreasing the
pupil ratio in primary education; (b) the setting up of a programme for the realiza-
tion of the school Act mentioned above; and (c) the formation of the new Act for
continued education.

In spite of these favourable examples, we are of the opinion that the teachers'
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organizations are not sufficiently included in educational planning. In our opinion,
a statutory body, on which the teachers' organizations are represented, should be
set up to provide the Government with public advice.

3 and 4. One of our main objections to the present situation is that too often
the Government appears to consider the existing difficulties (shortage of buildings.
shortage of teaching staff, lack of financial means) as an obstruction to the com-
pletion of its task. As a result, some measures are postponed year after year.
This policy should be replaced by clear, comprehensive, long-ranged plans. In
this respect we hope for improvement under the scheme of priorities requested from
the Minister of Education by Parliament.

5. The carrying out of a plan, where not otherwise provided for by the law, is
charged to the Government after Parliament has voted the required funds.

6. The evolution and adaptation of a plan for the development of education is
a task of the Government under the responsibility of Parliament.

Note: In the above stages it must be recognized that planning is only considered
from a national point of view. Remarks with regard to regional and local planning
have not been made. Since we are so far from having a systematic, long-term
educational policy in our country, it was difficult to differentiate into the six stages
as requested.

C

As a result of the present situation, our organization has had little experience
with educational planning. With regard to certain tasks, it has been proved that
an approach according to plan by the organization provides results. The above-
mentioned improvement of the pupil ratio in primary education was not undertaken
by the Government until our organization, together with the two private organizations,
developed a plan to this end.

At the moment, our organization is conducting a programme to realize improve-
ments in basic education. In August 1965 we published the report "New Educational
Forms for 5- to 13-14-year-olds."

A handicap for our work is that the teachers' organizations in The Netherlands
are very numerous and are too small to set up a good research bureau. We realize
the necessity of such a bureau with permanent staff working in the field of edu-
cational research. Such a bureau could provide the policy-making bodies with
permanent advice.



England

ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS IN COLLEGES AND DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

B-24, English

Educational planning, in the sense of establishing the scope and priorities in
investment in educational provision, whether of financial resources, manpower or
buildings, should cover all levels and types of education, public and private,
in-school and out-of-school. That is, it should take account of all levels while
allowing considerable freedom of action to different sectors within the plan both
to make recommendations and also to carry out the programme.

The Govern lent must determine how much of the national income and budget
should be spent on education, and, as in Great Britain the Government represents
the majority party in the House of Commons elected on democratic suffraT3, the
electorate ought to be able to exercise powerful influence on both the amount to
be spent and on the basic social philosophy which prevails. Although this will
vary to some extent as political parties in power change, there are signs that some
basic similarities in tune with the times may tend to emerge.

All groups, particularly those concerned with education and especially the
professional organizations, must see to it that the electorate is well informed on
educational matters, and that in the Government of the day, Treasury-dominated
policy does not prevail over a full assessment of the national needs. Furthermore
they should regard themselves as leading architects of innovation and change, es-
pecially in the fields of curriculum, methods and institutional organization, all of
which have implications for future planning.
. Over-all plans for education must form part of a coherent Government policy.
Unless they are seen in proper relation to plans for (ex.) welfare, transport,
defense, they will have little hope of becoming effectual. Educational planning,
however, should draw to a very large extent on the deliberations and conclusions
of independent agencies, and from enquiries of an objective character set up by
the Government.

Governments in Great Britain try to establish and clarify the major educational
issues by setting up special committees of enquiry, Royal Commissions, Prime
Ministers' Committees, or by calling for reports from the permanent Central Ad-
visory Council or other advisory councils. Planning as such, however, does not
appear to be carried out in this country according to the logical stages set out in
the document before us. The Report of the Fifth Conference of European Ministers
of Education says about the. United Kingdom, "All forecasting and planning is car-
ried out by the Education Departments in conjunction with the General Register
Office (on population) and the Ministry of Labour (on manpower)." However, in the
section on planning, Table 1, Planning and Investment in Education, says "There
is no national educational plan, but on the basis of improved and extended statis-
tics, an increasing number of forward projections are being made (of school pop-
ulation, demand and supply of teachers, places in higher education, educational
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expenditure). Further developments can be expected in conjunction with the pro-
posed National Economic Development Plan and the Manpower Research Unit now
established in the Ministry of Labour."

Successive Governments have certainly not lacked well-informed advice, but
have failed to establish priorities, and appear to be suddenly influenced by some
persons or bodies which have failed to carry the advisory and special committees
set up to advise. Moreover, reality, in the shape of more children, or further
demand for school places, arising from legislation, is always catching up with and
overtaking the plan. This is, presumably, because planning is not carried out far
enough ahead and because financial resources allocated to educational expansion
have not been great enough to carry out the policies adopted. The weakness has
also been caused because insufficient resources have been devoted to research.
This area seems to be improving at present as not only are more resources being
voted to research through universities and colleges, but certain resources seem to
be made increasingly available by such agencies as the Nuffield Foundation, and
have a marked effect both directly on research tind by example on such matters as
feasibility exercises for projects on language and science teaching.

The Association of Teachers in Colleges and Departments of Education is the
main professional organization concerned with the training of teachers. The posi-
tion with regard to consulting the Association has been improving over recent years,
but has suffered a recent set-back with the failure to call together the National
Advisory Council for the Training and Supply of Teachers on which the Association
had important representation.' It is represented on the recently set-up Schools
Council, which deals with curriculum change and research, but in our opinion is
not sufficiently represented.

If professional associations are to be effective in fostering research amongst
their members and contribute to planning through participation in committees and
advisory councils, they must themselves have well-informed professional personnel
at their disposal. The participation of members in a voluntary capacity will always
be the driving force of professional associations, but the association itself has to
be aware of future rends as well as current problems. It must carry out its own
pilot investigations and feasibility exercises so as to be able to press for further
action on a national scale in a well-informed way. This is the advice that we
would offer to our colleagues concerning participation in planning.
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Cameroon

FEDERATION NATIONALE DES ENSEIGNANTS PRIVES DU CAMEROUN

B-25, French

Teachers' organizations must participate in educational planning so as to
achieve the basic objectives of WCOTP in all the countries in the world. In the
absence of a sound transformation of contemporary technological conditions of
education, no civilized nation cOUid conceive a true education, because no prog-
ress can be achieved without collective efforts.

Those who wonder about the part played by teachers' organizations in educa-
tional planning find eloquent results in the educational reforms achieved by demo-
cratic countries.

Virtually all teachers' organizations are aware of the economic conditions in
which man is struggling and which must be improved by educational planning.
Such factors as industrialization, character training and vocational guidance in
accordance with a specific social environment, are among the aims of educational
planning in a developing society.

By their participation in educational planning, teachers' organizations do not
aim at changing the national school system overnight, but rather at conducting
an action geared to the execution of a detailed plan in order to correct as quickly
as possible the serious injustices which beset the most neglected segments of the
human community.

Teachers' organizations play a part in cultural integration and to this end are
using modern methods and techniques; their purpose is to meet the human
needs and ideals. The primary element, the "human man," is at the forefront of
their preoccupations, as is the dismal school situation which is the result of
tyranny.

Every country needs an accelerated school system which includes all levels and
types of education so as to give an education to all children; there are, however,
many children who cannot go to school and remain 11Werate. We are fighting
against the scandalous educational planning system that some countries Inherit
from others and which does not include all children.

Teachers' organizations are making governments increase education Ludgets,
and train more teachers, to reduce the number of children per classes and to open
or modernize new classes.

This is the reason why teachers' organizations hope that every country in the
world will adopt a modern type of education geared to the new man living in a new
world. This is a demand which is based on the hope for a new generation free from
prejudices and fears, which would show its greatness through its courage. In
other words, education will have as a task to train free people who will know hdw
to think by themselves; education will be provided through classroom teaching,
radio, cinema, television and other powerful communication media.
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We have already won a great victory by establishing teachers' organizations
which are affiliated to a great world movement (WCOTP) against the authority which
some governmental and religious forces were using to mould our thinking. However,
we feel that our victory will be greater when we will play a part in educational
planning. Our main demands are: an increase in technical education; the decen-
tralization of administrative facilities and the establishment of specific borderlines
between technical and administrative functions, so as to avoid any interference;
and school co-operation in educational work, so as to give a good pattern to
education.
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Canada

CANADIAN TEACHERS' FEDERATION

B-26, English

Introduction

Public elementary and secondary education is under the jurisdiction of the De-
partments of Education in the ten provinces of Canada since the right to legislate
in regard to education belongs to the provincial governments. There are, therefore,
ten autonomous systems of education in Canada and procedures for educational
planning vary from province to province. In order to provide single replies reflec-
ting as nearly as possible the national picture, we have tried to summarize in-
formation received from our affiliated provincial teachers' organizations. -It should
be noted, however, that there may be exceptions in some cases.

A

Society as a whole, including all its component groups such as labour, business,
industry, humanitarians, as well as educators, should determine the social philos-
ophy on the basis of which educatiunal planning should be carried out.

In. Canada, governments determine how much of the national income and budget
is spent on education. Interested agenofes, therefore, should make their views
known to government and funds for education should be determined only after con-
sultation with educators, economists, sociologists and others who are qualified
to give advice in this field.

Education is a continuing process and as such an overall single plan is desirable.
Since the Canadian constitution gives all responsibility for education to the pro-
vincial governments, educational planning is carried on mainly at the provincial
level. Over the years, however, the provinces have tralisterred some responsibil-
ity to the national government in such fields as higher education, educational re-
search, adult education and some aspects of vocational and technical education.

The final responsibility for educational planning rests with governments, but it
is generally agreed that there should be an independent agency representing profes-
sional educators and other groups concerned with education to advise the politi-
cans . At the- present time, most governments consult teachers' organizations and
other interested groups, but in many cases their influence seems to be more apparent
than real. Professional educators ought to be deeply involved in educational plan-
ning. An independent agency, therefore, with resources to conduct objective
surveys and studies, should be the vehicle to transmit the views of teachers and
others to government.

The general pattern that governments are responsible for educational planning,
and make decisions only after consultation with those best qualified to advise, is
perhaps true in theory. In practice, however, machinery for such consultation on
a regular or planned basis is inadequate. Consequently, professional educators
tend to have a very limited influence on decisions.
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B

(1) In each province final decisions are generally made by the Minister of
Education on the advice of his department. In most cases, however, governments
do not have systematic procedures for effective long-range educational planning.
Decisions are often made on an ad hoc basis to meet immediate needs or emer-
gencies.

It is true that few major decisions are handed down by provincial governments
without seeking the advice of teachers' organizations. Nevertheless, the lack of
adequate procedures which would ensure that decisions would be based on ex-
haustive studies by qualified independent agencies is a source of concern to many
of the teachers' organizations. In an effort to improve the present situation and
avoid piecemeal and unco-ordinated planning, one provincial teachers' organi-
zation is at present expending considerable effort and funds on a long-range plan-
ning project, and extensive and intensive studies are currently in progress at both
the provincial and local levels. The scope of this particular project relates to all
six stages set out in the questionnaire.

(2) In general, the teachers' organizations are consulted with respect to the
areas indicated, but strictly objective and comprehensive studies in most of these
fields are lacking. There appears to be a need for greater co-operation with and
involvement of professional educators in attempting to reach desired goals. In
some provinces the teachers' organizations have worked independently in this
field and have passed their findings on to the authorities. Others, however, are
required to utilize most of their resources for the immediate needs of teacher wel-
fare, tenure, working conditions, etc., which has prevented them from making any
significant contribution in the broader fields of educational aims, policies and
priorities. Across Canada today teachers' organizations are now devoting an
increasingly large proportion of their resources to the broader issues in education.

(3) In recent years Royal Commissions have been established in several prov-
inces to assess the current situation and make recommendations for the future.
In each of these provinces the teachers' organization spent considerable time and
effort in preparing a brief which was presented to the Commission. The Commis-
sions presented reports to their governments and their recommendations may con-
tribute to the formation of a plan to set educational targets consistent with the
needs of the provinces concerned. The national needs, however, are met only in-
sofar as these provincial needs happen to coincide with needs at the national
level.

(4) The feasibility of targets depends to a large extent on available finances
since adequate funds are required for the implementation of most educational
plans. Since financing education is the responsibility of government, the teachers'
organizations at both national and provincial levels have made representations to
their respective governments for greater financial aid to education in an effort to
avoid adjusting targets which are considered essential. For example, the Canadian
Teachers' Federation has presented well-documented briefs to the federal govern-
ment asking for financial assistance to correct a severe imbalance in educational
opportunities across the country. The national organization and its provincial
affiliates believe that this goal or target of providing equal educational opportu-
nities to children in all parts of Canada is not only feasible but also fundamental,
and they have been and continue to be persistent in their efforts toward achieving
it.

(5) The basic difficulty at this stage is obtaining governmental approval for
plans which educators and others believe are necessary and desirable. If approval
is granted, funds and personnel to design and carry out the project or programme
are likely to be available.
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(6) Teachers' organizations both at the national and provincial levels are con-stantly carrying out evaluations and publishing their findings, e.g. , "TeachersEvaluate Programmed Instruction," "The Effect of Recent Trends in the Financingof Education on the Achievement of National Educational Goals," " A Survey ofthe Consolidation of Ontario School Districts." The findings of the and otherevaluations are made available to the authorities as a guide to whatever revisionor other action is recommended.

C

The effectiveness of the involvement of teachers' organizations in educationalplanning varies from province to province. Many factors contribute to this varia-tion, but gensrallv the teachers' organizations that have funds and personnel to de-vote to the broader issues in education and ran conduct related surveys and studiesare the organizations able to exert greater influence both directly and inclimalvby bringing about a change in the thinking of the electorate.
The national organization is constantly alert to proposals and developments inthe federal government that have any bearing on education. Its involvement couldbe more effective if federal government departments would ensure that all mattersrelating to education were brought to the attention of the national teachers' organi-zation. The present arrangement sometimes results in action being initiated oreven completed before the teachers' organization is a' are of it.
In general, the effectiveness of the involvement of teachers' organizations,at both national and provincial levels, depends on satisfactory liaison with govern-ment and the extent to which government is willing to co-operate with the teachers'organizations.
It is generally recognized that vigorous and informed leadership is importantto every teachers' organization. A positive approacl, is preferable to constantcriticisms; nevertheless, teachers' organizations should not hesitate to criticizeif it is considered necessary for tt good of education.
Teachers' organizations have learned that since curriculum and classroom in-struction are two of the fundamentals of the teaching profession, it is necessaryto devote considerable time, energy and resources on a continuing programme toimprove them.

Teachers' organizations have found that successful educational planning cannotbe achieved without the support of the general public. Teachers' organizationsbelieve, therefore, that it is important to try to create a favourable climate in whichdesirable educational needs can be fulfilled. This would suggest that teachers'organizations should have a good public relations programme which would system-atically and appropriately bring their work to the attention of the public.
Conclusion

The Canadian Teachers' Federation and its affiliates have adopted for the twoyears 1965-67 the theme of "Teacher Education and Certification." It is intendedto pursue this theme in depth. The following research studies are being conducted:"Teacher Certification in Canada," "Practice Teaching and Internship," and"Decision-Making in Teacher Education." Basic documents for a national seminaron the theme will ii,clude a paper by outstanding educators entitled "The Issues inTeacher Education," and four "viewpoint" papers by a teacher, a theoretician, asuperintendent of education and a teacher educator. This comprehensive approachto the subject will provide basic information for those who have the power to makeimprovements in the present programme.
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NEW ZEALAND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE

B-27, English

a

Educational planning has both its national and its international aspects, the
one concerned in preparing for the future needs of peoples of a country from the
economic standpoint, and the other in assuring the children of the world the fullest
educational development that can be obtained. The cultural heritage of the world's
peoples and the proper pride in national achievements must be preserved by the
teachers' organizations and handed on, or much would be lost of the social her-
itage of the past. Parallel with this aim, and yet not in conflict with it, is a
growing need, more and more re'ognized for its urgency, for a world-wide effort
by teachers' organizations to envisage and put into action planning at the highest
level on a world basis.

This brief introduction sets out to indicate the contribution that has been made
in New Zealand to this important phase in the history of education by the various
teachers' organizations. Even from the early stages in the 1840's in the Colonial
time in New Zealand's history, groups of teachers have given thought to planning
the development of this country's primary and secondary schools. As constitu-
tional and economic advances have affected the development of this country, so
have the teachers' organizations gained in status and increased in respect for
their contribution to the education advancement of the young citizens of all ages
from the pre-school to the university level. In this connexion the history of the
New Zealand Educational Institute from its small beginnings in 1883 has been one
of steady and increasing responsibility in the various aspects of educational plan-
ning in this comparatively young country. Recent evidence of a success of this
joint partnership of teachers' organizations in New Zealand and successive Govern-
ments has been the fact that this country has been claimed as being second to the
United States in the proportion of its all-time university students, with a figure
of 12.2 per 1,000 of population attending universities in 1961.

Teachers' organizations catering for the needs of children of all ages in this
country include the Kindergarten and Play-centre Associations, the New Zealand
Educational Institute (set up in 1883), the Post-Primary Teachers' Association,
the Association of Teachers in Technical Institutes, the Association of Headmasters
of Independent Secondary Schools and the Association of University Students.

Of all of these groups representing those who work1n our sahnools and colleges,
it could be said without fear of contradiction that the Ndw Zealand Educathinal
Institute and the Post-Primary Teachers' Association have played an important
part in shaping educational policy and assisting its development. The Post-
Primary Teachers' Association is now a separate organization, but formerly was
part of the NZEI. Of these two it can be said that the relationships developed
over the years with successive Governments have contributed substantially to
advance the cause of education in New Zealand and to uphold the just rights of
teachers within the framework of these duly constituted groups. The New Zealand
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Educational Institute is the only organizationin this country belonging to the
World Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Profession. This strong link
between WCOTP and the NZEI has been a powerful factor in the development of
educational planning on both national and international planes.

It has been a fortunate factor, indeed, that both the Education Department and
successive GOvernments through their Ministers of Education have shown co-!
operation with the NZEI in practically every field of education. This has included
negotiations affecting the daily management of schools, conditions of service for
teachers, building programmes, curriculum development and the forward planning
that must be continually taking place if education is not to remain static.

What may be called the daily running of schools has always loomed large in
the eyes of the rank and file of teachers. Therefore, the generally sympathetic
attention given to tri-partite discussions, often initiated by the NZEI, has done
much to improve conditions of service within New Zealand schools and colleges
for many thousands of teachers.

In addition to what may seem these more mundane matters, there has been a
great deal of planning for the future with the full collaboration of the NZEI, all,
of course, within the framework of the finance available to education from time to
time. This latter economic factor obviously varies from time to time according to
the prosperity of the country, but always on an increasing spiral of Government
expenditure.

A growing public awareness of the value of education on the part of parents
has strengthened the hand of the NZEI in its approaches to Governments and the
Education Department. This has made it possible for the teachers' organization
to be associated on the administrative and professional side of planning in edu-
cation. The Institute feels that this policy of joint deliberations on a partnership
basis has resulted in sound policy decisions. A notable example of this has been
the work achieved in curriculum planning. New programmes of work and syllabuses
have been propounded from time to time and the joint efforts of the Education De-
partment's Curriculum Unit and the Curriculum Committees of the NZEI have resulted
in placing draft syllabuses and new approaches to subjects in our schools with a
minimum of delay.

In this country, therefore, educational planning is in a real fashion a partner-
ship involving a Government Department, i.e. the Education Department, and the
teachers' organization, yet one that is uninfluenced by political expediency or
interference. It is doubtful if any independent agency could achieve more than
this, certainly not in this country.

It is quite clear that the NZEI is fully involved in establishing and clarifying
major educational aims, policies and priorities. In a land where education is free
and compulsory from the age of six years to that of 15 years, the clamant problem
has been that of teacher training. Recently another year has been added to the
length of training required for our primary teachers, and in gaining this momentous
step forward, the NZEI has played a full part. At times progress has been halted
in this and in other fields, but the Institute has always believed in the value of
negotiation and joint planning in all aspects of education. As a result, progress
has always been made in negotiation.

In assessing the existing educational situation and performance in relation to
our aims and policies, the Education Department has always readily made available
any material sought, often including confidential and statistical information nec-
essary in joint consultations. Access to such sources of educational study and
research has resulted in many improvements in a wide range of subjects in the
schools and in service conditions.
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Even in a brief statement such as this, enough has been said to indicate clearly
that the teachers' organization, the New Zealand Educational Institute, pisys its
full part in all aspects of education in the field where its members are intimately
concerned. We are fortunate in being faced with a situation where political issues
do not affect the health and education of children, young or old, and where all are
working together for the betterment of education in a situation where education is
available for all.

It is the earnest wish of the Institute that our involvement in the international
sphere through the world-wide influence of WCOTP will add something to the
solution of the problem of the role of the teachers' organizations in education,
and help to bring about a yet closer collaboration between governments and
teachers in order that the children of the world's schools will gain the benefits
of still better planning in all phases of education.
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England

JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE FOUR SECONDARY ASSOCIATIONS
Incorporated Association of Head Masters
Association of Head Mistresses (Incorporated)
Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters
Association of Assistant Mistresses, Incorporated

B-28, English

The Joint Four believes that educational planning, in the broad sense, is es-
sential to ensure that the manpower and materials available are used to the best
advantage, since waste of human material and of scarce resources must be avoided.

It is probably true to say that education is the most potent force affecting the
development of a human community. Since the health and prosperity of such a
community is dependent upon the quality of the individuals who comprise it, it
would seem that the first task of education is to ensure that each individual de-
velops his potentialities to the full, so that he can make his unique contribution
to the society in which he lives. The production of trained manpower, social de-
velopment, the preservation of national culture and political stability are subsidi-
ary aims. Indeed, education may need to equip those who are likely to be the
leaders of the future with the means whereby they can transform their political
structure, national customs or economy to meet future needs as these become
identified.

A

The social philosophy on which educational thinking is based arises from the
condition of society and its aims. There is a gradual evolution of public opinion,
built up from a growing awareness of certain problems and needs (e.g. , the need
for specialized manpower to ensure economic growth) or from new educational think-
ing (e.g., the changes in the concept of intelligence and the awareness of the
importance of social factors in determining educational progress). Teachers at all
levels, including the universities, have an important role to play in shaping public
opinion on educational issues.

While the eventual decisions concerning broad educational policy must be taken
at governmental level, they should never become a party political issue, subject
to constant change as different parties lose or gain control. It is clearly important
that these decisions should only be taken after the fullest consultation, and in the
light of accurate and up-to-date information, provided by experts, as well as the
results of research. The collection of information and the direction of research
should be in the hands of bodies which are not involved in party politics. The
tradition of an independent civil service, from which the permanent staff of govern-
ment departments is drawn, and of self-governing universities is valuable in this
connexion. A government must take special note of informed opinion, especially
the opinion of teachers, expressed through their professional associations, since
they are directly concerned with putting its decisions into practice.

The problem of financing education at the national level essentially belongs to
the central government, which alone has access to full information and can take
an overall view of the economic situation. As the economic and social benefits of
educational expenditure are not always immediately apparent, governments should
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be ready to disregard short-sighted demands for economies. Teachers' organi-zations and educational administrators have a responsibility to draw attention tothe financial needs of education. While the government should determine theextent of the budget for education, it should not exercise detailed control over theway in which it is expended. The detailed control is more appropriately exercisedby smaller local bodies such as the Local Education Authorities, established inEngland and Wales, which are given opportunity to apportion expenditure in rela-tion to local needs.

In England and Wales a complex system of education has grown up over a longperiod. Progress has not been accomplished simultaneously over the whole fieldof education, but along a variety of different paths at different rates. Over theyears the public sector of education has learned much from the private sector,which has offered more scope for individual enterprise. While there must be abasic plan to establish a broad national pattern and to provide schools, qualifiedteachers and equipment at suitable levels and in sufficient quantity to meet theneeds of different areas, a detailed overall scheme conceived by the central au-thority might well prove inflexible and might lead to undesirable uniformity andloss of freedom for both teacher and taught. Room must be left for experiment andlocal initiative, and detailed planning should be delegated to smaller local unitsto allow for variation. We see a continuing place for voluntary bodies willing toorganize out-of-school activities and for private schools which are ready to ex-periment.

The increasing importance attached to education makes it necessary for govern-ments to keep the ultimate responsibility for educational planning in their ownhands. The principal framework, however, should be developed by consultationbetween teachers at all levels, educational administrators, representatives ofindustry and other interested bodies. National consultative committees should beset up to advise ministers of education or governments, and should be both finan-'cially and politically independent. The Central Advisory Council for Educationand the Committee on Higher Education, which produced the Crowther Report andthe Robbins Report respectively, are good examples of this type of committee.Their recommendations on sixth-form education and in the development of highereducation have been used in preparing plans for the future. Consultation withteachers and others should continue at local level, where plans are implementedin detail.

A good deal of overlap and confusion has been caused' by the lack of overallplanning in this country. Consultative committees, sometimes with inadequaterepresentation of serving teachers, have produced authoritative reports on dif-ferent sectors of education, but Governments have been slow to implement theirrecommendations, and there has been little or no attempt to correlate their findings,or to look at education as a whole. Too many changes have been made withoutadequate research. The scheme of reorganization recently introduced by the presentGovernment is based on political and social ideology rather than on research find-ings. Arrangements for consultation with teachers at local level, through localconsultative committees or by other means, have not always been satisfactory.Even where a local authority takes steps to sound teachers' views, they are notnecessarily given serious consideration. Teachers should not be debarred fromserving as full members of local Councils. We should like to see better repre-sentation of teachers on all bodies concerned with educational policy, both nationaland local.

The new Schools Council for the Curriculum and Examinations, established in1964, is initiating a new approach to planning. It is an independent body on whichrepresentatives of all major educational interests, including a majority f teachers,serve. Its purpose is to discuss the whole field of curriculum and examinations,



to reach agreement on common problems and common needs, and to publish infor-
mation and advice, based on research and experiment, about new trends and new
developments for the use of teachers in determining their own syllabuses and meth-
ods. The Joint Four is participating in the activities of this Council which prom-
ises well.

B

Planning in this country has rarely followed the sequence set out in the WCOTP
questionnaire. Universal primary education has been established since the be-
ginning of the present century, and secondary education for all since 1944. The
diversification of secondary education has been dealt with in a number of separate
reports produced by National Advisory Committees. The Crowther Report, "15-
18, " dealt with the later years of secondary education, and particularly with edu-cation at sixth-form level. The Newsom Report, "Half our Future, " dealt with the
education of the less able pupil between 13 and 16 years of age. There have also
been reports on technical training such as "Technical Education" (1956, Cmnd.
9703), "Better Opportunities in Technical Education" (1961, Cmnd. 1254), "Fur-
ther Education for Commerce" (1958), " A Higher Award in Business Studies"
(1964). The Industrial Training Act, 1964, was designed to secure an improvement
in the quality and efficiency of industrial training. The needs of special groups
are dealt with by publications such as "Slow Learners" (Education Pamphlet, No.
46, H.M.S.0.). The Robbins Report on Higher Education dealt with numbers in
technical colleges, universities and colleges of education up to 1980, and the
Central Advisory Council is currently studying primary education and hopes to
report later this year. The Albemarle Report on "The Future Development of the
Youth Employment Service" points the way to further advance in providing careerguidance Zor young people. Teachers' organizations have had opportunity to giveevidence to all the National Advisory Committees, and the Joint Four have provided
written and/or oral evidence for all those with relevance to secondary education.
Most of the committees dealing with education in school have one or more teacher
representative serving on them.

When the reports are published, teachers' organizations have a further oppor-
tunity to make their views known and to press for-implementation of the recommen-
dations. The recommendations of the Report on Higher Education have been accepted
by.the Government, which has gone some way towards implementing them by in-
creasing the number of places in all institutions of higher education. The recommen-dation of the Crowther and Newsom Reports that the school-leaving age should become16 will come into force in 1970. The Industrial Training Act is being implemented
in certain industries.

Each Local Education Authority has responsibility for ensuring that there are
sufficient places in primary and secondary schools for all pupils within its own
area. Plans are submitted to the Department of Education and Science for approval.
The responsibility for advising the Government about teacher supply is delegated tothe National Advisory Council for the Training and Supply of Teachers. This bodyproduced its Ninth Report last year. It gave details of the numbers and categoriesof teachers required to staff the schools up to 1980, and suggested the steps which
must be taken to provide them.

Educational research is undertaken by a number of bodies including the National
Foundation for Educational Research on which the teachers' organizations are rep-resented, the University Institutes of Education, the Department of Education and
Science, the Schools Council and the teachers' organizations. Charitable bodies,such as the Nuffield Foundation and the Gulbenkian Trust, sponsor a number ofeducational research projects. There has been a significant increase in the vol-
ume of research in recent years, but it has not come soon enough for it to affect
current changes in the schools. The research nrojects in progress at the present
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time cover most of the topics mentioned in Section B of the questionnaire.
The Government's National Plan, published recently, suggests the proportion

of the national income to be spent on education up to 1970. The Department of
Education and Science's annual statistics give information about population trends.
There is probably need for a comprehensive estimate of manpower requirements.
In the past, planning has largely been concerned with the formulation of aims,
building programmes and provision of places for teacher training. Although the
advice of teachers has generally been sought nationally, it has been less accept-
able at the local level, and teachers are seldom consulted adequately about such
matters as school buildingi, for instance.

C

It is difficult to assess the effectiveness of teachers' involvement in national
planning. Many of the recommendations of the major committees have been in
line with the views expressed by our Associations, particularly where secondary
education is concerned. The influence of teachers, both direct and indirect,. is
probably greater than most of them imagine. Involvement, however, is chiefly
in an advisory capacity. There is room for much improl 4ment at the local level,
where teacher representation on education committees is meagre, and too often
there is no machinery for consultation with teachers generally.

Teachers need to be continually vigilant if they are to ensure that they play
their part in planning. The teachers' organizations will need to convince planners
that teachers have a contribution to make to their deliberations, and that they
should be appointed to local committees and Councils.
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SCHWEIZERISCHER LEHRERVEREIN

B-29, German

A

Switzerland

There is no nationwide Swiss educational system; the school system is still themost jealously guarded right of the various Swiss cantons. There are 25 differentschool systems within the Swiss Confederacy, corresponding to the number ofcantons.

What these systems have in common as to their goals is that they do not emanatefrom the State (in terms of organization) or from the needs of society or of economicgrowth, but from the purpose of education, namely the child. The primary respon-sibility of the school is not to prepare "Swiss citizens," "farmers" or "scholars,"but human beings. The emphasis everywhere is on general education of people.The following introduction to the curriculum of primary schools in Zurich can begiven as an example:

"Primary school is a place of general education. It is supposed to teach acertain measure of skills which are essential for a successful life. True educationshows itself not exclusively in knowledge and capabilities; its characteristiccriterion lies rather in the harmony of a genuine inner life and of the actions thatmust alWays be directed toward the well-being of all and never be afraid of light."
We might also consider what the head of the Basle training college, Mr. Muller,defined as the ideal aim of education: "Development of each individual in all histalents, spiritual, moral, physical, aesthetic; the building of what is felt to be agood society; the active discussion with people with whom the individual meetsin order to tackle the tasks which he sees, which he sets to himself and to hisfellow men and, in this way, looking into the future, to achieve better living con-ditions for the entire human race."

B

As an example of the role of teachers' organizations in the cantons, we can men-tion the canton of Zurich, which has the largest number of teachers in the Confeder-acy. We must differentiate between public (public law) and independent (privatelaw) teachers' organizations.
Public teachers' organizations are the 11 school chapters and the school council.The school chapters comprise by district all teaching personnel active in primaryeducation. The presence of the teachers at the chapter meeting four times yearlyis mandatory. The school chapters must submit their comments to the Council ofEducation (the highest school authority of the canton) on (a) the curriculum, (b)the introduction of new or essential changes in the existing teaching methods ofprimary schools and (c) important decrees concerning the facilities within theprimary school.

The school council includes all regular teaching personnel in public schools of
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every level from primary school to university. It has the responsibility generally
to advise on the means of promoting the educational system; and particularly to
transmit to the authorities all possible wishes and proposals for the advancement
of the educational system, from the school chapters, the assemblies, of higher
educational institutions, the university council or individual members. It further
has the right to appoint two members of the seven-member educational council.

The ZUrcherische Kantonale Lehrerverein, as an independent teachers' organi-
zation, has mainly a professional character, but deals also very thoroughly with
pl.:wining problems in the field of education. That is. why the educational author-
ities transmit to them for notification all proposed amendments or revisions of
laws or regulations concerning the school system before their discussion by
Parliament.

Through those of their members who belong to the Council of the Canton (can-
tonal parliament), or through the members of the Canton Council who are closely
connected with the teaching .profession, the teachers' organization has the oppor-tunity to intervene in the parliamentary debates on educational problems. As all
bills are subject to a mandatory plebiscite in the Canton of Zurich, during the vote
the association can throw all its weight for or against a bill submitted to the people.
To sum up, it can be said that through the unlimited right of the school council to
submit proposals, through the right of the school chapters to give their opinion,
through the hearing methods and the expression of free views in a democratic
nation concerning any aspect of legislation, the teachers' organizations have, on
the cantonal level, the. maximum possibility of participation, as long as the organ-
izations are willing to take full advantage of this possibility.

C

According to the federal structure of the educational system in the Swiss Con-
federacy, there is no federal ministry of education and no official teachers' organ-
izations who could co-operate with such an authority. The Schweizerischer
Lehrerverein (in the German-speaking part of Switzerland), the Societe suisse de
l'enseignement secondaire and the Societe pedagogique de l'Suisse romande (in the
French-speaking part of Switzerland), and other smaller organizations recruit their
members on a purely voluntary basis. Their direct influence on the development
of education is therefore smaller than the influence of the cantonal organizations.
It limits itself mostly to recommendations to the cantonal teachers' organizations
or to the purely informative conference of the educational authorities of the cantons.
These organizations consider as their main task in these modern times to bring
about an adjustment within the 25 different school systems through inter-cantonal
conferences, provision of regional teaching material (primers, atlasses, songbooks,
wall pictures, etc.), and efforts to reconcile the curricula and the school structures.
Through then- connexions with foreign and worldwide organizations they contribute
greatly to bring new stimuli into the educational system and to avoid the dangerof being paralyzed by tradition.
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DANMARKS LAERERFORENING

B-30, English

Denmark

Introduction

Of the four basic purposes mentioned in the introduction to the WCOTP ques-tionnaire, we are inclined to put number four in the foreground. If a society per-mits each individual to develop his "own personal abilities to the full," the othergifts will be given into the bargain.
Perhaps another purpose should be mentioned: a sound democracy cannot thriveif people are illiterate and ignorant; it cannot survive if people are not brought upto be aware of their responsibility towards society and mankind. The better edu-cation, the more stability and fairness in public and political life.

A

Teachers of all categories should to a large degree be responsible for the socialphilosophy which is the basis for carrying out educational planning. But in anactive democracy, it would be too narrow if only educationalists took part in thediscussion about these important matters which have so much bearing on publicwelfare. We therefore feel that an educational philosophy must be based on strongpublic opinion arrived at as a result of a free and open debate. However, teachersand their organizations ought to follow this debate with the keenest interest; theymust take part in it and try to guide it, because they are the best specialists avail-able in this field.
In a way it isidesirable to have one single plan covering all types of education,but there is a danger of conformity and levelling if you are too rigid. In Denmarkwe have both public and private schools, and 'according to our old traditions ofpolitical and religious freedom, we think that. there ought to be a rich variety ofdifferent schools.

The number of private schools is very limited, however. Most of them are basedon a special educational or religious philosophy. It is possible to find a few whichare based on snobbery of wealth and rank. Of course we are not in favour of thelatter type of schools.
No doubt educational planning must be a part of 7ernment policy. Many fi-nancial aspects which must be considered from a political point of view will alwaysbe involved. There is no sense in speaking about planning without being sure ofthe ability to raise the funds necessary to make the plans work. Naturally otherelements besides the financial aspect will be considered by governments beforedecisions are taken: geographical aspects, population statistics, religious con-ditions, etc. Pressure groups of different kinds will be at work. Controversialinterests will collide. Therefore it would be advantageous to have an independentagency working out plans which in turn could be forwarded to governments for con-sideration and adoption.
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The pattern outlined above exists to a certain degree in Denmark today, but it
does not always work as well as we wish. Often there is too long a distance be-
tween the intentions of the planners and the practical possibilities of their reali-
zation. Before planning educational reforms of great dimensions, it will be wise,
first of all, to secure enough teachers, buildings, equipment, scholarships, etc. ,
to carry out the reforms in a reasonable way. Otherwise great disappointments
will result, and noble ideas and good money will be wasted.

B

Two educational councils or boards of advisers are appointed by the Government
in Denmark and have been charged with the task of planning for primary and second-
ary education within our ten-year "Folkeskole" (age group 7 - 17). Both of these
councils have representatives from the teachers' organizations. These councils,
which are to a certain degree independent, are responsible for the evaluation and
adjustment of the curricula of our schools on the whole. They must follow current
research and educational experiments and give their evaluation of these matters.
As for secondary education within our "Gymnasium" (age group 16 - 20), teachers'
training, technical education and adult education, we have special committees on
which the teachers' organizations are fairly well represented. Furthermore, our
Government has recently established a special council for the planning of higher
education, especially education at university level, A long-term policy in this
field is imperative. Presently Denmark has two universities, with a third univer-
sity starting this year. At least two more universities must follow in this century.

C

Our experiences in educational planning are not too disquieting. In many ways
the authorities have been willing to listen to our arguments and many of our pro-
posals have been recommended by Government officials. Some of them have
actually formed the basis of bills introduced in Parliament. On the other hand, we
must confess that there is a certain unmistakable tendency in the direction of ne-
glecting our recommendations and perhaps especially our warnings. Of course we
support educational reforms, but not all of them. We certainly do not support a
tendency to press forward educational reforms without consideration for existing
conditions: teacher supply, school buildings, suitable equipment and financial
resources.

The lesson we have learned in this field, and the comments we have for the
benefit of our colleagues in other countries can be collected in two paragraphs:

1. Solidarity. If the teachers in a country work together, if they are united in
a single organization, they will be able to assert a strong influence on edu-
cational planning; but if they are split up in different groups fighting each
other, the teachers' voice will riot be heard.

2. Puthsitr. Teachers must take part in the public debate. They must never
hesitate to influence public opinion. They must always be aware that they
are the experts on educational matters, and they must never be afraid of
putting forward their case.
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Basutoland

LESOTHO AFRICAN NATIONAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

. B-31, English

Introduction

The system of education in Basutoland is grant-aided with very few exceptions
at the higher primary and the secondary school level. The aided missions are the
Church of Lesotho, the Roman Catholic Church, the Church of England, the Meth-
odist Church, etc. There is a great deal of rivalry among the various churches as
far as schools are concerned. Because of the existence of rival churches and also
the purpose that education is designed to serve, there has never been any definite
Governmental plan in education.

LANTA believes that since it is the responsibility of the State to provide the
various national services with manpower, it follows that the State must take the
responsibility of providing the education that will ensure the supply of teachers,
doctors, lawyers, technicians, technologists, engineers, statisticians, book-
keepers, 'Jerks, administrators, secretaries, agronomists, surveyors, etc.

It is not the responsibility of the churches or any voluntary agencies to provide
these services, although we accept that they may voluntarily do so and get the
necessary support from Government for doing this useful work. We feel that only
the State can control and direct education because it wields the authority over
citizens and it can finance education through funds collected from taxation and from
other sources. Churches finance schools through soliciting for funds and they have
no powers of coercion.

We feel that it is high time the State took positive responsibility of primary edu-
cation, secondary education and the training of teachers. Then only will it be
sensible to envisage a comprehensive educational plan, implement it, study the
consequences of such a plan, evaluate it, adjust it according to existing resources
both financial and human. In a country where resources are severely limited, a
planless educational system cannot be justjfied.
Some Statistical Background

According to the Permanent Secretary's 1964 Annual Report, there were 1,060
primary schools with 165,036 children for the whole territory. The control of
these schools is allocated as follows: Government schools, 4; committee con-
trolled, 5; aided mission schools, 958; and unaided mission schools, 93. (Note:
different churches are invariably represented on the committees of controlled
schools.)

In the Report there were 24 secondary schools (seven of these offer a full five-
year secondary education and the rest a three-year course) with 2,752 students.
These secondary schools are controlled in the following manner: committee con-
trolled, 3; aided mission schools, 18; and unaided mission schools, 3.

It is clear that far too many children are not able to enter secondary schools.
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The majority of secondary schools are designed to accommodate a maximum of
95 students, and five-year secondary schools 150. Only one secondary school
has accommodation for 180 students. We consider that this is a frightfully waste-ful system in terms of manpower and financial resources. We also consider thatthe schools are too many and too small. They are also very unwisely located and
cannot serve the interests of the nation reasonably.

Our view is that the siting of schools should be very carefully considered andcontrolled, and that schools should, within the limits of demographic considerations,be evenly distributed in the country. What makes it difficult for Government tocontrol distribution of schools is that competing churches usually start schoolsas unaided enterprises, and later, when a substantial building has been put upand the institution is apparently making progress, the responsible church thenapplies for a grant. Sometimes competing churches want to build schools virtuallyon top of each other. We consider this severely wasteful.
We believe that in Basutoland a secondary school that would be a useful economicproposition should have between 400 and 600 students.
According to the 1964 Annual Report, there were seven training schools with574 students. All of the schools were aided mission schools. While we appreciatethe value of missionary effort, we would, however, strongly recommend the estab-lishment of at least one state training college that should serve as a model and acentre of research and experimentation as well as a centre for trying out some ofthe plans launched by Government.

The Report states that there were four technical and vocational schools with513 students distributed in the following manner among proprietors: Governmentschool, one; mission aided schools, three. We feel that the term "technical" isvery misleading as these schools really train 'andicraftsmen and not real techniciansas we understand the term. Also, the entrance qualification is too low to make
these schools technical colleges. Again, we feel that in this age of technologythe State should take a very full and positive responsibility with regard to technicaleducation.

Teachers

According to the 1964 Annual Report, the pupil/teacher ratio for primary schoolsis 60:1. There were classes of more than 100 pupils, and the total number of teach-ers was 2,671. The Ministry of Education is trying to solve the problem of largeclasses by imposing certain statutory restrictions, double sessions, etc. Duringthe past five years the Ministry imposed what is called the "freeze" in the primaryschools, which means that during the freeze period no new aided schools can bebuilt and no new teachers can be employed in aided posts.
We think that only very careful planning based upon carefully worked out sta-tistical information may get anywhere near solving this serious problem. Primaryschools are badly built, badly staffed, badly equipped, and their whole atmospheredefies good teaching and learning.
The pupil/teacher ratio in the secondary schools was 22.4:1 and there were 123teachers altogether. We think that secondary education is inadequate and thatthere is a great deal of manpower wastage and financial loss. We think the ratioought to be higher, that larger buildings are needed, that there should be greater

use of audio-visual aids, well-equipped laboratories, special classrooms, andthat there should be a lot of workbooks and other methods that encourage childrento work with as little help from the teacher as possible. All this requires carefuland sensible planning.

The teacher training schools had 46 teachers altogether and the pupil/teacher
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ratio was 12.5:1. We consider that too few teachers are being trained every year,
that they are very badly and inadequately trained, and that they are not trained
with the specific purpose of solving primary school problems. In fact, very often
the Ministry of Education imposes conditions that can only scare away prospective
teachers from the teaching profession, e.g. the Rules and Regulation of 1965, the
contract of employment form, salaries, housing, etc. We feel that this is bound
to happen when there is no comprehensive educational plan whose component parts
are carefully considered with'all the facts taken into account and the liabilities
clearly conceived.
Enrolment

The main feature at all levels (including university) is an alarming wastage.
This is caused by large classes (primary schools), untrained and partly trained
teachers (primary schools), and examinations and other instruments of elimination
at all levels.

Primary School Stage Acccrding to the 1964 Annual Report of the Ministry of
Education, there were 50,000 children in Grade A (first year of school); 14,000 in
Standard IV (sixth year of schooling); and 4,000 only in Standard VI, which is the
end of primary education. Wastage is staggering.

Secondary School St age: Four thousand wrote standard six examinations in
1963 and of these 1,100 entered secondary schools; however, this number includes
repeaters in the first year of secondary school. The number of students in the
final year of secondary education was 121 in 1964 and of these only 27 emerged
from the School Certificate Examinations ready to enter the university, but the
university probably rejected some of these on the grounds of failure to fulfil certain
entrance requirements, e.g. , a credit in English language.

Teacher Training: The number of students who fail the final examinations is
absolutely disquieting. In 1964 one school, referred to as "X", entered five can-
didates for the Higher Primary Teachers' Certificate final examinations and failed
all; school "Z" entered one candidate and failed her. In 1965 "X" entered 24 can-
didates for the Lower Primary Teachers' Certificate examinations and failed 20,
and entered five for the Higher Primary Teachers' Certificate examinations and failed
the lot.

We think the reason for this phenomenal wastage is that education is entirely
neglected by the State, and also it is entirely planless. The Ministry as far as
we know has no knowledge of what will happen in education in 1970 or even earlier.
We think that the Permanent Secretary and his administrative staff do not really have
any grasp of what is meant by educational planning, e.g. , when in 1964 LANTA
criticized the Ministry for its lack of long-term educational planning, one eminent
official of the Ministry replied that this was not true because "there was now a
university in Basutoland," and "there had been a number of commissions in the
past." Clearly this official of the Ministry was not speaking the same language
as we were speaking when we spoke about educational planning. We did not refer
to bits and pieces of isolated projects.
Siting of Schools

Twelve secondary and training schools are in the Maseru District and of these
eight are in the Maseru town itself, the largest having only 280 pupils. Of the
seven training schools five are in the Maseru District, and one of these entered
only one candidate in 1964. Leribe, a very densely populated district, has six
secondary schools including one high school and one commercial high school. The
mountain districts of Mokhotlong and Qachasnek have only four secondary training
schools between them. Hence, many children in those vast areas have to attend
schools in the lowlands.
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The Curriculum

The primary school curriculum is highly academic and does not include practical
subjects. Even agriculture is taught as a theory subject and no primary school
children are able to put into practice their knowledge of agriculture. The result
is a lot of frustration among pupils who have to leave school at the end of primary
education. Even girls do theoretical agriculture.

The secondary school curriculum is highly academic and does not include prac-
tical subjects at all. The result is that secondary education in Basutoland com-
pletely misses its purpose, namely to provide the country with technicians, secre-
taries, bookkeepers; in other words, to supply manpower for the middle grades in
all the ministries, and also to supply the university, nursing schools, training
colleges and technical colleges with prospective trainees, etc. In short, second-
ary education fails to supply the educated public and to feed other educational in-
stitutions with students.

The curriculum of both the primary school and the secondary school is designed
in such a way that children have to adapt themselves to it, it is not intended to
meet the needs and requirements of the child.

There is at present a panel working on the new primary school curriculum; how-
ever, we think its composition is not designed to meet the requirements of what
the primary school child really needs.

LANTA contends that there should be more democratic consultation with the teach-
ers who will, after all, implement the syllabuses.
Policy

Policy is virtually dictated by the three main missions (a) at District level where
they have a majority of representation in the District Advisory Boards (even the
teachers who are on the District Advisory Boards virtually represent the rival missionopinions) and (b) at the territorial level where the missions control the majority of
the membership of the Central Advisory Board on Education. The present member-ship of the C.A.B. is Ministry, two; Church of Lesotho, four; Roman Catholic
Church, four; Church of England, two; and unknown, two. LANTA's representativewas not accepted. Both the D.A.B. and the C.A.B. advise the Ministry on all
matters of education in the country. The missions' educational secretaries are the
most powerful forde influencing educed= in Basutoland.
Comprehensive Planning

Briefly, we think that all levels of education including teacher training should
be tackled simultaneously, but that owing to limited resources, secondary edu-cation should be a priority item. We feel that at our stage of development the
most powerful instrument of economic and social development is the secondary
school, because through the secondary school training colleges will be supplied
with the required candidates for training; the university will be adequately ruppliedwith suitable candidates for higher study; the technical colleges will also be sup-plied with better qualified students; the nursing schools will have better qualified
nurses; Government Ministries will have suitable recruits in large numbers; com-
merce, business and industry need secondary school graduates; and properly con-ceiv0 secondary education itself raises the educational level of the whole people.

Secondary education should be the first task of the national educational com-prehensive planning because we feel that through it all the other aspects of edu-cation will be improved. Next must come teacher training, which should always
be one of the major items of any plan at all times. Primary education should coverboth the academic and the practical aspects of education in order to control the
frustration that must be faced by pupils who cannot proceed to secondary education,
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and to combat the evils of unemployment.

Other Suggestions

At present pupils pay school fees at all levels of education. In fact, from thepoint of view of parents' liabilities, university education is generally cheaper than
at lower levels. We think that there should be a plan to abolish school fees at
least at the primary school level and also to start compulsory primary education
at a definite date in the future.

The policy of the missions that control education is generally against co-
education. We feel that all things taken together, single-sex schools are a ter-
rible burden from the point of view of human and financial resources and also for
other practical considerations, such as the psychological problems fostered by
separate schools for the two sexes.

Buildings are a very expensive item, but we think that resort could be had to
cheaper but serviceable structures like prefabricated buildings. Also, greater usecould be made of local self-help, the excellent sandstone of Basutoland could be
used for building some really substantial structures.
Conclusion

We are aware that this problem of educational planning is a formidable one and
that what we suggest as the method of approach cannot be regarded with compla-
cency. We are aware that for some time to come our country will be forced to
depend upon external aid, both human and financial, and we feel that any available
external aid should be concentrated on carrying out the initial plan as well as train-
ing local manpower in order to replace as soon as possible expatriate staff. We
feel that scarcity or even complete lack of resources is reason enough for all edu-
cational projects to be carefully planned and closely related to the main national
plan. In this manner the amount of waste that goes on under an unplanned system
should be minimized or eliminated entirely.
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Israel

ISRAEL TEACHERS UNION

B-32, English

Introduction
Four basic purposes of educational planning were defined in the introduction to

the Inquiry Outline. Please permit me to express my opinion on the order the
purposes of educational planning should be established.

It seems to me that the task of educational planning should start with educating
the individual and stress the importance of developing the moral-spiritual quali-
ties of the individual and strengthening his civil consciousness.

The second purpose should be enhancing the national cultural heritage and
traditions.

The item concerning the economic growth of the country and trained manpower
should follow the item concerning the promotion of social development and poli-
tical stability.

In accordance with the above-mentioned I shall try to define five purposes for
educational planning which broaden and develop the four purposes defined in thequestionnaire:

1. To assist every individual in cultivating his personality culturally and
ethically and in developing to the utmost both his physical and spiritual capacities.

2. To develop affinity for the national heritage while maintaining a milieu
consisting of emotional inspiration and an educative atmosphere from earliest
childhood, and this in the course of consistent and perseverant activity designedto strengthen and preserve this heritage in the pupil's awareness throughout all
the years of his studies.

3. In civic education, to introduce student activity within the natural patternof an orcianized and guided pupils' community--whilst studying and applying theproblems of the local community, the State and humanity as a whole--all this asVeining for the social advancement of the group.
4. To maintain many-faceted polytechnical studies (and not pre-vocational

or vocational training before the age of 15) in order to foster various aptitudes--according to the learn-it-yourself, do-it-yourself method, and attending to prob-lems of output, savings, efficiency, product modeling, and like matters--as an
introductory stage in the training of the worker in the age of technology.

5. To ensure that the educational system will render possible the most rapid
economic growth while developing amongst the pupils the realization that appro-priate measures and strict supervision of living standards to avoid slipping intothe pursuit of luxuries and ostentation characteristic of certain classes at the
expense of underprivileged classes in the population is the most. certain road toensuring the State's stability.
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There can be no questioning the importance of economic factors (structures,
teachers, etc.), a properly drawn-up programme of studies, and a social pro-
gramme for the school. However, without a teaching force selected and adapted
to the task on a personality and capacity basis, there is no certainty that the fun-
damental aims in educational planning will be satisfactorily implemented.

The State must release considerable sums for attracting outstanding intellectual
powers endowed with leadership capacity and the ability to influence youth for
employment in instruction and education. In particular, it must see to it that
teachers and administrators of this kind are placed in training institutions for
future teachers.

A

The social philosophy on the basis of which educational planning should be
carried out should be determined by an educational board which includes repre-
sentatives of the teachers' associations, departments of education in universities,
men of letters and representatives of the public.

The determination concerning how much of the national income and budget should
be spent on education is within the competence of the national authorities.

The scope of educational planning should embrace all age levels of education,
trends and streams which exist in the country. This plan should also embrace
out-of-school education.

A government authority should be responsible for the educational planning which
should constitute a part of the government policy. the government educational
authority should of course consult the representatives of the educational authorities,
including the teachers' associations.

In our country the educational committee does not possess the necessary author-
itativeness. Moreover, there is not yet full co-operation between the Government
and public authorities such as the teachers' union and the departments of edu-
cation in the universities.

During the 18 years of existence of the State of Israel and during the 16 years
of compulsory free education for the 5-14 age group, the number of pupils has
increased seven-fold (from 100,000 pupils to 700,000), particularly as a result
of immigration from more than 70 countries.

The physical and cultural absorption of such a relatively great number of pupils
demanded of all the authorities, including the teachers' union, educational plan-
ning for a short range.

Lately the educational authorities have been showing a keen interest in a generaland basic educational planning. (Plans were made for teachers' training, and a
debate is being held now on a reform in the structure of primary and secondary
education.)

B

The first two stages of education should get priority in the educational planning
for the near future.

(1) The foundation is primary education, but the State of Israel, which absorbs
many immigrants, faces the task of forming one cultural image of newcomers from
many countries and many cultures. Therefore, one of its main educational tasks
is the instruction of the Hebrew language with the purpose of making it the every-day language of all newcomers. Pre-school education requires special attention
for that reason.

(2) The acute shortage of teachers is the common problem to all levels of
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education. About 30 per cent of the teachers employed in primary education areunqualified (about 400, 000 pupils are enrolled in primary schools and about20,000 teachers are employed).
In secondary education school enrolment is about 100,000 pupils and 5,000teachers are employed. About 40 per cent of the teachers in secondary educationhave no academic training. The drop-out rate of teachers from the teaching pro-fession is about 14 per cent. Among the teachers who are employed, 40 per centare relatively new teachers with little experience.
(3) The State of Israel has a supply of knowledge which is mainly concentratedin the traditional professions, namely medicine, natural science, accounting andsecretarial studies, but is lagging behind in the field of modern technology.In the near future education will have to stress the importance of new professionsin new fields: electronic equipment, maintenance of technical equipment, super-vision of the operating of electronic instruments, and the operating of variousmachines, including computors. As a result of the technological progress and thechanges which are bound to happen in the country in the structure of manpower,in-service training for employees will be required. This stresses the importanceof providing a broader and more general education instead of the specific andlimited vocational training. A general and vocational education on a high levelin the secondary school years will prove to be the best technical training.(4) The above-mentioned targets will be achieved when 100 per cent of the15-18 age group continue their studies. Now about 84 per cent of the primaryschool graduates continue their education. They study in 160 academic secondaryschools and 180 vocational schools. Our aim is that by 1970 50 per cent of thepupils will attend vocational schools. In order to achieve this aim the Governmentincreases the budget spent on education. The municipalities and various Jewishsocieties increase their allowance for secondary education and especially fortechnical education. The Ministry of Education and the various educational author-ities (particularly those which supervise the technical education) are now con-structing special buildings which will be properly equipped for this purpose.Moreover, scholarships are provided for in-service training of secondary andtechnical teachers.

The Israel Teachers Union discussed problems concerning educational planningin conferences, committees, its journdl and its pedagogical council, but to ourregret no permanent committee for educational planning has yet been established.The Ministry of Education, which is dynamic and excels in its initiative, isdoing a lot of experiments, research work and planning, but in my opinion, thefact that the teachers' union does not take an active part in these actions dimin-ishes the value of the planning and particularly reduces the identification of theteachers with the targets of the educational planning.
The important lesson we have learned is that the great energy and even thecapital invested in educational experiments and educational planning will be uselessif no enthusiastic and dedicated teachers are found to carry out those plans. Theteachers' association plays a cardinal role in encouraging the teachers to dedicatethemselves to the educational targets which are being carried out.
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SVERIGES LARAFtFoRBUND
SVERIGES SMASKOLLARAFORBUND
SVENSKA FACKLARARFORBUNDET

B-33, English

A

Sweden

The Swedish teachers' organizations consider it suitable to answer the ques-
tions under Section A with a general outline of the reformation of the Swedish edu-
cational system during the last decades:

In 1940--during World War II--the Swedish Government appointed an extensive
committee consisting of politicians and experts to submit proposals fora new organ-
ization of the compulsory educational system. The investigation was continued in
the 1950's by several similar Government committees, along with extensive practical
pilot work and educational research. As a result, Parliament decided in 1962 to
introduce a nine-year unitary comprehensive school. It replaced all the previous
parallel types of schools.

Correspondingly, a series of investigations was started in the beginning of the
1960's in order to reorganize the upper secondary school system (ages 16-18).
Proposals for various sub-reforms have been submitted and have also been subjected
to resolutions of Parliament. Last year a committee report was published containing
suggestions for a complete integration of all types of the upper secondary school--
grammar schools, technical schools and vocational schools--into an administra-
tively as well as an educationally co-ordinate school system.

Furthermore, the institutions of higher education have been investigated and are
expected to be successively reorganized. Certain organizing changes have already
been decided, primarily in regard to a large increase of the number of students.

Pre-primary school problems are also being investigated by a public committee
which will consider adding the different kinds of pre-primary school institutions--
kindergartens and day nursery schools for children of mothers working outside the
home--to the educational system. At present this activity is attached to the social
welfare administration.

In the reformation described above, the politicians, in co-operation with experts,
determined the social philosophy on which the educational organization was to be
based. The decision was made by the representatives of the people--Parliament--
who also decide the budget to be set aside for education. An ever - increasing part
of the national income has been spent on education, which has now become the
second largest item in the national budget. The largest item is expenses for social
purposes.

Essentially, educational planning includes all types and levels of education,
There is co-operation with the privately administered schools which are generally
subsidized by the Government. However, private schools for general tuition are
very few. Vocational training is also governed by publicly administered institutions.
The public interest also embraces the voluntary spare-time cultural activities of
the young and adults, which are very extensive. Government is responsible for
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the educational planning as a part of its policy. In addition to temporary Govern-
ment committees, the highest administrative educational authority- -the National
Board of Education - -co- operates as a rule. Currently the Board is headed by a
departmental council, the members of which are prominent persons in public life.

Since the existing system is working satisfactorily, the teachers' organizations
have no expressed wishes for changes.

B

According to the approved plans, in 1970 all children between 7 and 15 years
of age will go through a nine-year comprehensive school; even children in the most
distant and sparsely populated regions of the country and children with various
kinds of handicaps. In this respect, the reformation of the educational system isalmost completed.

The planning for the upper secondary school system, i.e., students aged 16-18,
intends to give a two- and three-year education to approximately 85 per cent of
these students in 1970. In 1970 the annual entry of students at the institutions
of higher education is calculated to be about 22 per cent of the population.

Consequently, the increased resources going to education will mainly be spent
on an extension of the upper secondary and post-secondary school systems and ofadult education.

The present extension of education has caused a shortage of qualified teachers
in practically all sections and is .now the most difficult factor to cope'with.

The number of drop-outs is almost non-existent at the comprehensive school
level and very small at the upper secondary school level. At the post-secondary
school level, however, the drop-outs at universities are very frequent and trouble-
some in certain cases, especially in the humanistic faculties.

The highest administrative school authority has proposed that two per cent of
the national educational budget should be set aside for basic research in the edu-cational field. But sufficient personal as well as economic resources are lacking
to realize such a large-scale educational research project.

The increase in Sweden's population is very slight, and her commercial and
industrial life expands very rapidly. Parallel with that, the number of individuals
in education increases, and are for that reason withdrawn from the economic life
for a longer time than previously. The nation has tried to solve this problem by
encouraging housewives to start working outside the home, among other things by
arranging vocational retraining and complementary courses which are also included
in the public educational system, and by extension of the day nursery school in-
stitutions for children of pre-primary school age.

C

The school authorities generally expect the teachers' organizations to take partin the planning of the future school system. Thus, representatives of the different
organizations are regularly given the opportunity to participate in committee work.
The organizations continually receive reform proposals on which they are to give
their opinions. Rather often the organizations take the opportunity to give their
views on and make proposals concerning various educational problems directly
through discussions with representatives of the Government, Parliament and school
authorities. The teachers' organizations of today have every opportunity to expresstheir opinions, not only by publishing their own journals but also by having the
same opportunities as all organizations and citizens.

On the whole, Swedish educational planning is carried out as described in
WCOTP's inquiry outline. In every stage of the inquiry outline, the teachers'
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organizations have the opportunity of following and participating in the planning.
They seek, particularly in all vital questions, to take initiatives affecting the
future educational development.

The extensive reform activities in the educational field have put a great strain
on the teachers' organizations. Looking after teachers' interests in this expansive
process has been extremely hard work. Consequently, the organizations have had
to increase their staffs. For the last ten years, the executives of the different
organizations have had to enlarge their office staffs and engage more educational
.experts. The present division into several teachers' organizations is quite dis-
advantageous as larger organization units would have been able to obtain better
personal resources to survey the educational development. The divided organi-
zations are due to the former diversified school system. Most probably the unitary
attitude towards the whole school system will gradually be the basis of a unitary
teachers' organization.

- According to the teachers' organizations, looking after teachers' interests in
improving salary and employment conditions is of great importance in these times
of expansive educational development. Educational reforms demand increased
participation of the teachers. In the new school system their duties are far more
qualified than previously; society and its citizens demand far more from its teachers
as to educational competence area interest, general knowledge and vocational train-
ing. While the working hours of different groups of employees are being reduced,
teachers' working hours, to a large extent unsettled, tend to increase, not the least
due to the fact that today's teachers have to serve as advisers to parents and
children in quite a new way. Accordingly, the teachers' organizations have for
the last years strongly demanded improved salary and employment conditions,
which have so far been but partly carried out.

In connexion with reform activities on the labour market, this year teachers and
other civil servants have obtained complete rights to negotiations with the State
on equal terms. Teachers' employment and working conditions (concerning, e.g.,
salaries and working hours) are settled in collective agreements between equal
parties: representatives of the State and the municipalities on one side, and the
main organizations of civil servants, to which teachers belong, on the other side.
In this regard, Sweden's teachers' organizations are to be considered as factual
trade unions.
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Germany

ARBEITSGEMEINSCHAFT DEUTSCHER LEHRERVERBANDE

B-34, German

Foreword

The role of teachers' organizations in educational planning is determined by the
way we understand educational planning. The four basic purposes stated by WCOTP
in the introduction to its questionnaire are a description of general cultural and
'political objectives which are not necessarily identical 10 the tasks of educational
planning. It is therefore important, in order to ensure the co-operation of teachers'
organizations--at any rate in the Federal Republic of Germany--to enquire about
the methods of educational planning, rather than about its content. It is in fact
for specific cultural and political objectives that we teachers amalgamated into
associations.

In international debates (Unesco programme for developing countries, OECD
regional planning), educational planning primarily refers to the scientific ration-
alization of future decisions, namely the development of the educational system
according to uniform projections (equation: best possible economic expansion =
social and political stability) which rest on an anticipation of its future economic,
social and political possibilities and are obtained by scientific methods. Such
educational planning, made exclusively on a scientific basis designed for the
general school system, leaves little or no room for the co-operation of teachers'
associations and other independent organizations. In as far as such an educational
planning is to be developed and implemented according to uniform projections, it
is carried out in close co-operation with educational research and with government
authorities. With the teachers' organizations rests the responsibility of ensuring
the claims and demands of its members.

In countries which are politically, economically and socially less differentiated,
it is undoubtedly the most efficient method of educational planning in order to
ensure the maximum efficiency of its school systems. As for the Federal Republic
of Germany, which is a parliamentary democracy with a great number of politically
strong and traditional interest groups, educational planning must be placed on a
broad basis, if it is not to get stuck in the planning stage; educational planning
should also include implementation. Educational planning in this broader meaning
would then be the result of a continuous cultural and political shaping of opinions
and purposes between the governmental institutions and the independent social
institutions.

It will of course also depend on a scientifically reliable anticipation of the
development trends, which result from the rapidly changing economic, social and
cultural requirements. On the other hand, the development of the proper projec-
tions should be the responsibility of all political forces concerned within our coun-
try, whether through public discussions in conferences, in the press, on radio and
television, or through the direct co-operation of the corresponding planning agencies.
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As far as the educational institutions are public, the final decision lies with
the various Parliaments. Moreover, there will not and should not be "uniform"
projections, because the cultural, social and economic foundations in a plural-
istic society are as different as is lawful in a democracy. The efficiency of edu-
cational planning will also depend on the willingness of the independent forces
to co-operate, on the realization that in a pluralistic society nobody can say ob-
jectively what the right thing is.

Friedrich Edding, internationally known professor of educational economy at
the Berlin Institute of Educational Research, because of his work in OECD, de-
scribed this method of educational planning in the following manner. "Educational
planning arises from the joint discussions of all social and political groups and
from the study of compulsory subjects within the daily changing reality. Edu-
cational planning is the organization of these discussions."

If educational planning is understood in this way, teachers' associations would
play a decisive role and have a great responsibility during the discussions on edu-
cational and political projections. As educational planning in most countries, as
well as in the Federal Republic,, is still in its infancy, teachers' associations,
thanks to their professional experience, have greater prospects in relation to the
competing free social forces. But their potential depends of course on the follow-
ing:

(a) how great their actual political power (influence and support of the various
parties, the social associates, the agriculture) is.

(b) how great their readiness to co-operate is.
(c) to what extent they promote by themselves independent economic and edu-

cational research and are able to rely on its results when they make their demands.
(d) to what extent their members are ready to take their own initiative during

the implementation of the so-called "inner school reform."

A

Determining the basic social philosophy is not the responsibility of the State,
but of its independent democratic forces, among others, the teachers' associations.
On the other hand, funds spent by the State for public education are appropriated
by the Parliaments.

Educational planning can be, according to their political target, in the form of
long-range or medium-range programmes. In any case- they should be variable
and adaptable to the different levels and branches of the educational system.
For instance, medium-range programmes could be more suitable at the university
level because of the rapid development of science than at the school level which
needs long-range planning.

The private school system and out-of-school facilities should be understood
statistically, but should only be included by the State in the planning of its
appropriations i id in its supervisory duties. Private schools with specific edu-
cational aims s...ould be promoted by the Government even if their socio-philosoph-
ical bases are outside the aim of educational planning. Representatives of
out-of-school institutions (vocational education, adult education, educational
television, correspondence courses) should be won over to an equal participation
in public educational planning.

In a broader sense, the independent forces of the government are responsible
for educational planning, especially when problems of quality are involved (school
and college reforms). Here the responsible co-operation of independent profes-
sional and economic associations, including trade unions, is essential for planning
and implementation.
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In a stricter sense, it is the,Government which should give the instructions
and create institutional provisions for the co-operation of the following partici-
pants in educational planning: statisticians (statistics, estimates); economists
(development of economy, manpower needs); governmental administration (organi-
zation, statutory laws, resources of public education); teachers, scientists, sci-
entific organizations (instruction, training, research); and unions, churches and
political parties (political targets).

The plans should be made by someone who is suitable as a catalyst to co-
ordinate these very distinctive forces. As the Government itself represents special
interests (administration, politics), it appears appropriate to entrust one or several
independent institutions with the co-ordination of the subject and the drawing up
of plans. It is important that this co-ordinating body be given instructions which
are clearly defined and specific as to time limits, rather than too general and too
comprehensive. Further, there must be a clear distinction between the profes-
sional and political authority in order to avoid a premature influence on planning
by the naturally limited political possibilities.

A pattern for such a co-ordinating body does not exist in this form in the Federal
Republic of Germany; however, there are two institutions established jointly by the
federal and state governments: the Council of Science (Wissenschaftsrat) and the
Educational Council (Bildungsrat).

The Council of Science was established in 1957 for colleges, research institu-
tions and scientific compilations. This body is responsible for setting up an
"overall plan for the promotion of science," designating the "most important points
and the degree of urgency." The Council of Science is composed of 22 members,
who are nominated in part by the independent autonomous organizations of science,
and of an administrative commission of 17 representatives from the federal and
state governments. Governmental planning for the "quantitative" expansion of
college education is based on recommendations of the Council of Science. How-
ever, for the "qualitative" expansion (definition of educational-political aims),
an institutional co-operation of the independent associations would appear desirable.

The Educational Council, which has not yet become operational, covers the
entire educational system. This body has been charged with the drawing up of
"plans covering the requirements and the development of the German educational
system," as well as making suggestions for its structure and presenting recom-
mendations for long-term planning on the various levels of education. This body
consists of an 18-member educational commission and a governmental commission
of 18 representatives from the federal and state governments as well as from the
communities. The members of the educational commission are appointed by the
governments; therefore, unlike the Council of Science, independent associations
of the educational commission represent professional and political entities at the
of the educational commission have both professional and political authority at the
same time. Considering the significance of idealogical problems in education,
the Educational Council cannot substitute for the immediate participation of in-
dependent associations in determining educational-political goals (requirements
of cultural, economic and social life; structure of education; content of education,
etc.).

B

The six planning stages listed in the WCOTP questionnaire are, in our view,
less stages of planning than different tasks which will have to be accomplished
by different forces. Before it will be possible to establish and clarify major edu-
cational aims and future educational targets, it will be necessary to undertake
statistical research about the extent of existing educational facilities and manpower
needs and to make systematic investigations with regard to the suitability of the
existing facilities and the educational aims. Such investigations have just started
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in a certain number of fields. Only after the completion of this research will it bepossible to assess the future social and economic development and its continuouscontrol.

The participation of the AGDL as an organization at the start of governmentalplanning in education can, for the time being, take place only indirectly throughits participation at public educational-political discussions and through its futureinfluence on some members of the Educational Council.
In order to clarify major problems in education, since 1954 the AGDL has ex-pressed its attitude in programmed principles and in 1962 presented a special planfor the reorganization of German education. The major aims of the AGDL includethe following:

(a) Extension of the compulsory school time to nine years (AG DL prefers 10years)

(b) Improvement of transitions from the primary school to the secondary schoollevel

(c) Improvement of secondary education: the intermediate school (Hauptschule),the modern secondary school (Realschule) and the classical high school (Gymnasium);as well as sufficiently organized central schools in the countryside and concen-tration of the school network
(d) An increase in the number of promotion schools leading to the maturityexamination
(e) A stronger differentiation on the high school level according to the talentsof students

(f) Improvements in students' school results
(g) An increase in full-time vocational schools, especially hiejher technicalschools and colleges of engineering
(h) An improvement of vocational education through an increase in the vocation-al extension schools and colleges leading to the maturity examination
(1) A material improvement in colleges (an additional 12 are planned for thenext 10 to 15 years)
(0) Intensification of studies (study reform)
(k) An increase in and reorganization of the teaching corps to bring all edu-cators to the college level
(1) The promotion of training through financial increases
(m) The increase of Government support for free adult education and vocationaltraining

(n) The establishment of measures against the teacher shortage, such asassistants
(o) An increase in teachers' salaries
(p) Measures for acquiring education, school and vocational guidance(q) Extension of educational research (the German Institute for InternationalPedagogical Research in Frankfurt and the Max Planck Institute for EducationalResearch in Berlin).

In the Federal Republic of Germany, plans for particular tasks as a whole existonly for the colleges. There are plans for the schools in some of the states.The possibility of meeting the quantitative targets which have been set for
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increased enrolment and increased facilities to meet the expected needs of society
depends primarily on the available financial resources and the corresponding admin-
istrative action, i.e. on the priority which the Governments and Parliaments give
to improvement of education along with other competing tasks. The meeting of
qualitative targets depends also on the willingness of the independent social
forces, in particular the teachers' associations, to win and to educate their mem-
bers. Such educational planning can only be achieved if our society recognizes
that the improvement of education represents a vital investment for its cultural,
economic and political life.

C

The educational-political situation in the Federal Republic of Germany is defi-
nitely characterized by the fact that in no other area is the authority of the Federal
Government so small and the autonomy of the individual states (Linder) so strong.
The states jealously protect their cultural autonomy. Even at each co-ordinating
or financial participation of the Federal Government, the states are afraid to lose
this nucleus of German federalism. The AGDL is a link which co-ordinates the
educational autonomy of the states. The AGDL early developed its own concepts
with regard to modern instruction and education (Congress of the Lehrer und
Erzieher in Berlin in 1952).

Presently the AGDL does not intend to develop further plans to add to the already
existing ones. The general dynamics of our society seem to be so turbulent that
only the development of principles of a very general character seems to be the
adequate approach to everyday problems.

For example, the AGDL has successfully developed the idea of a comprehensive
school in rural areas (the so-called central or village community school). It was
soon obvious that in such schools adequate differentiation among pupils was pos-
sible only if there could be two classes within each grade level. A little later we
ascertained that such an isolated central school could only be operated effectively
and profitably when established in a larger cultural centre. Only with a large
library, a large sports area, and with facilities for adult education and vocational
education connected with the centre can the target be fully reached and the material
and personnel expenditures be profitably invested.

The provincial branches of the AGDL are taking an active part in all planning
undertaken in the individual states. Sometimes they take the initiative and produce
complete plans for development (ex. "The Big Plan for the State of Hessen"). In
other cases such plans originate from governmental commissions. As a rule, re-
sponsible members of the provincial (Lander) associations take part in these com-
missions; however, they are not always specifically appointed as representatives
of their associations. In this case the association publicly expresses its views
about every detail of the commission's proposals.

Radio and television, as well as the press, never fail to ask AGDL spokesmen
for their comments on educational problems. These discussions either deal with
comments presented as a monologue, or with panel discussions. In such a dis-
cussion in front of broadcasting microphones, or under the television lights, re-
presentatives of our association, usually introduced as such, debate with other
representatives, often of dissenting opinions.

Although it has not been customary to appoint official representatives of teachers'
associations as such to the central boards and commissions in the Federal Republic,
it should not be concluded that the AGDL has stood outside in the discussions. An
essential reason why governments and ministries hesitate to appoint official rep-
resentatives of teachers' associations is the fact that there is wide splintering in
the teaching profession. Although the AGDL (Gewerkschaft Erziehung und Wissen-
schaft with 100,000 members, Bayerischer Lehrer und Lehrerinnenverband with



25,000 members) is by far the largest teachers' organization in the Federal Republic,there is a large number of other teachers' organizations which, either as representa-tives of certain teaching categories or for religious reasons, are not yet ready tojoin a large collective association. There may also be governments and ministrieswho use this argument of the splintering of teachers only as a pretext. There arealso some which would not want an official participation of the organized teachingprofession if there were only a single large organization.
With the era of planning also started a period of objectivity, of scientificresearch, and along with it a "de-ideologization" of educational-political problems.It is quite possible that from now on we will need considerable technical means(statistics, computers, etc.) to be on an equal footing in discussions. The teach-ing profession is in no position to raise these means alone. This changes theTole of teachers in educational planning considerably. It will be worthwhile toexamine this process more closely.
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United Arab Republic

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC TEACHERS' SYNDICATE

B-35, English

Historical Background of Educational Planning in the U.A. R,

The concept of planning may be considered recent in our country. It character-
izes the revolutionary attitudes which have prevailed since 1952, and which aim
at establishing and enforcing the principles of a democratic, socialist society.
Yet the roots of educational planning grew parallel to the growth of our system of
education in the 19th century. The evolution of such a system stemmed from the
needs of the society at that time. The system was planned to provide the power
required for the development of a strong army with all its needs in the areas of
engineering, medicine, construction, etc. Such a relationship between the struc-
ture of an educational system and the demands of the society at that time proved
the existence of one kind or another of planning.

Since then, the concept of planning has become more and more clarified and
understood by those responsible for education in our country, with the result that
the system has undergone much improvement and development which went side by
side with the change in all aspects of the society. Since 1952 new trends in plan-
ning have been introduced, and the concept of comprehensive continuous planning
encompassing all areas of social and economic life has been well established. In
1955 special Government officers and departments came into being and the five-year
plans were embarked upon to make a new era in educational planning.

The Revolution has laid down principles according to which steps for future
achievements are designed and planned. The objectives at which we aim emphasize
provision of equal opportunities for every citizen to pursue the kind of education
which can best suit his potentialities in order to partake in all services offered by
the Government and to occupy a job conforming with his abilities and education.

Objectives aimed at also include raising the standard of living, diminishing
social differences among classes, improving village life to bring it nearer to city
life and building up an industrial structure which would help increase our national
income.

To fulfil those aspirations, the Government has set a complete plan of which
education is an integral part inherent in the process as a basic instrument for its
success.

Educational planning in our present society faces two challenging situations:
the immense continuous growth in population and the increasing wish of the en-
lightened public to pursue schooling to the furthest possible degree. Besides, our
educational system has to keep up with the responsibilities placed on our shoulders
by the leading position we occupy among the Arab States and the African countries.
The Present Educational Plan in the U.A.R.

Within the framework of priorities, within the country's potentialities, and in
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accordance with the overall comprehensive Five-Year Plan of 1965-1970, we have
constructed our educational policy to provide for an integral system of generaleducation preceding the university level and comprising three stages totalling 12years of free public schooling for our children.

The three stages are:
(a) Primary stage--six years of compulsory free education for all the childrenof the country from the age six to 12.
(b) Preparatory stage--following the primary school and accepting pupils at theage of 12 up to 15. Education at this stage is free but not compulsory and is basedon a three-year unified school providing general knowledge blended with practicalexperiences in different areas of production.
(c) Secondary stage--a three-year free school following the preparatory stage.It encompasses youth from the age of 15 up to 18. Schools at this stage differ in

purpose and organization, and in the material and experiences they offer. On thisstage rests the real responsibility for preparing the skilled manpower needed foreconomic and social development.

New Trends in Our Present Educational Plan
In organizing our educational policy, the plan stresses trends such as universalcompulsory education in the primary stage for all the children of the nation. Sucheducation is considered the minimum basic general knowledge every citizen shouldget. At the same time, the plan is designed to meet the continuous growth in pop-ulation beside compensating villages and desert areas for any neglect they mighthave suffered in the past. In the First Five-Year Plan which ended 1965 we hadabout 77 per cent of the children of compulsory school age in schools. The second

Five-Year Plan beginning in 1966 aims at increasing this percentage to 92 by theend of 1970.

Equal fair opportunities are provided for children to pursue their education beyondthe compulsory stage if their abilities and potentialities enable them to do so, andwithin the limits of the educational comprehensive plan. Education at the prepa-ratory level is general in nature. It is a continuation of the basic general knowl-edge which began in the primary stage, blended with practical experiences invarious fields of production.

The plan provides for expanding preparatory education gradually and wideningits scope until the time comes when this stage becomes compulsory.
The plan also provides for variation of schools in the secondary stage, as itis at this level that skilled manpower needed for economic development is prepared.We have general secondary schools, technical secondary schools (industrial,

agricultural and commercial) and teacher training schools. Students are encouragedto Join technical schools and teacher training schools, with the aim of limiting thenumber of students who wish to attend general secondary in the hope of proceedingto the university.

Certain types of secondary schools which prepare and train personnel for certainactivities of economic development are encotuaged. Such schools provide thesociety with its needs in the areas of nursing, tourism, hotel service, clericalwork and the like. Local authorities and private organizations are called upon tocreate such institutions, which contribute to raise the standard of living for in-dividuals and help increase the national income. The sector responsible for privateeducation is also expanded to encompass more of our youths who have finished thepreparatory stage.

The plan includes conducting complementary classes and courses for pupils whohave completed compulsory education but have not Joined preparatory schools. The
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courses are both general and practical, aimed at helping the young to face life
equipped with some experiences in different activities 'Which prevail in their com-
munity.

At the same time, the present plan provides for establishing training centres
for pupils who have finished their preparatory education and have not been admit-
ted to secondary schools. This sector of our youth constitutes the real working
power on which production depends, as they are of labour age.

Preparing and training the teaching personnel and the administrative and super-
visory staffs that can effectively carry out the educational plan is another im-
portant factor. The policy also includes the numbers required by the Arab States
and the African countries. The qualitative side is of great importance as it will
result in improving the product of the educational process and increasing its ef-
fectiveness.

The Second Five Year Plan involves details for every educational project and
its needs in terms of buildings, equipment, educational materials, staffs, pro-
grammes, etc. The plan also takes into consideration the numbers of pupils ad-
mitted every year at every level of schooling for the next five years. Thus the
expansion includes both the scope and content of edt.Jation in quantity and quality.
Preparing the Plans

Before setting the plan, research and study are carried on to obtain the necessary
information and data. Other aspects of social life which are related to education
and effect its process are studied too.

After gathering all the needed statistics and sorting them, reports are prepared
for suggesting the educational projects which may be carried out during a certain
period. These suggested projects are submitted to the staffs responsible for pre-
paring the plans to discuss them with experts in specialized committees where all
concerned in education are represented, from the teacher to the administrator
and the supervisor.

These committees prepare and recommend from among the reports the tentative
projects which will be included in the plan. These tentative projects are then
studied by a higher committee for planning representing authorities in the Ministry
of Education, universities and other educational institutions, together with repre-
sentatives of different sectors of the society. When the projects are approved,
they become effective and are sent to different departments to prepare in detail the
requirements needed to carry out the projects in terms of buildings, staffs, cur-
ricula, equipment, auxiliary services, etc. All these requirements should be
organized in a way that ensures a high degree of co-ordination and integration.

As the Ministry of Education is the central organization which is conducting all
affairs of education below the university level in the U.A. R. , it is considered the
sole agency responsible for setting the final plans for all types of education at
that level.

In the Ministry of Education there is an under-secretary of state responsible
for all operations of planning. Under his supervision are several departments,
each responsible for planning at a certain level for a certain sector. The depart-
ments include experts in areas of school administration, curriculum construction
and development, teacher preparation and training, instructional materials and
aids, pupil personnel and affairs, etc.

Planning staffs seek the help and co-operation of committees organized at
different levels to study certain aspects of education. Also, the local sections in
the Educational Zones provide the basic data on the community level and give a
real picture of the actual needs. The suggestions of these local sections are
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considered the initiative steps for educational projects.
Capping all this is a higher planning committee in the Ministry of Educationrepresenting all educational agencies, industrial establishments, social organi-zations, laymen and any other sector interested in education. At this committeelevel the plans are finally discussed and approved.

The Role of Teachers and Teachers' Associations in Planning
The teacher, who is the real executer of all programmes and plans, is, at thesame time, the first person who suggests their revision and reorganization to suitthe ever-changing society and the needs of the pupils at different stages of growth.
The teacher, through working out the plans, participates in their establishmentand at the same time sets new trends for the future; for it is through follow-upand evaluation of the existing plans that steps for further development are set.
The teacher gives his opiniol. on the courses he is teaching and in the bubjectmatter they include, on the textbooks the pupils are using, and on the time tablewhich the school sets for the distribution of work and activities.
The initiation of any educational project starts always in the school by theteacher, who through reports and studies sets the first move. The planning sectionsin the Educational Zones convey local opinions and wishes to the concerned de-partments in the Ministry of Education. Also, the supervisory personnel and thefollow-up staffs form the link between teachers in the classrooms and planners inthe Ministry.

The teacher has a direct role in planning, for, as mentioned earlier, no projectever passes without discussion and careful study at all levels by all concerned.Study and discussion always begin first with the staffs responsible for preparingthe tentative plans and end with members of the Higher Committee for Planning.The initial studies are made by teachers together with community representatives.The committees which develop at later stages of the study depend on teachers formost of the work, as they are the main group who actually perform real educationaltasks. Teachers are represented in all planning committees at all levels and takean important part in the process.
The ultimate objective of the Syndicate is to serve the teaching profession. Itworks at improving the standard of teachers , professionally and materially, andat helping them to'grow and to raise the degree of their effectiveness.
The Syndicate also aims at improving the educational operations themselves,and ensures that education really faces the needs of social evaluation and keepspace with other advanced areas in life.
The Syndicate makes possible co-operation with other associations, teachers'unions and any organization working for the same noble purpose. All associationsin the Arab countries are joined together in a union for Arab teachers.
Through all these activities the Syndicate exercises influence and has a directeffect on educational planning. Such activities guide the steps of educationaldevelopment in the future.
What is of great influence in planning are the educational conventions held bythe Syndicate on the Arab national level to study and discuss certain issues ineducation. The most recent of these conventions was the one held in Alexandriain August 1965 on "Improving the Teaching of Science in the Arab World." A carefulanalysis of the recommendations and resolutions made by the member States showsthe important effect the results of this convention have on educational planningnow and in the future. Directly after the convention was held, concerned depart-ments in the Ministry of Education and in the Education Zones held meetings and
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formed committees for revising the curricula of science in the preparatory and the
secondary schools. These curricula were developed after their revision to comply
with the recommendations of the convention and are going to be instated in schools
right after they are approved. No doubt following this step, the textbooks will be
developed accordingly, and so will methods of teaching and activities..

Another side of the Syndicate's influence on planning for education is the direct
participation it makes in preparing the studies needed for, and analyzing the res-
olutions issued by, the conferences held for the development of certain areas of
education. Examples of these are the conference on the Improvement of Primary
Education held in Cairo in July 1963, and the Conference on the Development of
Teachers' Education held in Alexandria in August 1965. In both conferences the
Syndicate presented its own points of view, which were of great importance and
which actually affected the system of preparing and training teachers for the pri-
mary stage, recruitment of these teachers, means of keeping them on the job, and
methods of developing them into public leaders ready to serve their community.

The field where the effect of the Syndicate is most apparent is that of primary
education, where planning is directed towards pupils' health and nutrition, towards
their social well-being, the auxiliary services offered to them, and the role of
Parent-Teacher Associations. The effect of the Syndicate on educational planning
does not stop at the mentioned activities, however, The eminent group of learned
men, educators and administrators, who form its board and membership provide a
continuous source of studies and research on the most recent trends in education.
Thus the Syndicate is able to suggest and direct educational development in the
future on scientific bases.

An activity which is far-reaching in its effects, though indirectly, is the monthly
magazine El Raid issued by the Syndicate. On the pages of this educational mag-
azine new concepts and changes are recorded to pave the way for development and
to channel it into areas consonant with what is happening in our Arab Society es-
pecially, and all over the world generally. Moreover, the magazine enables the
different points of view to come together, and acts as an open window through which
educators have a look at recent trends and efforts in their specialized fields.

It should not be forgotten that the Syndicate is the organization which represents
teachers, and as such has an effective role to play in planning for education. The
Syndicate is the place where teachers gather to discuss their problems and to
solve them. Above all, teachers are the people who are actually responsible for
the educational process, as they have in their guardianship the real agents of the
schools , the pupils, for whom planning is designed.
Conclusion

Educational planning in the future directs its attention to the following:
1. Although we fully recognize planning as the basic instrument for developing

education, we realize that it is not enough for improving education to establish
schools, to set plans, to construct curricula and programmes, to project future
change and design to face it, unless these are accompanied by preparing an ade-
quate teaching staff to carry out the plans at all levels. The teaching staff should
be formed of personnel highly prepared and qualified, persons who really have
faith in their job and who are encouraged to keep it and grow in it.

2. Planning for every level of the educational system should be followed by
in-service programmes designed to train the suitable numbers of teachers who can
fully and effectively execute these plans. In-service training for teachers is as
important as teacher preparation.

3. People responsible for planning should be more enlightened on the importance
of teacher participation in the planning of the educational process directly and
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actively. Teachers should play their role in organizing education and directingits steps through their associations and organizations, as well as through thejobs they hold.

4. Educational planning should be in the hands of highly qualified staffs.Personnel engaged in its operations should be specialized in certain aspects, andshould be kept up to date with recent trends in their area of specialization and inother areas having to do with social and economic changes which have immediateimplications on planning for education.
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